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ÀBSTRÀCT

Since many Manitoba pre-school children spend a goodly

proportion of their time in nurseries and kindergartens'

there is an opportunity to provide music education for four-

and five-year-olds. Criteria for the main features of such

a music program have been sought out by studying early

childhood literature, both developrnental and musical.

Readings on the Orff, Kodaly and Ðalcroze music teaching

approaches were selected because of their influence on music

education. Musical concepts to be mastered are also Iisted.

A more detailed Iisting is contained in Àppendix B.

The program is divided into five areas: speech and

singing, movement, listening, playing instruments and

creating. The child's stage in inteIIectual, emotional and

social development is described and more specific aims in

each of the five program areas are set out. These aims are

geared to the child's pre-operational stage and to his

optimum learn ing mode s .

Further there are criteria for choosing materials in each

of the five program areasf and methodology for teaching

them. Appendix A contains examples of actual materials that

might be used,



Certain implications are drawn from the study which

shoutd be addressed. If appropriale early childhood music

programs are to be offered, teachers must be aware of

teaching methodology and materiai.s available for them.

Teacher preparation is discussed and specific skilIs for

teaching early childhood music are Iisted. Recommendations

are made for teacher preparation and early childhood music

educat ion guidelines.

Lesson plan structure and courses

childhood music teachers are contained

D.

of

in

study for early

Appendices C and

The main int.ention has been to provide a rationale for

appropriate early childhood music education, along with

suggestions for carrying it out.
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INTROÐUCTION ÀND PROBLEM

INTRODUCTION

Over the past several decades there has been a gradual

move to\eard increasing institutionalization of the young

chiId, Thirty years ago this began with the six-year-old

child starting schooJ.. Today, in many cases, it has crept

up to the two- or three-year-old taken to lhe nursery.

Therê are many social reasons for this: working mothers

needing nursery care for their children; smalfer families

resulting in parents sending three- and four-year-olds to
nursery schools for the socialization that used to be

provided by siblings; the increasing freedom of our

Iifestyle in which young parents lrant time to study, !o

pursue hobbies, to work, to retain their individual
identities. Because the inter-generational family is rare

now, because older sisters and brothers are busy with

Iessons, sports, clubs, etc., and because few families have

a wide span in their children's ages, parents are

increasingly responsible for their children's well-being.

This responsibility is also increased, particularly in

cities, by the change in the city milieu. Yards are small

and streets are not suitable for children's play; r¡ith the
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increase in apartment and condominium living there is often

littIe oubdoor play space for children; playgrounds and

parks are no longer safe for unsupervised play. Àccordingly

parents look for supervisory help in thè form of nursery

school and community programs.

In the home itself there is much less independent play

activity for children, and less parent-chiId interaction
because of the mass of electronic enlertainment from

television, radio and records. ÀIso, with the great

increase in the percentage of mothers working outside the

home, there is much less time for playing !¡ith children and

enjoying family activities. Often the parents simply do not

have the child-music-play background to create musical

experiences for their children at home.

Society is meeting some of the needs created by these

various phenomena. Most schools nolr have kindergarten

classes; a number of day nurseries are availabl-e to care

for young chiLdren, with guidelines estabLished as to the

ratio of children to supervisory personneL. Training is
available for kindergarten and nursery teachers, but few

demands are made of these teachers in the fieLd of music.

Music in the schools has an organized curriculum with

detaiLed guidelines for implementation. This curriculum

begins in Grade One, !rith an effort made to include pre-

school children by having the first level designated as
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Kindergarten and crade One. Lit.tle attention has been paid

to specific Aoal.s and techniques for teaching music prior to
Grade One, allhough many children spend a year or tl¡o in

nursery school, as weII as a year in Kindergarten.

STÀTEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

It is important for children to have skills in music and

perceive music t.o be an imporLant part of their Iives.
Since children's attitudes are largely formed by age seven,

it would seem advisable to begin music education as early as

possible in order to enhance their capability in and

enjoyment of music.

Music is a varied experience involving singing, moving,

playing, listening and creating. New philosophies and

methodologies of music education have evolved under the

leadership of notable educators and composers like Emile

Jaques-Dalcroze, Zol-lan Kodaly, Carl Orff and Shinichi

Suzuki. These r+iIl- be examined as they apply to early
childhood, in conjunction with cognitive theories advanced

by Jean Piaget , as well as the soc ial development of

children, to produce an exempJ.ar of appropriate music

experiences for pre-school children.

The purpose of this study then, is to outtine an exempLar

of early childhood music experiences which will provide

teachers of four- and five-year-old children in Manitoba
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anurseries and kindergartens with guidance in presenting

music program. It wiII:

3.

Identify criteria for selecting appropriate musical

experiences for four- and five-year-old children.
Define developmentalLy appropriate aims for young

chi Idren' s music education.

Outline ancillary methodology to assisL teachers in
presenting music exper iences.

Provide an exampl-e of a suitable program to assist
teachers in planning for the music education of four

and five-year-olds, taking into account the areas of
pJ.ay, cognition, coordination, social and emotional

deveLopment r âs well as children' s abilities in

speaking, singing, moving, listening activities,
playing instruments, and creat ing.

5. Outline the skills teachers wilI need to provide

these expe r i ences.

Early music experiences should create in children an

attitude of joy, and a feeling of competence in making

music. The premise made is that the music education of pre-

school chiLdren deserves careful planning as welI as

competent teachers, so that certain benefits may be reaped.

These include a life-1ong positive attitude to music and

music-making, an appreciation of the aesthetic component of

music, the inter-relationship of music with other areas of

experience, the natural acceptance of music as another means

of communication, and competence in using it.

2.

4.



STÀTEMENT OF DELIMITÀTIONS

In providing samples of materials to be used for an

early childhood program, general outl-ines of suitable

materials, and criteria for their choice will be

provided, as weII as representative selections in

each category. ÀIthough five areas, singing,

movement, playing, Iistening and creating are

designated, some activities l¡i11 include tlro or more

of these areas.

This study will confine itself to English language

samples of materials.

The choice of ages four and five is made because ¡nany

children of this age altend nurseries and

kindergartens.

DEFINITION OF TER}IS

EarJ.y childhood music as used in the context of this
study shaII mean that which is experienced before

entering the first grade of the public school system;

generally then, prior to the age of six.
Nurseries are care-giving agencies that look after
pre-school children on a daily basis.

Kindergart.ens may be those provided by the Department

of Education in schools ¡ or privately-organized

learning institutions where five-year-olds attend on

a regular basis,

1.

1.

¿.

¿.

3.
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in

R

6.

4. Early childhood music programs arè those offered

dai ly nurseries and kindergartens.

1

Movement in this study shall encompass games,

imitative actions, action songs, response to rhythms,

creative and interpretive dancing and set dances.

Creating shall mean any original, personal

contribution made by a child in words, instrumental

playing, melody or movement, both from the viewpoint

of invention and personalized recollection.
For ease of exposition the pronoun "herr r,¡i11 be used

in its generic sense when a chi.ld is under

discussion.

Àims shaLl be defined as goals toward which teachers

wiIl direct their activities and which they wiII
endeavour to achieve. Aims for singing, moving,

Iistening, playing and creating are set out in terms

of behaviours which chiLdren wiIl exhibit. The aims

Iisted in each category are a broad framework of

goals from which specific educational objectives can

be drawn.

8.



REVIEÍ¡7 OF THE LITERÀTURE

The period of infancy is undoubtedly the richest.
It should be utilized by education in every
possible and conceivable way. The waste of this
period of Iife can never be compensated. Instead
of ignoring the early years, it is our duty to
cul"tivate them with the utmost care.1

Manitoba has a music curriculum in place for eJ.ementary

and secondary school-s, its music festival has the largest
participation in lhe world, and it points v¡ith pride to its
many musical organizat.ions. A great many children in the

province are receiving quality nusical education in schools

and from private teachers, but stiIl, when children reach

school, teachers find that already at age six, they must do

remedial work in teaching children to sing.

The first fine fLush of learning speech and song is past

and some children have not found their singing voices, and

thèir most intrinsic means of ¡nusical expression. The

obvious âns\,¡er is to catch that first flush and to begin

earlier with exposure to and experience in music. Since so

many young chiLdren are in nursery schools of various kinds,

it provides an extraordinary opportunity to begin music

education at a very early age.

1Dr. Alexis Carrel, L'Homme cet Inconnu (I948)

-7 -



I
In order to use Lhis opportunity to the best advantage,

it would seem advisable to find the bèst method of teaching

young children, as advocated by recognized music education

authorities. This chapter begins the task by examining the

literature on Early Childhood music education, as r,¡e1I as

tracing the history of young children's educational

philosophies as developed by Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi,

Friedrich Froebel and Maria Montessori, to show hor,¡ modern

educational criteria have developed.

À summary synthesizes the views of twentielh century

creators of processes for teaching music to children, EmiIe

Jagues-DaIcroze, ZoItan Kodaly, CarI Orff and Shinichi

Suzuki, to indicate certain fundamental criteria for early

childhood rnusic education. The Iearning theories of

psychologists Jean Piaget and Sigmund Freud have been

considered, and are applied in the methodology used !o teach

music to young children. Music educators Iike Canadians

Barbara Cass-Beggs, Donna wood and Lois Choksy, Hungarians

Katalin Forrai, Hel9a Szabo and Erzsebet Szonyi, Àmericans

Mary Helen Richards, Barbara Andress and PhyIIis weikart and

others have adapted these learning theories and children's
development to music education. The process develops in

accordance r¡ith lhe children's way of Iearning, utilizing
their stage of cognitive, social and motor development.

Early childhood music education has many goals ranging

from a comprehensive desire to improve the quality of
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chiLdrenrs lives by giving them a means of natural and

positive artistic expression so important in human growth,

to more immediate goals like the development of personality,

participation, interaction with others, and even

independence. None of these goals are intrinsically
musical, but music achieves them while it is taught for its
onn ends. The deveLopment of ski11 in music is often

considered more important from the viewpoint of Lhe

children's sense of achievement and human f u1f i1l-ment, than

the accomplishment of the skill ibself. In ot.her words, t.he

emotional impact on children has more importance than the

artistic accomplishment. But in order to reach the broad

goals, there must be a way of teaching children so that they

will wish to explore, Iearn and part.icipate. Children need

direction in their musical skill development so that they

can reach their highest musical capability, and this will
build their self-esteem and enrich the quality of their
Lives,

E'INDING COIiIMON FOCÀL POINTS FOR EARLY CHIIJDHOOD I1IUSIC

EARLY BEGINNINGS

Kodaly pJ.aced emphasis on beginning very young, even

before children are born. Music should be instilled into
the everyday life of all children just like J.anguage, and in

fact, closely linked to it. KodaLy, as his work with music

education progressed, "turned his attention to music for



younger and youngêr chi ldren,

appreciation for and skilI in

nursery. " 2

10

being convinced that any real

the arts must stem from the

In this he was following earlier ideas from the Father of

the Kindergarten, Friedrich Froebel, who concerned himself

with the complète development of chil-dren. Robert B. Donns,

in his biography of Froebel states that Froebel felt that it
¡ras essential to begin with the earliest years in children's
Iives.3

As early as the 1830's he organized a nursery class for
children from age three, because he saw that reform of early
education would provide a proper foundation for school.

Recognition of the importance of the pre-school age in

determining a child's character, and providing guidance t.o

assist in forming desirable character traits v,'ere

fundamentaL principles of Froebel's educational practice,

Again in agrèement, Kodaly wrote "...the years between three

and seven are educationally much more important than the

later ones. what is spoiled or omitted at this age cannot

be put right later on."a Sigmund Freud too agreed tha! the

first few years of life are the most important for the

format ion of personality. s

2

4

Kenneth Simpson (Ed.), Some creat Music Educators, p. 83,

Robert B. Dor¡ns, Friedrich Froebel, p. 38.

Lois Choksy, The KodaLv Context, p.. 7 (quoted)

Patricia H. MiILer, Theories of Ðåvelopmental Psycholoqy,
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EmiIe Jaques-Dalcroze, the Swiss educator, concurred that
early beginnings are essential. He was a musician who

deveJ.oped eurhythmics, a system of having students feel and

express both hhe aesthetic and cognitive aspects of music

with their bodies before attempting to perform it.
Eurhythmics develop children's expressiveness and response

to music through the medium of their bodies, which become

musical instruments. Movement ski1ls are practised, not for

their own sake, but to create a finer and more expressive

instrument to interpret music. The use of the whole body

instead of just clapping the hands or stepping the beat

permits a more intense and conpl-ete reaLization of the

music. Constant creativity is demanded by the freedom to

express music in the child's unique way. Of beginning wit.h

young chi ldren Dalcroze said,

Every people is capable of evolving to its
advantage or disadvantage according to the care
with which its children are reared from infancy...
The earlier we instil tastes and convictions in a
man, the more sure we may be of their durability
and soL idi ty. 6

Shinichi Suzuki, a Japanese string player, became

fascinated by the cleverness of children in learning

Ianguage. Whatever country they were born in, aII children
mastered their mother-tongue perfectly, and at such an early

age! He became convinced that children, by the use of

6 Emi Ie Jaques-Dalcroze,
200 and 7.

Rhythm, Music and &1læ9.!.L9g, pp.
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careful listening experiences and an early start, could also

master string pJ.aying with equaL success.

I,lhat living creatures will become depends on the
very first stage of their deveLopment...his
ability in later life is determined by his
training !.n infancy and childhood... An ear for
music is something that can be acquired by
listening, and t.he sooner this is begun, the more
effective it witl be.7

Maria Montessori believed that the first six years are

the most significant in the whole span of human 1ife. It is
in this period that children develop and learn most quickly,
even without being actively taught. They acquire motor

coordination, language, social senser and an outlook that
will shape their ¡,¡hole lives. Dr. Montessori was an Italian
doctor and psychiatrist who deveLoped a pre-schooL program

for children that is now being used all over the world. She

says,

The greatness of the human personality begins at
the hour of bi rth. From thi s almost myst ic
affirmation there comes what may seem a strange
conclusion: that education must start from
birth. s

In Montessori's philosophy, chiLdren are ready for help

in their developnent by age three. This is arranged by

placing them in an environment ¡,¡here experiences in atI
cogniLive areas are available, where they can assimilate
from the prepared environment 1,¡ithout the need of direct
teaching, Dr. Montessori feels that the creative spirit of

Shinichi Suzuk i ,

Maria Montessori

The Suzuki ConceÞt, pp. t0 and 12.

, Ihg Absorbent Mind, p. 4.

7

s
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children is stunted on every hand in traditional educationaL

systems which treat children like voids to be filled with

kno¡,¡ledge, rather than encourage them to use their own

creativity. In the same vein, Piaget wrote,

When the active school requires that student's
efforls come from the student hinself instead of
being imposed, and that his intelligence undertake
authentic rqork instead of accepting pre-digested
knowl-edge from outside, it is simply asking that
the faws of all intelligence be respected. e

Ðonna wood, the Canadian institutor of early Childhood

music education, and Early Childhood teacher-training

coursès in music, believes that music stimulates and aids

nany areas of young children's devel-opment: physical,

emotional, intellectual and social. But the formation of

attitudes and abilities in aII these areas must begin very

young.

The early childhood music educator believes that
human beings become the way they are because of
the way they were molded as young children. Early
experiences have a strong effect on the
development of attitudes and the personality of
the chiId... Musical experiences influence social
development...starting at the beginning !¡ith the
babY.l

Carl Orff bel-ieved that music, movement and speech are

inseparable in children's music making. Working r,¡ith Munich

children in expressive, creative dance, he gradualL1f added

s Piaget quoted in David P. Weikart, Basics for
Preichoolérs, H i qh,/Sc ope Resource.

l0 Donna Wood, Music Education can Promote Social Skills and
Àttitudes in the Developing Child. Paper given at XVIth
I SME Conference, I984.
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instruments played by the dancers, and finally came to the

realization that music experiences should start Ì.¡ith singing

and speech, "should begin in early childhood and should make

use of the child's own musicaL experiences as material for
the instructional process. "1 1

There is an interesting parallel between the educational

development ideas of Dalcroze, Kodaly and Orff, and the
present trend in education. Dalcroze, Kodaly and Orff aII
began working with oLder children and young people, and

gradually came to realize that some of them had musical

deficiencies that could have been avoided by earfier
experiences in musical expression and understanding. Our

schools noÌ., are showing interest in the early years. Just

as when building a bridge, one does not build the roadbed

and superstructure and then decide to put something under

it, e¡e cannot expect to educate students to become musical

people by giving them much instruction in intermediate years

and later, without having offered them a good music program

in the early formative years. The foundation, in music as

in bridges, is of paranount importance in ensuring long-

lasting and pleasurable use of the edifice.

1r BeLh Landis and PoIly Carder, The Eclectic Curriculum in
American Music Education, p. 72.
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THE LEÀRNING PROCESS

When teaching young children to make music, they must

actually experience it before they can begin to understand

it. Many of the nel¡er teaching philosophies stress this
now, but it has long roots, stemming from Pestalozzi, who

believed that theory should folLow practice. Froebel

continued this stratagem in his educational prac!ice. In

the earliest years at school, he provided a proper

environmenl so lhat children r,¡ould have the means to engage

in experiential activities to advance their development. He

believed that only direct experience with life and the world

at large made a definite impact on the individual. 1 2

Psychologists Piaget, Maslor,¡ and others have searched out

the development of social, psychological and cognilive
processes in chi ldren.

Their similarities, although arrived at in
different fields, all recognize the importance of
experience at differing stages of development,
and, more specifically, the experiencing of
success. Piaget's work put forth the theory that
only after repeated activity is a concept
forma1ized... Learning is based on the sequential
management of experiences appropriate to the
process,13

Montessori !¡as in agreement ¡,¡ith Froebelrs ideas. She

also created an environment scal-ed to children's size, and

provided the opportunity to deveLop their interests by

12 Robert B. Dolrns, Friedrich Eroebe.f., p. 60.

13 Lu EIrod and MiIIie Burnett, Building Positive Self-
Concept through Music. Canadian Music Educator, Winter,
1981 .
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encouraging children to actively engage in experiential
work, unhindered by timetables or demands from their
teachers. Once the child is involved in an activity, the

teacher does not interfere, but lets the child J.earn by

self-motivation.

Just as Froebel saw value in children's play¡ modern

early childhood educators say that children "discover the

r¡orld through p1ay. " I ¡ They first observe, then manipulate,

question and finally choose v¡hat to do lrith their new

knor,rledge. 'Hands-on' activities chosen by the chiLdren

themselves are encouraged in aII early years programs.

Ðalcroze was the originator of physical response to music

for educational purposes. He statèd that in order to

understand music and perform it, it must first be felt or

experienced by the body. Children should first hear the

music, analyse what it conveys, and then express this in

movement. The body can experience and demonstrate

gradations of volume, changes of mood, structure and form,

differences in texture or speed. In factr the body should

experience and express all the elements of music before

reading and performing it, When listening to music,

children "synchronize their movements with the music as they

hear it. After a number of such experiences, they are ready

to observe in musi.cal notation the rhythm patterns they have

la Annette BoIand,
Education Man i toba,

Child's Play is Important Work.
February, 1 986.



experienced. " r s Dalcroze himself said,

The important thing is that the child should learn
to feel music, to absorb i!, to give his body and
soul to it; to listen to it not merely v¡ith his
ear, but with his whole being special
exercises wiII first develop his sense of muscular
rhythm and his nervous sensibility; then they wiII
render his ear attentive to all gradaLions of
intensity, duration and time, phrasing and
shading, so that his Iimbs may faithfully
reproduce the rhythms perceived by the ear.r6

Present-day Àmerican mus ic

agrees that the activities
èarL iest years will influence

movement required by dance or

hear music, they learn

participation.

educator Phyll i s Weikart too,

children experience in their
their ability in the rhythmic

in athletics.lT As children
about it through active

In the Orff approach¡ young children learn by doing and

being activeLy engaged in music making. Hovrever, the

'doing' is meant to stimulate the children to reasonr to

"think and to consider how things are made and hol¡ they

function. Doing can also be the practical application and

proof that a thing has been learned (stiIl provoking new

developments), that it has been internalized, practiced, and

that this particular experience can be recalled and

repeated. 'r rI This implies certain skiLLs that are gradually

1s Landis and Carder, The Eclectic Curriculum, p. 24.
16 Emile Jaques-Dalcroze, (Parnphlet) Dalcroze Eurhvthmics.
r7 Phyllis Weikart, Teachinq Movement and Dance, p. 6.
18 Hermann Regner, Music for Children 1 pre-school, Àmerican

Edition, Introduction.
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reached by preparation in various musical activities like
rhythms of !¡ords, discriminating between pitches, keeping

the beat, etc.

Canadian Donna Wood conducts cLasses for young children
where such activities are carried out. She turns young

children to!¡ards music by helping them discover what music

is through personal experience. When they have experienced

activities that give them a repertoire of musical behaviours

and skills, she encourages them to make music of their
own, f9

Children can, however, make spontaneous music from the

time of birth in gurglings, cooing, movements and free

singing. This very gradualLy leads to a shage where the

child can produce an adult notion of tuneful sínging.

Jean Piaget defined certain stages in the deveJ.opment of

children's inteLlectual and physical skiIIs, and termed them

an order of succession of acquisibion, not of timing. The

age at r¿hich certain skilIs are acquired, he considers

relative, but the order of the acquisition of skiIIs is
constant. Further, the skiIIs learned and understood at a

certain age, become an integral part of the skills to be

Iearned at the next stage. Thus there is in each st.age a

LeveL of preparation for the skills to be learned, as r,¡e11

Is Donna wood, Ugyq, Sino, Listen, P_Iê-y., Pref ace.
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as a leve1 of completion in understanding,20

Thus, according to Piaget's stages of cognitive
development, each rather definite stage of intellectual
development contains the embryonic elements required in the

succeeding stagè, Unless these el-ements are encouraged to
grow, they cannot contribute to the following stage of

development. Music education, like other branches of

learning, must work within the framework of the pre-

operational stage.

The various levels of development have a fixed order, but

their time of appearance varies in children !¡ith physical

development, social background, or experience. The Pre-

Operational. stage, roughly defined as the period between the

ages of two and seven, is the stage in which a child learns

to substitute mental i.mages and language for the

sensorimotor activities of infancy. ImitaLion, dramatic

play and make-believe are important because through them

children are learning the experiences, roJ.es and ideas of

their environments. Children at this level begin to place

things in a series, form mental pictures for identification,
(very useful in sound), and become used to symbols and names

to represent objects.

20 Hol¡ard E. Gruber and J. Jacques Voneche, (Eds. ) The
Essential Piaqet, p. 815. (From Jean Piaget, The Child
in Realitv. viking Press Inc., 1973¡ originally a paper
given at symposium on The Stages of Development in
Childhood and Àdolescence, ceneva, 1955. )
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Montessori discovered that at certain stages of growthl

children display a special disposition to Learn in a certain
lray. Àlong with Piaget, she found tha! "children between

the ages of three and six are sensitive to sensory-motor

activities, which provide foundations for subsequent

intellectual development. "2 r For this reason she felt that

singing, which faIIs into this sensitive period, can only be

learned after children have expressed understanding of the

music through coordination of body movement and the ¡nusic's

movement - rhythm. Accordingly , she used music mainly as a

1i sten ing and interpreting experience.

In general, Montessori felt that education is a natural
process which develops spontaneousJ-y in children, and not

something that the teacher does. Adults cannot use their
logic to explain things to children, because children think
differently, and we must try to use their psychology, and

try to follow how their minds reason. "The chitd's way of

doing things has been for us an inexhaustible fountain of

revelations," she says. "He brings to our knowledge a kind

of psychic Iife totally different from that of adults... No

longer is it for the professor to apply psychology !o

childhood, but it is for the chiLdren themselvès to reveal

their psychology to those who study them."22

EIise Braun Barnett, Montessori and Music, InLroductionlp. vi.
Maria Montessori, The Àbsorbent Mind, p. 179 and p. 5.22
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The Orff approach is valuable because it allows children
to experience music aurally, visually and in a tactile
sense, by the use of singing, moving and playing

instruments. Imitation is used extensively, both in

dramatic play and in more formalized echo activities with

rhythm and melody. Carl Orff says, in explaining his

educational methodology,

Since the beginning of time, children have not
Liked to study. They would much rather play, and
if you have their interest at heart, you will let
them Learn while they play.23

Children do learn while they play, and make many ner,¡

discoveries. FroebeL, who had a real understanding for and

empathy with childhood, $¡as the first !o see the educational

possibilities of chiLdren's play. In play, Froebel says,

children are not merely amusing themselves, but exercising

their physical, emotional and intelLectual qualities. It is
a natural process through which children groe¡ in their total
development incJ-uding language, Play forms the basis for
all further growth and learning. Froebel was the first to

organize children's play so that ih woul-d teach as well as

amuse.

To this end, al.I Learning should be broken do!¡n into the

simplest possible elements. Froebel practised this in his

school as early as 1825. Àn inspector visiting his school

23 Springfield, IlIinois, State
Elementary Music: Guidelines
Education in Illinois, (Bethesda,
neproAuction Servfce, ED 121 455,

Of f ice of Education,
for Elementary Music

Md. : ERIC document
I97s) p. 73.
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reported as follows:

"SIow1y, continuously, gradually ... according to
a connection founded upon the nature of the human
mind, the instruction steadily goes on, without
any tricks, from the simple to the compLex, from
the concrete to the abstract, so v¡ell-adapted to
the child and his needs that he goes as readily to
his learning as to his pLay". 2a

KodaIy's philosophy has evolved into a highly sequenced

series of Iearning steps. He says the first melodies

crooned by children tend to be slow, in duple metre, and

sung on the minor third, usually with a descending interval
!o begin. Àccordingly, the songs and rhymes used to teach

young chi Idren ski lls should have the same

characteristics.2s

The skiIIs, once chosen, are also broken down into simple

steps: first the children and teacher do it together; then

all the chil-dren do it together without the help of the

teacher; finally the child performs the skiII alone. The

pedagogical order for each nes learning is hearing, singing,

deriving, writing, reading, creating, Children learn to
speak in a similar sequence: hearing, repeating, imitating
and finally making their own sentences, Kodaly said that
the simple elements of music should be practised for years

and developed in an orderly way. He too feLt that these

practices should begin in kindergarten because there

Edward Wiebe, Paradise of Childhood, p. t4. (quoted in
Robert B. Downs, Friedrich Froebel. pp. 31-32.)

Lois Choksy, Ihe g14b¿ Context, p. 16.

2A

25
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children Learn in a p1ayfuJ. manner, whereas when they reach

êlementary school it is almost too Iate for this.

CarI Orff too believed in beginning with very simple

elements so that the children could not only perform the

material well, but also understand it. He believed that
music developed in each child as it does in a primitive
cuLture, beginning with rhythm. An eLemental music, it
includes speech and the two-note minor third call,
progressing slowly to pentatonic ¡nelodies. Simple

percussion instruments are added to accompany singing and

movement. Using these elements, chil-dren are encouraged to
create music that is simple and childlike, rather than

perform music that is too compJ.ex for them to comprehend.

Basically, the Orff learning sequence is observe, imitate,
experiment, create. The children gradually move from

imitation to creation, from part to whole, from simp).e to
complex.26 Orff's seguence of Iearning experiences is
caref ulJ-y arranged to let children learn naturally.

I.lhen Orff began to write for young children, he reflected
on the movement and percussion experiences he had been

working on with young professional dancers, and realized
that the unity of music and rnovement, which he had stressed

r¡ith his studenls, was perfectLy natural for young children.
Therefore he felt that the starting place for young children

26 Lois Choksy, Avon Gillespie et aI,
Twenthieth Century, p. J.03.

Teachinq Music in the
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should be speech and song: children's rhymes and the wealth

of old appropriate children's songs. He writes that this
recognition gave him the key for his new children's
educational work.27

He begins with speech patterns, moving into rhymes and

t!¡o-note songs¡ using the well-known falting minor third,
Iike Kodaly. When children have mastered a f erv pitches and

can sing simple songs in tune, spãrse accompaniment is added

for color. UsualIy it begins with smaIl percussion

instruments, giving the belL tone in a song about bells, or

a woodblock in a song about galloping horses. percussion is
also used to emphasize the beat, and to create suitable
introductions, interludes and codas. To teach Listening and

an innate feeling for puJ.se, the children learn to accompany

bheir singing with tone-bar instruments. To do this they

must be able to sing, play and listen at once, as v¡ell as

feel the basic movement of the music in their bodies. The

singing comes first, then accompaninents are learned. Most

important of all, each child must actively listen to blend

his voice with the others, and to keep his accompanirnent in

tine with Lhe singing and the other players.

The children can explor. una experiment, making decisions

as to the most suitable tone-color and motifs to use in
accompanying their singing. Techniques Iike imitation and

echoing bring children to the point where lhey have a

27 CarL Orff, Orff Schulwerk, Volume 3, p. 214.
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repertoire of ideas to use for independent creation. The

penlatonic scale is used for ease of weIl-pitched singing as

welI as for vocal and instrumenLal improvisation. Speaking

and singing, poetry and music, music and movement, playing

and dancing are treated in a wholly integrated way, as they

are in a child's world.

Speaking and singing are centred in the voice, an

integral- part of children. Just like children learn

language, they can also learn the rhythm and melody of music

through listening and imitation. Singing to babies and

young children encourages them to imitate and find their own

voices. Throughout history, great musicians have recognized

the importance of singing in music education. Knowledge

learned by singing is "internalized in a way that musical

knowledge acquired through an instrument - an external
appendage - can never be."28 Canada's great pianist, Gl-enn

Gould, always hummed and sang along with his playing, to the

endless aggravation of recording engineers, but he said that
music must sing!

Orff's co-vorker, Gunild Keetman, points out a number of

additional benefits derived from beginni.ng with a few notes,

gradually leading to the five-note pentatonic sca1e. She

recommends the use of the pentatonic scale to free the

chiLdren's developing ear from the dominance of major and

28 Lois Choksy, Teachinq Music in the Twentieth Ç_g¡!.UË¿,p./t.
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minor tonalities. In addi.tion to major and minor, the
pentatonic can lead to work in the modes as r,¡eII as to the

musical language of the tv¡entieth century. She says that it
is especially music "in lhe elemental style that opens the

way to all kinds of sty1e."2s

Most educational theorists agree that the acquisition of

language is an astonishing accomplishmen! for young

children, and have studied thè gradual process by which it
is attained. This process has also been studied by music

educators and then has been adapted to teaching music and

singing, beginning with the language the child knows.

Àt the nursery school children have many opportunities to
explore new play materials, including musical instruments,

and to interact with other children, thus increasing their
language skills. They enjoy chanting rhymes and pJ.aying

rhythmic aames because of the excitement of group rhythm,

imaginative rhymes, and the etements of fun and surprise in
the rhymes themselves. I,thiIe participating they are

improving language skiJ.Is, Iearning to listen to others as

¡,¡e11 as themselves, and often adding some physicaJ. movement

which improves their coordination. Sometimes they can also
make changes in words or movement, and take a first step in
creativity. In addition, the children learn to feel the

beat, enjoy form and rhyme schemes, and exercise their
imagination and fantasy. The chant, because of its choral

2s Gunild Keetman, Elementaria, Þ. !2,
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toformat and rhythm i s essent iaLly nusic , and leads

singing.

Beginning at two or even earlier, most children have

hummed IittIe snatches of song to themselves while playing.

Often these have a strong resemblance Lo songs they have

heard. This can Lead to singing simple songs: songs r,rith

few and easy words, songs which suggest actions, which have

Iimited vocal range, and feature meLodic and rhythmic

repetition. The natural transition from chant to singing
utilizes the falling minor Lhird, and graduatly builds from

there to the pent,atonic scale. Keeping the songs easy lets
children achieve vocal security and they can enjoy the sound

of their voices.3o

Speaking and singing are closely connected for the young

child. This connection leads from speech patterns to rhythm

patterns, from rhythm to melody, and Later from melody to
harmony.

Kodaì.y, whose mother-tongue was in a precarious

position due to strong influences from neighbor nations, and

especially to years of mi).itary occupation and educational

supervision by occupying forcesf set out to save the

Hungarian language through music education, beginning at the

nursery school Level. He accomplished this by using the

3o Lillian Yaross ¡
Educat ion, Music
Edi t ion, Vol. I,

Speech and Sonq in Early Childhood Music
for Children - Orff-SchuLwerk, American
p.69.
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traditional Hungarian folksongs which he had collected.
Àccording to Kodaly, music provides the means of becoming a

menber of a nation, and he fostered Hungarian music which

was intimately fused with the Hungarian language, and made

Hungarians. By using speech as the keystone, he developed

music from language. Nursery rhymes, jingLes, and

chiLdrenrs chants should be part of a chiId, he said, and

foJ,ksongs part of a child's heritage.3l

Kodaly proponent, Ànn Osborn, makes a plea for music

education that wilt develop a child's love for his language,

so the primary foundation of music education should be

language I even before singing. She states that no real
musical learning r¿iIt take place unless the music is closely
related to the language spoken by the chiId, the mother-

t.ongue. In Canada, since we are educating Canadians, this
should be English or French depending on where the child
1ives.32

Dalcroze, in addition to movement and improvisation,
stressed solfege singing. He stated that çhen pitch and

tone are studied, they are best learned through singing,
prior to the use of an instrument. Feeling as he did t.hat

the body should experience music first, he agreed with Orff
and Kodaly that the human voice, being part of the body, is

Erzsebet Szonyi, KodaIy's principles in practice. pp.r3, 14.

Ann Osborn, Irì Defence of the Child, Canadian Music
Educators' Journal, VoI.22, No. 1, Þ.8.

32
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the ideal beginning for musical education.

In summary then, the Iiterature supports actuaf

experience prior to cognitive teaching, stresses that these

experiences should begin !¡ith simpLicity, and take into
account the children's stage of development and

inclininations. Since children Iearn through play and tend

to integrate their activities, it is advisable also to
integrate poetryr song and movement to appeal to thei.r
Learning style. Àrnold WaLter, one-time director of the

Roya1 Conservatory of Music of Toronto, expresses his
approval of this artistic melding, and questions the

practice of having children learn to play difficult
instruments, counting beats and reading cIefs, before they

have experienced music with joy and ease. Along with
Dalcroze, he says music has become too technical and

mechanical. Traditional harmony and tonalities are taken as

starting points, instead of being reached af!er many simpler

experiences.

In the past, such shortcomings Here less important
perhaps than they are no!¡. Tine was when Local
and nationaL traditions, music-making in the
famiLy and in the community provided an experience
comparable to the learning of one's mother tongue.
But our cultural climate has changed considerably.
Traditional forces are on the decJ.ine; the
family, once the most effective stronghol-d of
musical tradition, has ceased to function in t.his
respect, and education is suddenly called upon to
do whatever the rest of the world leaves undone.
In our time, the music teacher finds no ready-made
foundation on which to build: he must build one
hi.mself . He must f ind ways and means to
counteract the trends of a technological
civilization, he must extend the range of his
activities, he must begin at the beginning: r,¡hich



is the heart of the matter.33

CREÀTIVITY

In order to have children feel that music is part of

them, and that it belongs to them, they must have a creative
parL in making it. Creativity can be begun in natural- and

unthreatening e¡ays by having children add or alter words in

a song, by making up actions for their singing, by

encouraging dramatic play, by tetting children accornpany

their singing or movement on instrumentsr and in numberless

other \,¡ays. If children "own" the music in some \,¡ay, it is
much more important to them, and much rnore memorable. They

feel it is worthy of their totaL effort, and aLso learn to
appreciate the music of others in the same way.

Dalcroze found, in working with his students, that they

did not feel as artists in interpreting music, but rather as

technicians in reproducing it on the piano or other

instruments. He sought ways to make it natural and easy,

and devised exercises that would help overcome technical
difficulties, and thus leave the mind free to interpret and

express t.he aesthetic element of the music, and performers'

o\,¡n f eeJ-ings about it. Young children were taught to
respond to music and to understand it before attèmpting to
perform it, by neans of these movements, called eurhythmics.

13 CarI Orff and Gunild Keetman," ! Pentatonic, Introduction by
Music for Children, Volume
Arnold Walter r Þ. v.
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Ðalcroze felt there should be a progression in learning

music, from simpJ.y responding to it, to the complex matter

of performing it. Children should learn about tone, pitch,
rhythm, and musicaL expression through physical experience,

then continue to understandingr and finally to performance.

Dal-croze stated that an ideal sequence begins with hearing

musical sounds, includes active response to them, and

èventually leads to note reading and writing.3a

Dalcroze felt it was necessary !o have children interpret
music in creative movement because "no adequate attempt is
made in our schools to develop children's imaginative
qualities. "3s He predicted that in the schools of the

future, the child wouLd again be in control of his
temperament because a constant appeal wouLd be made to his
imagination. This actually is happening in many areas of

studyi it would seem desirabLe to use this approach in

music as welL.

Movement is such a natural means of expression with

children. Yet it is an area where much expressiveness is
often l-ost as children grow older and develop various other

skills. Creator of a method for teaching children
expressive movement, Rudolf Laban says that dance is the

basic art of man. Music and movernent are very closeLy

Beth Landis and PoL ly

EmiIe Jaques-Da lc roze,
104 and 106.

Carder, The Eclectic Curriculum, p.

Rhvthm, Music and Education, pp.
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related for children. We observe

before birth. Young babies will
every utterance, be it crying

i nst i nc I ively developing both body

32

movemen! in children even

almost aì.ways move with

or cooing; they are

and voice.

The novement of babies always encompasses a great number

of joints, and is two-sided. "The totat stir of the whole

being is illustrated by the combination of kicking and

making noises," says Laban.36 Laher young children learn Lo

isol.ate movement nore and repress other movements, as is
illustrated in moving one hand while coloring, with the

other hand remaining stil-1. Repression Like this, however,

is inhibiting and tension-creating for children, and must

have an outlet. Thus children feel the desire to dance and

move freely to counteract the control they must exert over

multi-joint actions in many areas of their lives: they

learn to hold a board with one hand while the other hand

pounds with a hammer; to hold paper with one hand and cut
with the other; to balance on one foot and kick r,¡ith the

other. Às these skiLls increase and multiply, and more and

more isolated actions becone possible, it is easy to see

that the coordination of a number of joints at once may

easily be left behind, and as a result, many adults find it
difficult or impossible to move freely because of lack of
practice in mult i - joint movement.

36 Rudolf Laban, Modern Educational Ðe-8, p. 17.
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As chiLdren develop then, it is important to maintain

their natural desire for movernent, especiaJ-Ly movement that
i s flowing and expressive; to keep thi s spontaneous

movement going from early childhood on into adult life; to
provide appropriately sequenced experiences for the children
that enable and chaLlenge them to be expressive, both in
expressing their own feeLings, and in expressing emotions

denanded by memory, by music, or by literature. This
freedom and confidence in expressive movement enhances

children's personal and social harmony.

When watching a beaming one and one-half or Lwo-year-old
dancing and turning to music, it is evident that there is a

real desire for movement and great satisfaction in it. The

child is reaching out for experience and ability as r¡eLl as

expressing its innate urges. It is up to educators to make

sure that this outlet remains open, by providing
opportunities for interpretive and creative movement and

dance. By providing these opportunitiesr our nurseries and

kindergartens can preserve the spontaneous freedom of
movement of young children. Indeed it is evident in the

schools and communities in many lraysi fitness, sports and

dancing of various kinds are an important part of our

Iifestyle.

À good \,ray to begin movement with babies and young

children is interaction between mother or care-giver and

child, or individual play between an adult and child. The
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child Learns not onLy love and acceptance, but also a love

of experience, of singing, Ianguage and rhythm, in the

Iittle songs and games a mother plays r¡ith her baby. The

chiLd feels and reciprocates love and trust, resulting in a

confident desire for more experiences and skiIls, This

holds true in all areas. As the child grows older, he or

she wants to do as adults do: drive the car or tractor,
bake the cookies, have a doII family, pound nai1s, dress up

in adult clothes, make things happen and be in charge.

FroebeL observed children's play and then devised

material-s for educational development using the play

activities. One of these materiaLs was a collection of
Mother's S_s¡g€., Games and Stories (Mutter und Koselieder -
literally Cuddling Songs), of which he himself said that it
contained "the most important ideas of my educational

systèm. It is the starting point for an education. "37 In
the book are songs with physical play exercises. Thus rnusic

and movement combine to create an experience of mutual 1ove,

enjoyment and learning in thè areas of physical and musical

deveì.opment.

Katalin Forrai, director of early childhood music

education for all of Hungary, states that each little game

should include not only music and movement, but excitement

and a sense of drama and cLimax. Rhymes for bouncing

children on thè knees not only give rhythm but also the

3 7 Robert B. Do!¡ns , E-Ej-e d.Li..qh. Froebel . p. 52.
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toculnination of a drop or a swing, which lends excitement

the performance and leads the child to cry, Àgain!38

In early chiJ.dhood, Froebel advocated "incessant aclivity
in movement ¡ in thought, and in creative action", in order

to strengthen the body and awaken the mind. This perception

should lead to self-expression and creativity even in young

children. He believed that if creativity was encouraged in
the young, their mature years would yield extraordinary

"creat ivi ty and inventiveness. "3s

In CarI Orff's philosophy of teaching music, the whole

process is intended to lead into creativity and

improvisation. Movement, music and dance are taught in a

totally integrated way. The music can either be the

motivator of dance, or the dance could determine the form of
the music. The entire learning process combines aII forms

of musical art, from uníson to part to solo singing,
instrumental playing on tone-bar and percussion instruments,

knowledge of time values and pitch levels, the use of words

and poetry, self-expression in movement, song and playing,
and body percussion as an aid in rhythmic learning. The

combination of music and movement and accompaniment leads to
simple rhythmic or melodic patterns, which in turn lead

naturally to improvi sat i on.

Katalin Forrai, Personal Notes from
cour se.

Robert B. DoÍ¡ns, Friedrich Froebel,

Early Childhood Music

pp. 43 and 61.

38
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Children feel comfortable with improvisation because it
is approached gradually and naturally. One of the happiest

effects of the Orff phiJ.osophy in lhe classroon, is the

freedom it gives both teachers and pupils for
experimentation and creativity in movement, in rhythms, and

in singing and playing.

Orff saw creating musicr not reading notation, as the

main purpose of music education. To this end he used simple

accompaniments such as borduns and ostinati, which r,¡ere

shown to chi ldren and then played by memory. Thus

children's minds and ears l¡ere free to listen to the music

and were not occupied wiLh visual note-reading. Àt first
the child explores music and then discovers its cornponents:

phrasing, pitch, Iength of tones, tempo, variations of

dynamics.

The most basic creativity in the Orff method is that of

movement. However, because even young children use smaIl

percussion instruments to accompany either movement or

singing, improvisation on these instruments ).eads smoothly

to inprovisation on tone-bar instruments, once a sense of
phrasing has been acquired. EventuaIIy, without having to
spend years learning to read and write notes, the child
learns the basic musical concepts by perforrning themr and is
able to use thèm to crèate his own music. Arnold WaLter

summed up Orff's aims thus:

The primary purpose of music education, as Orff
sees it, is the development of a child's creative.



facility wÌlich manifests itself in the ability to
improvise.ao

Because the Orff method is conceived in such a way that
each teacher can develop it to use both the students' and

his or her own talents to their best advanLage, and because

each composition is altered and refined as it is created

within the classroom, it is a somewhat ephemeral entity, and

difficult if not downright undesirablef to caplure in words.

Orff himself has said:

Most methodical, dogmatíc people derive scant
pleasure from it, but those who are artistic and
who are improvisers by temperament enjoy it a1I
the more. Every phase of Schulwerk wiJ-l alwaysprovide stimulation for new independent growth;
therefore it is never conclusive and settled, but
always 

_ 
developing, always growing, always

flowing. a 1

The Kodaly method is distinguished by a very tight
structure, but !¡ithin it, chiLdren have opportunities !o
act-out, to ¡ninic activities, and to learn various
movements. Choksy advocates movement experience in games

f irst so that children understand the possibilities
available. Then they wilI be more imaginative and creative
in the ways in which they move to music.a2 Through this
movement they can then express the t.empo of music, its flow,
and its weight, Flol, in movement is described by Laban as a

James P, O'Brien, Teachinq Music, p, 249,

CarI Orff , Orff-Schulwerk: ÞL and Future, Orff Re-
Echoes, 1977, p. 3.

a2 Lois Choksy, The Kodalv Context, p. 45.
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change from one effort bo another in a harmonious way, and

the body's extension into space.43 The Kodaly method, then,

considers improvising, crealing, performing, and listening
as parts of the same r¡hole: musicianship.aa

American Arvida Steen states that improvisation grows ou!

of imitation, one of the delights of the pre-Operational

stage. Small children find pleasure in new experiences by

initation, then rediscover them in a sJ-ightly different way,

creating simple improvisation. Each child is capable of

seLf-expression and improvisation, and it is the duty of the

teacher to provide experiences r,¡hich will permit

opportunities for it. a s

Patricia Tompkins quotes certain factors which facilitate
creativity in a society, incJ.uding cultural stimuti, free

access to cultural media for alI, and exposure to different
and even contrasting stimuli. AIl these should certainly be

available in a Canadian music room, so it ¡¿ouLd seem the

environment for creativity is right. Within this
environment the child can explore and experiment, and feel
free to express himself without fear of ridicule or shame.a6

a3 Rudolf Laban, Modern Educational Dance, pp. 100 and 30.
44 Lois Choksy, The Kodalv Context. g, 77.

as Àrvida Steen, Improvisation and the younq Child, from
Music for ChiIdren, American Edition, Vo1. 1, pre-SchooI.

a6 Patricia Tompkins, The Nurlurinq of Creativity: ÀChaIlenqe for the EiqhLies, Canadian Music Educator, Vol.
21, No. 3, p. ).5.
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THE I.,EARNING ENVIRONIIENT

The learning environment pre-supposes a supportive
atmosphere in which teacher and pupils cherish and encourage

each other. The teacher nust maint.ain in Lhe cLass an

atmosphere giving emotional support and love to the

chiLdren. Pestalozzi first administered a school in which

Iove of the chiLd was a ruling principLe.
Without love, neither the physical- nor the
intellectuaJ powers of the chifã r¡it1 devetopnaturally. a 7

Froebel too maint.ained that each child merited individuaL
attention and understanding, and twentieth century writers
still laud him for his insight and innovation in the

treatment of young children. English educator p. Woodham-

Smith says that "the debt of all who have any J.ove or

understanding of chiJ.dren and their needs, to Froebel and

his followers is incaIculable. " a I

Children need care and nurturing. In nursery schools

children shoul-d feeL the love, interest and attachment of
their teachers, just as they feel it at home from their
parents. Care-giving cannot be casuaL 4 s Educators are

shovring concern about the missing component in education -
humanism. Kodaly teacher | Ànn Osborn writes that we are

a7 J. H. Pestalozzi, The Education of Man,

a8 Robert B. Ðoh'ns, Friedrich Froebel,, p.
as Drs. HaroLd and Margaret Breenr wanted:

home Moms, Family Canada, March, 1986.

p. 33.
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guilty of serious neglect in one of the most important

aspecLs of education, the chiLd's spiritual and enotional
development.5o She says that since the chitd lives in a

r¡ori.d of emotion and feeling, it. is the job of educators to
take this into account in the child's totaL education.

In speaking of school atmosphere I Câr1 R. Rogers has

poinled out certain classroom qual.ities which effect deeper

learning, release creativityand encourage self-initiated
responsible study. He fears that current emphasis on

cognition and technical knowledge are dooming humanity to
destruction, because we are not stressing human energy

resources. Humanity and the caring for and development of
the individuaL are being lost because schooLs concentrate on

curricula and teaching rather than on providing a milieu in
which learning is interesting and becomes a pleasure. In

order to enhance Iearning the ci.assroom should have an

atmosphere of "prizing, a caring, a trust and respect for
the learner . . . prizing his feelings, his opinions, his
person ... having worth in his own right. It is a basic

trust - a belief that this other person is sonehow

fundamentally trustworthy."s1 If children feel their
opinions and their work have value, they will be much more

interested in producing it, and much freer in sharing it,

Ann Osborn, I n Ðef ènce of the È,if.d., The Canadian Music
Educator, Volume 22, No. 1, p. 4.

Carl R. .Rogers, Thç InterÞersonal Relationship in the
FaciLitation of Learninq.
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Psychologist David ELkind, in writing of affective
education, states that it is not a separate entity, but

permeates the entire day. The teacher should consider
pupil-s to be human beings with feelings, and emanaLe varmth,

caring and respect. Thus r,¡i1l Leacher and students achieve

a sorthwhile relationship. s 2 EIkind also discusses the

approaches of Piaget and Montessori toward child
developmen!. WhiLe he feels that piaget's contribution is
mainly theoreticaL and Montessori's mainly practical, he

says tha! both sho\,r a "genius for empathy !¡ith the chiId."s3
Montessori's first concern was the ¡,¡elfare of the child and

she was interested in providing the type of education that
would foster childrenrs mental grol¡th.

1n a comfortable nursery atmosphere, children are not

forced to participate in any activity, but music can be

heard by aII even if alL do not join in. A Montessori

teacher reports that after repeated hearing of music

repertoire in cIass, a wonderful phenomenon occurred. Even

though the children had only Iistened and moved to the
music, and had not been taught or expècted to sing it, they

could sing aII the music. The ear and mind had absorbed

\,riLhout actual teaching taking place.

David Elkind, The ChiId and Society, p.

David EIkind, ChiLdren and Àdolescents, pp. I29 130.
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Katalin Forrai says the same. In a carefully recorded

experiment, a fairly ).arge percentâge of children, mostly

boys, did not participate in kindergarten music class more

than half the time. However, when they were individually
asked to sing class-learned songs, practically aI1 couLd

sing them. sa

Orff teachers, Lu Elrod and MiIIie Burnett caII for
teachers to be humanistic in order to instil in their
students a Life-Iong interest in music. They give a

checklist of at.lributes that wilL help teachers rnaintain a

caring class atmosphere, asking if teachers show interest in
pupils as unigue persons; if they emanate a confidence that
pupils can accomplish the work asked of them; if they
genuinely care for each child; and if they recognize

chiLdren's successes in terms of what they did earLier. The

music class, they say, has the potential- to be the most

fulfilling experience of the child's schooL duy, and

provides teachers \,¡ith the opportunity to build positive
self-concepts for children, which r,¡iII increase their
ability to enjoy and perform music.55

There is general agreement that a loving and supportive
class atmosphere is of great importance in hetping children
to participate in music to their greatest potential.

Katal i n

Lu Elrod
Conc eÞt
JournaJ.,

54

55

Forrai, Private notes from lectures,
and Mil1ie Burnett, Buildinq positive SeIf-Throuqh Music. Canadian Music nducators'

vo)-, 22, No. 2, Þ. 35.
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OUALITY OF MUSIC AND ÀESTHETIC RESPONSE

One of the greatest joys of singing and music is its
ability !o nurture that part of the human psyche that

apprec iates beauty. Art in aII its forms should enhance a

child's appreciation of the aesthetic and expressive. The

beauty within a child can be dra!¡n out and expressed through

music and other arts, and this is one of the reasons !¡e

expose a child to the arts.

However I the conclusions of the Manitoba Year Five Music

Assessment made in 1984, identify a lack of aesthetic

response to music as a weakness in our music education

program. While many children are compet.ent in musical

skills and the technical aspects of music, a lack of

aesthetic sensiÈivity to musical expression was evident in
children's answers. Perhaps lre postpone too 1ong, exposing

chiLdren to quality music, and perhaps !¡e as teachers place

more emphasis on skills than on aesthetic perception and

response to "expressive beauty" called for by music. The

recommendations state, in part:

The ultimate Iong-range objectives of sensitivity
to artistic expression are as basic to personal
development and to the cultural fabric of Manitoba
as the other basic discipline areas: moreover,
their contribution to value education and the
development of the whole individual is probably
more crucial in this technologicaL era than ever
before in hi story. s 6

s6 Year f,i-ve Music Assessment I
March 1986, pp.7 - J.2,

Manitoba Music Educator,
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I.Ihile our curriculum clearly expects aesthetic appreciation
of music to develop, it is not happening on a satisfactory
scaIe.

À study carried out in 1974 by Greer, Dorrow and Randall

examined city children's musical preferences. They were

given choices of top-ten rock music, non-rock music

including symphonic, classical piano, and Broadway sho\,¡

tunes, and white noise. The amount of time a child listened
to a selection determined his preferences. From Grade Two

up, children preferred rock music, but children from nursery

school , kindergarten and First Grade selected music from

rock and non-rock categories in equal amounts. Writer
Montgomery concludes that it would "seem importan! to
introduce art music to chitdren at the nursery school stage

in order to begin the process of 'sensitízing' their ears

into accepting the style at an earl-ier age.'ts7

Aesthetic appreciation requires imagination and fantasy,
a willingness to let your mind be carried along on an

emotional current, In early childhood this is much easier
than later when various inhibitions have set in. Exercises

in fantasy keep the mind open and are the starting point for
creative and inventive thinking. ss Children's writer, Bruno

Bettelheim too asserts that young children need fantasy and

s7 Àmanda Montgomery, Turninq the Tables
Canadian Music EducaLor I Volume 29, no.

on the ToÞ Forty,
2, Dec. 1984, p.

29.
58 Ðavid EIkind, The ChiId and Soc iety, p. J.43.
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fairy tales to develop the emotional and moral areas of
their lives. In order to make sense of their own Lives,

they need to hear others' experiences, subtJ.y interpreted to
suggest the "advantages of moraL behaviour" in a way that
seems right and meaningful to the child.se

Fantasy and imagination are stressed by Katalin Forrai,
who urges teachers not to use too high a proportion of
primarily cognitive material. In addition to cognilion,
imagination must be developed, Às soon as a rhyme refers to
fingers as birds, or pigs, or speaks of fog as moving "on

little cat feet", the child understands the realism but Iets
his mind soar in imagination. Later in musical listening or
performance, he wiJ.1 stilI be capable of keeping his mind

open and achieving aesthetic perception, or better stilI,
artistic performance.

Hermann Regner v¡rites of the various areas of chiLd
deveLopment that are affected by good musical instruction:
social behaviour, independence, emotional development and

the ability to give expression to feelings and experiences.

Even the development of fantasy and creativity "have been

proven to be favorably influenced by Orf f -Schut¡,¡erk. "60 Orff
himself wrote for children in the same style that he used in
his mature composition. The accompaniments and melodic

5s David EJ.kind, The

6o Hermann Regner,
Arnerican ndition,

Hurried Child, pp. 82, 83.

Mpsic for Children, Orff-Schulwerk,
voI. l, Foreword.
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turns of 'Carmina Burana' are stylistically very much Like

the Schulwerk, and indicate that Orff respected children's
taste, and !¡rote for them with the same dedication that he

puÈ into his compositions for adults.

When Orff developed musical instruments for use in child-
played accompaniment I he was not satisfied v¡ith rhythm band

instruments. He supervised the making of quality percussion

instruments, and particularly the making of the Lone-bar

instruments which are associated with his name and method,

The instruments are not toy instruments, but are simple

enough for children to play, and produce sounds which

children themselves recognize as being musical and

aesthetically pleasing.

Kodaly was a strong believer in using the bes! musical

material available for children's instruction. Impatient
l¡ith low-guality music education and materials, he said,

We have to get rid of the pedagogic superstition
that some sor! of diluted substitute art is good
enough for teaching ... Nobody should be above
writing for children: on the contrary, we should
strive to become good enough to do so.61

Kodaly believed that music was accessible to everyonef

particularly if exposure and teaching came at a very early
age. To aid in music inst.ruction, he wrote sight reading

exercises, and songs in two and three parts, using a

Hungarian musical idiom. These exercises and songs are

6r Kenneth Simpson (Ed.), Some creat Music Educators, Þ. 8l
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music of the highest qualiLy in order to form the musical

tastes of the children who sinq them.

Montessori agreed !rith Kodaly that children should hear

much good music because the music they hear forms the basis
for their future musical development. She stressed that "it
is of the utmost importance that they be exposed to the very

best."62 The selections in 'Montessori and Music' prepared

under Dr. Montessori's guidance, consist of folk tunes and

excerpts from pieces by composers, designed for children
from three to eight years. The music is to be played on the
piano and is divided into movement categories according to
rhythm and lempo. Thus there are sections on marchesr runs,
gallops, skips, slow walks, and even !¡al.tzes and poLkas.

The music philosophy is that of Ðalcroze who wished music to
become an integral part of the performer I by having the

child express it with his whole body. The selections are

welL-chosen and short so that repetition and variety may be

usèd, the children altering their movement as the character
of the music changes.

In summary, Early Childhood music educators shouLd dare

to choose quality music for their children. They shoutd not
fear that it r.¡iII not appeal to the children, but have

confidence both in the children and in t.he music, that this
is the only choice. Music for listening can be presented in

62 EIise Braun Barnett,
Introduction.

Montessor i and Music, p. of
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short segments, used with interpretive movement, repeated

time after time, until it has become part of the children's
mental repertoire. Children should also be encouraged to
verbally express their f eeJ.ings about the music to develop

focused listening skills and vocabulary ¡,rhich can convey

aesthetic apprec iation.

Since the years bet$reen three and seven are the most

educationally important years of children's Iives, it is
essential to begin musical instruction as early as possible.
Music nourishes not only Lhe speech-oriented and logical
part of children's devel-opment, but also their expressive
and emotional side. It has a spiritual appeal that
encourages the development of individual creativity and

human i ty .

GradualIy, music education for young children should move

from very simple beginnings to increase children's
capabilities in a naturaL way. The children's stage of
development must be taken inlo consideration in aI1 musical

activities. Learning should take place in a playful
atmosphere and all musical concepts should be experienced

before being made conscious.

Creativity in song shoul-d be as natural to children as it
is in speech and movement. Children's creative efforts
should be valued as valid artistic expression. The 1earning

environment shoul-d be l¡arm and caring and aIt children
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should feel l-oved and appreciated for themselves. Teachers

need to be humanistic to instiL a life-tong love of music in
their students.

From the foregoing, criteria for early childhood music

educalion may now be established.

CRITERIÀ FOR THE EXEMPTJAR

The literature has been studied with a view to finding
areas of importance that are common to the major music

teaching philosophies in the world of today. Certain
dimensions emerge as focal points in determining what a good

music program for pre-schooL children shouLd encompass. It
would appear that there is much support for emphasizing:

1. the importance of beginning eith the very young. Al-l

authorities agree that this is perhaps the most

urgent need in music teaching. young children are

anxious for nev; experiences, free in movement,

uninhibited in trying new ski11s, and deLighted \,¡ith

explorat i on of nee, things. Thi s constant

invesLigating and imitating can be harnessed in order

to give the child early experiences in music.

2. the importance of practical and experiential work.

Children at pre-school ages need to be actively
involved in new situations. They must have things to
touch, to see, and to hear. Thus they learn with
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their senses as weII as their minds. The use of
simple instruments, picturesr puppets, toysr and

various articles that make sounds r ãs well as

environmentaL sounds, all combine to provide a rich
background for experiences in music.

the need for showing sensitivity to the stages of

development. Pre-school children are often not ready

for the f ine motor coordinat ion demanded by

conventional instrumental i-earning. It is much

better to let them be exposed to rnusic in a pLayful

manner so that they develop a positive attitude to
music and become familiar with some easy basic

concepts through movement, listening, playing games

and singing child-Iike, smaIl-range songs.

Instruments that do not require fine motor control
can be used to give the children pleasure, to deveLop

a feeling for the beat in music, and to allol¡ them

self -expression and movemènt.

the vaLue of play. All music activities at the pre-
school age should be approached in a ptayful manner.

Play can be organized in such a way that learning
also occurs. While children play a singing garne over

and over, they are developing their voicesf pitch
discrimination, tonal memory, word memory, as weII as

enjoying a sociable experience with others in the

group. Much valuable expLoration and improvisaLion

can occur in individual or small-group play.
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breaking down complex operations into their simplest

eLements and proceeding from there. For pre-school

children Learning should be easy and enjoyable, To

make il so, teachers must choose their material with
great care, analyse it, and present it in palatable

chunks. À song can be learned for pleasure, and

gradually over time, the children can Iearn actions
for it, keep the beat to it, make up additional words

for it, sing it divided into phrases, sing it without

the teacher, and finalLy sing it aLone, or accompany

it with an instrument.

creativity in aII areas: movement, playing, singing.
Creabivity should be taught right from the start so

that it seems a naturaL part of music-making. It can

be as simpLe as making animal noises in a song,

putting a different name or word into a rhyme,

suiting actions to the words of an action songl

playing a following game, or making up a movement for
others to copy. In speaking we take creativity for
granted: we ask a question and the child must make

up the answer. In singing it can be just as simple,

only it wiII be sung on a few notes. À1ways

something of himself is demanded from the child, to
st.imulate his mind and body, and to make the chiLd

feel an important part of the activity.
an atmosphere of emotional support and love. The

child who has received much love is usually also able

6.

'1
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to give it. Most children have been cherished in
their homes and this supportive atmosphere should

continue in the nursery or kindergarten so that
children wil-l feel comfortable, trusting, willing to
participate in new experiences, cared abouL and

caring about others, Children live in an emotional

world, and it is up to teachers to take this into
account when planning activities for them. KodaIy

has said that we must not form musicians; we must

form human beings.

the enhancement of lhe natural deveLopment of
language and singing in the child. The child of two

is learning to communicate with language learned

naturally by listening and imitation. Ðuring the
pre-school years this skill is improved and expanded,

and thus it is very natural to use language in early
music classes. Language is fascinating to the young

child; new words and nonsense syllab1es egually
appeal. to hin both for their meaning and their sound.

Further, many musicaL skills such as beat, rhythmf

phrasing, and others can be approached through

language and rhymes which do not have the additional
demand of pitched voice production. Singing is al-so

a natural activity for children. Videotapes of

babies as young as seven months indicate that they

differenÈiate betreeen utterances that can be defined
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as speech-related and sung.63 This early vocalization
can be kept aJ-ive by continuing singing as the child
grows older, Children should first become a!¡are of

the mechanism required to produce a singing toner and

then the teacher can begin to deveLop and expèct

matched pi tches.

9. the aesthetic aspect and guality of the music and

other ma!erials used. Much of children's early
experience involves listening. parents and teachers

can form children's taste by making sure that !¡hat

they hear is worthwhile. Every culture has a

!reasure-house of traditional children's songs,

rhymes, folk songs and games that are the most

natural choice for beginning rnusic in which the child
participates. Instruments too should be chosen for
the aesthetic quality of their sound. Listening
music is best heard live so that the children can

interact with the musician and see as well as hear

music being nade.

Many of these areas have a tendency to overlap. if
children feel trust in the classroom atmosphere, they wilI
be more creative; if music begins at a young age with
speech and singing games then it will naturally move from

the simple to the complex; if children are exposed to only

6s Nevaida L. Ries. Àn Analvsis of the Characteristiss of
!l f e Èl -cÞ i L d F i n q 

! n q Exõ;;=;J on s . -r we-3ãm-fñãi-ãñiãr ry
Childhood Music Education, Ke-skemet, Hungary, I986.
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quality music and experiences in a weIl-sequenced manner,

they will develop musicaL discrimination and aesthetic
appreciation.

Children in the pre-operational stage need time to
acquire the language and symbols of nusic, to hear lhe

relationships of melodic patterns in songs, to explore the

many sounds made by different instruments and voices, to
classify these sounds into the beginnings of musical

underslanding, and generally to satisfy their curiosity
about how music works. If all these experiences are leÊt

until children enLer school, they will necessarily be rushed

and may become confusing and intímidating, when they should

be the occasion for joy and confidence. We cannot expect

eight or nine-year-o1d children to begin sight singing if
they still cannot sing even a l¡ell-known song on pitch. In

some chiLdren, weIl pitched singing is a very gradual

process involving much hearing, cJ.ose Iistening, and above

all, doing.

To lay a good foundation for life-long musical enjoyment,

pre-school chi ldren shoutd

find joy in making music

feel confidenÈ in participating

develop a sense of trust in a classroom atmosphere,

that they and their contribution will be accepted as

va I uable

2,
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find pleasure in the sociaL aspects of making music

together

deveì.op an empathy with the feelings of their
c Lassmates.

Young chiLdren are egocentric in their thinking, but even at
four or five bhey can start learning to respect the feelings
of others, in order to help create the desired atmosphere of
trust and acceptance.

So many of the activities in schooL are either individual
or done in small groups. In music the children have an

opportunity to be atl together, and enjoy singing a song,

listening to a performer, or play a singing game.

While these affective goals are being sought, cognitive
goals too are being achieved. In singing games which repeat

a simple melody over and over as each child has a turn, the
children practise singing that simpte melody on pitch. By

restricting melodies to a small range Lhe children have the
chance to perfect them rather than merely approximate the
melody. In various games and exercises, chiLdren develop
musical concepts 1i ke

1. tempo, fast/sIow
2. dynamics, loud/quiet
3. pitch, high/tow (for some children)
4. durat ion, long/short

4,



t timbre, recogn i z ing the unique

voices and insLruments

beat, the steady on-going pulse of

sound of di f ferent

musr.c6.

In a playful manner these may alt be explored in singing,
in listening, in movenent, in playing simple instruments,
and in making up or creating Little dramas, sounds, and

melodic and rhythmic patterns. Much may be gained by giving
young children these extra years of nusic-time.



ÀIMS OF THE EXEMPLAR

PROCEDT'RE FOR STIJDY

Although broad criteria for the exemplar have been

established there is a further need to deal with an issue

that cuts across many of the criteria: the issue of stages

of chi 1d development .

Aims have been established for young children's music

education, which conform to the criteria synthesized from a

study of the \,rritings of renowned children's music educators

and developmental psychologists. The criterion used to
select readings was the fact that these educators have

r¡ritten extensively r methodologies have evolved in many

coun!ries as a result of their approaches to music

education, and i.nstitut.es have been established to teach

their philosophies and methods.

Research and publications by Katalin Forrai¡ Director of
Early Childhood Music Education for aLl of Hungary, Canadian

educators Donna Wood and Lois Birkenshaw, Àmericans Frances

Aronoff, Kathleen M. Bayless and Marjorie E. Ramseyf

psychologists Jean piagèt and Ðavid EIkind, and information
compiled by early childhood music specialists from the

University of Arizona under the supervision of Barbara

-57 -
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Àndress have been used as source material to outline the
stages at which we find four- and five-year-old chiLdren
r,¡ith regard to intellectual, social and emotionaf

deveJ.opment, speech and singing capability, coordination and

motor development, and Iistening, playing and creative
abilities. Using this information, general aims or learning
expectations have been identified for each section, and

methodoJ.ogy suitable for the children's age to enable them

to realize these expectations has been outlined.

Development of the exernplar calls for decisions to be

rnade about specific experiences thought to conform to the

criteria. Suggestions for making such decisions are

detailed. The writings of Zoltan Kodaty, CarI Orff, GuniId
Keetman, Lois Choksy, Donna Wood, Katalin Forrai , EIsa

Find].ay, Joyce Boorman and Barbara Cass-Beggs, as well as

notes from Iectures by Wood, Forrair Cass-Beggs and others,
are the basis for these suggestions. In this area, however,

teachers wilI also need to research sources and f ind
suitable ¡naterials for their particular situations.

An appendix contains some actual materials selected in
accordance with the established criteria, that may be used

by teachers of early childhood music programs. This
appendix is divided into the following categories:

Rhymes - this section contains rhymes with movement,

for encouraging fantasy and the imagination, and for
learning musical and social skiIIs.
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2. Singing - this section includes a selection of songs

and singing games with a gradually increasing pitch
range.

3. Movement - this section includes games calling for
creative actions, action songs¡ ideas to foster
creative movement and music and drama ideas for
interpret i ve movement.

4. Playing instruments - this section introduces the

most suitable instruments for young children: sLicks
or cLaves, jingle be1ls, hand drums and maracas, with
ideas for their use in exploratory and patterned
play, keeping the beat, accompaniment to singing, and

improvi satory play. Tone-bar instruments 1i ke

glockenspieLs and xylophones are also introduced.
5. Listening - this section includes discriminatory

listening activities, and gives some suitable
selections for the teacher to sing to the children.
There are also a few suggestions for recorded nusic
for listening and interpretive movement.

6. Creativity - this section presents ideas for
encouraging creativity in speech, songf movemenÈ,

dramatic play and playing instruments.
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THE NEED FOR ÀIHS

The musical development of young children appears to
hinge Largely on the premise that music education of a

suitable type is undertaken very early in life. The Suzuki

s!ring program makes sorld-r¿ide use of this principle. In a

number of countries early musical training shows impressive
results in children's ability !o perform music, and their
enjoyment in doing so.

In East European countries most children are in nurseries
by age three. The Hungarian system of music education for
pre-schoolers, which has been studied by the writer, is
formally planned and strictly supervised. Teacher's training
includes music pedagogy and insists that pre-school teachers
have good singing voices and musicaL abilities,

Howard Gardner contrasts our North Àmerican cuLture with
a number of others including the Chinese r Japanese,

Hungarian and several African nations, where musical
literacy is a valued accomplishment. He cites the Anang

tribe of Nigeria, whose mothers introduce their infants to
music and dance in their first weeks, and continue with
group singing, dancing and instrumentaì. playing lessons from

age two. By age five the chiLdren can sing hundreds of
songs, play several percussion instruments, and perform

dozens of intricate dance movements. The Ànang tribe
believe that all individuals are musically proficient, and
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byindeed, no unmusical, members are found in their groups

anthropologists. 6 a

In Manitoba pre-school music education is not given such

a high profile. I,thile there are a number of privately-run
classes for pre-school children that provide musical
experiences for young childrenf the music activities in
nurseries and kindergârtens generally, are not monitored by

any existing body. The Earlv Childhood Source Book

emphasizes a 'rich and active play Iife' as a foundation for
learning, encouraging teachers to let children make choices,
and express themselves in word and actions.6s The atmosphere

is to be one of happiness, since ',v¡here joy is a feature of
early learning experiences, the child is likely to be

motivated to continue to learn."

The Kindergarten environment is to provide opportunities
to develop language abilities, to think creatively, to
develop fine and gross motor skiIIs, to develop auditory and

visuaL perception and memory, to engage in singing and

rhythm activities, etc. ÀI1 these mesh r¡ell with the
proposed exemplar of early childhood music education.

While the Earlv Chi ldhood Source Book goes into
considerable detaiL about language experiences, science
activitiesr the need for physical education, gross and fine

Howard Gardner, Frames of Mind,

Earlv Childhood: À Time for
Province of t'lani toUã, -oãõtl-ãt

pp. 109-110.

Learninq, A Time for Jov.
Educat i on, pp. 14-17.

65
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motor controlf there is no section dealing specifically with
music. Some music experiences are expected since the guide

informs teachers that a K-6 Music Curriculum is availabl-e
from the Curriculum Development Branch of the Ðepartment of
Education on request. It should be reiterated here thal the
K-6 Music CurricuLum covers Kindergarten only as a part of
Grade 1, and thus is setting out goaLs essentially for the
schoo.l--age chi 1d.

In t.he Earlv Childhood Source Book singing games are

suggested as part of large-group activities. There is also
a section of 47 fingerplays and action rhymes, eight of
which have familiar suggested tunes. Às wel1, there is a

Iist of ten books on music, encornpassing singing ganes. Most

of these books, in order to be a vaLuable resource to the

teacher, would require some musical training. In a sample

daily timetabte, singing, singing games and fingerplays
occupy a 2s-minute slot along with games to develop thinking
and language ski11s. In another timeÈable, singing is
suggested in a 1S-minuLe slot among other activities such as

word and number games, storytelling, etc. This is a fine
way of treating l-anguage and music together as a natural
part of a child's day. We need to establish that musical

ability and literacy is as much a part of life as 1anguage

ability and literacy.

It would appèar from the Earlv Childhood Source Book that
music is expected, but no great emphasis is placed on it,
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and even that no great expectations are laid on the teacher
to prepare him or herself to provide it. Teacher training in
Manitoba allots a short course to music instruction in the
four-year program, as welL as some electives. It would

appear that teachers are expected to obtain musical training
on their own outside the teacher training program, and work

out how thís can be applied to early childhood.

Without a plan of goal.s and activities in music, a

comprehensive music program for pre-schooLers r,¡ilI be

difficult to impJ.ement. If the child is to realize some

personal meaning from the music he performs, there must be

some understanding of it. While the child is at p1ay, in
games or in individual musical exploration and

discrimination, he can feel secure in building and expanding

his musicaL meanings, so that when he perforrns in another
context such as devising movement to a songr song-making, or
playing an instrument, there is a sense of involvement and

mastery.sG The child is expressing himself in a medium he

understands. To plan play activities that foster this
understanding, general musical goals need to be sought,
always in accordance r¡ith the child's stage of development.

66 colin S. Wa]ley. Music Models and Childrenrs pJ.ay, p. 5.
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ÀSSESSMENT OF THE CHILDIS ENTRY BEHÀVIOUR

The basic goal of music education is to assist the child
in developing to his maximum poten!ia1 in alI areas:
socially, emotionally, cognitively and physically. Robinson

and NichoLs surveyed educators and parents as to their aims

in children's education. The responses indicaLed that
parents and t.eachers wanted children to be happy, curious,
independent and caring. Such children, thèy agreed, could
be considered "successfu1 children". These children vould

"work well, play well, Love well and expect weJ.I", and live
in anticipation of success rather than failure, It is to be

noted that aLI the above aspects of development are covered

in the definition of successful children. Further Robinson

and Nichols state that if we wish to create learning
strategies that enable children to learn at their highest
Level, !¡e must have an idea of our goal.67 Music education
has intrinsic possibilities to help achieve these goa1s.

There are, however, musical goals as r,re1l. MusicaJ.ly, we

want the child to val.ue and enjoy music and have some

proficiency in making it. To present appropriate
experiences for children to enjoy, the stäges at which four-
and five-year-olds find themselves in the areas of
intellectual, emotionaL and social deùelopment, singing
abiJ.ity, movement ability and coordination, Listening

67 Sandra L. Robi nson
Successful Chi ldren.

and Mary Nichols. In Search
Earlv Years, January, 1987.

of
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capabili!ies, instrumental playing ability, and creativity
have been outlined. Following each stage description are
general desiderata to be achieved in all these areas before
the child enters school, if possible.

The leacher should discuss with children what their
concepLs of music actually are, and work from these. What is
music? who nakes music, and whyr where, and how? Who makes

up music? How does it make the chiLd feeL? Hov¡ does one

learn it? The children have atl had experiences with music

and this wilI encourage them to think about these

experiences and verbaLize their thoughts about them. It
will also give the teacher a basis from which to begin, and

to encourage the children in developing their olrn naturaL
responses to nusic . 6I

Bruner states that it is possible to teach any subject
effectively in an inteIlectuaJ.J,y honest form at any stage of
a child's development.6s It is the early childhood teacher's
task to find the appropriate material to be presented at the
child's level Because finding the correct leveL is so

important, we shaIl examine the child's stage of development

in a number of areas,

68 Frances Àronof f .
69 Jerome S. Bruner.

Music and Younq Children. p. 26.

The Process of Education. p. 12.



VIEWS OF THE CHrrp ÀS À LEARNER

Learning takes place in three areas 3 cognitive,
psychomotor and affective, and music has the capability to
utilize them all. In piaget's classification, children are
in the preoperational sbage at ages four and five, and their
thought is based on action and experience.To Verbalization
of thoughts and actions should be encouraged, but is, as

yet, limited. Bruner cites three ways of knowing:

enactive, iconic, and symbolic; that is doing, imaging and

notating.Tr Àt this age the enactive mode wiII be the
strongest, but the iconic can be encouraged by verbally
explaining an action, or discussing a f eeJ.ing. phyllis
Weikart uses the iconic mode in movement beaching.T2 Her

order of teaching is:

1. teacher makes a movement and children imilate: e.g.
jumps up.

teacher verbaJ.ly describes a movement and children
carry it out: e.g. "Jump to the drumbeat. "

children initiate a movement and verball-y describe
it: e.g. "I jumped up and turned around. "

?0 Howard Gardner. Frames of Mind. p. 19.
71 Jerome S. Bruner, "The Course of Cognitive Growth,'

Àmer ican Psvcholoqist, January, I964.
7 2 PhyIIis weikart. Teachinq Movement and Dance. p. 16.

¿.
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The chiLdren have formulated the concept of jumping,

added a new idea, and are able to perform and describe it.
Learning takes place as children translate back and forth
between two ways of knowing; in the above case, the
enactive and iconic. T 3 psychomotor learning is translated
i nto cognitive and back.

Heard, seen and feLt images come before symbols.
Children are making a gradual shift to symbols and it is the
teacher's role to aid them in acquiring understanding of
them.7 a

Different styles of learning experiences may be used ât
di f ferent t imes:

1. spontaneous

2, f ree explorat i on

3. experimentation

4. motivatedr either by child or teacher
5. guided; planned by the teacher

Às children mature they pay more atLention to detail and

thus can differentiate better. Since the children's
perceptions move from whole to part I it is best to
concentrate on one aspect of a ski1l at a time. When

children see a motion up high it will sound high to lhem.

Hand-Ievels in melody singing exploit this cross_sensory

73 Frances Aronoff. Music and youno Children. pp. 33-37.
7a Barbara L. Andress. Music in Earlv Childhood. p. g.
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characteristic. ÀIso, in teaching pitch concepts, puppets

may be held high and 1o¡,¡ to match high and low voices, to
reinforce thi s concept.

ChiLdren's thought process are often diffèrent from

adults', and much more imaginative. Chitdren give human

attributes to things: they imagine a train or a flower as a

thinking being. They also imagine things as meLaphors:

stones are food; bits of wood are cars, etc.7s

Young children's reasoning is not alvrays IogicaI.
Children, because of their openness and imagination, see

relationships where none exist. Thus they sometimes feel
responsible for circumstances created by forces outside
themselves. Conversely, they will blame others for an

accident, without câuse. Often children can be

contradictory because lhey have not thought out and formed

f irm opinions for themselves.

lf things go wrong, four- or five-year-olds may stiJ.1 lay
the blame on something outside themselves. They can now

realize that they are not really in control of their 1ives,
and this frustration may be expressed in rebelliousness,
aggressionand self-assertion. In intrapersonaL Freudian
psychoJ.ogy, children are battling with parenÈs, siblings and

peers to establish their identity. piaget sees chiLdren as

being egocentric; not yet sensitive to othersr !¡ants and

75 Ibid. p. 9.
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needs. They cannot truly put themselves into another's
place, although early signs of empathy appear in very young

chiLdren, who respond sympathetically to the cries of
another chiId, or to someone in pain.76

The social-Iearning Lheorists have an interpersonaL
perspective and view children as social creatures getting to
know themselves only through knowing others. They look to
others for their interpretation of the environment, and use

this information to gain understanding of themselves.

Freud and Piaget see children as isolated individuals,
who graduall-y come to know and care about others. The

socially oriented view sees children as members of a

communityr v¡ho discover themselves through an increasing
knowledge of other peopLe.

Probably there is something of both these approaches

the developmen! of young children as they strive to come

terms with their environment as individuals.zT

in

bo

AIl things are real
fantasy. They may have

real i ty and fantasy,

fearned, the capab i 1i ty

to children, including dreams and

di f f iculty in distinguishing between

and while the difference must be

for fantasy must be kept alive.

7 6 Howa rd
7 7 Ibid.

Gardner. Frames of Mind. p. 176.

pp.247-248
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Young children imitate, often unconsciously, thinking
they are being original, v¡hen âctual"Iy they are following a

model that they admire. It is important to al1or,¡ them

freedom to do this sith dignity, before they branch out into
creative ideas of their own. I nvent iveness and

improvisation of various kinds are natural to uninhibited
and imaginative children. T I It is up to the adult to
treasure that creativity and treat it as valid artistic
expression. Thus we respect children.

Differen! children respond to different aspects of the
learning situa!ion because they perceive things in different
vrays. Àlso children have different optimum learning modes:

some learn best auralIy, others visually, others
kinestheticaJ.ly, so it is wise to approach a topic from

several angles.

Physical. involvement is crucially important in learning,
especially at the earÌy childhood level, because it can

operate without words. It helps the teacher diagnose where

each child is because he or she can see what the child
understands and ho¡r he feels about it. In his workr Gardner

has isol-ated seven intelligences which interact and build
upon one another from the beginning of 1ife. These are:
musical, bodily-kinesthetic, intrapersonal, interpersonall
spatial, linguistic, and logical-mathematical. Ts Music in

7I Barbara

7 s Honard

L. Andress, Music

Gardner, Frames of

in Earlv Childhood, p. 10.

Mindf p. vii and dust jacket.



early childhood can contribute to all
particularly to the first six.

these areas r

THE CI{I LD I S CAPÀBI IJI TI ES

SOCIÀL, EMOTIONÀI.,. ÀND INTELLECTUÀL DEVE:LOPMENT

The social, emotional and intellectuaL development of
children at the preoperational st.age is very closely tied
together. Their attention span is increasing and they are

organizing their play activities with some plan and meaning.

They may decide to build a farm and get out blocks, trees
and animals for the purpose. They are beginning to
cooperate with others, but because of their recent entrance
into the cooperative arenaf there are many regressions.

Their moods are volatile but transitory, and problems

should be tactfully resolved. Sometimes four-year-oLds can

be cooperative and play independently or in a group, and

another time they seem unable to get along with others,
impatient and irritable. One four-year-o1d may be too shy

to participate in a group activity, while another can

already show Ieadership qualities. Four-year-olds enjoy
group singing and singing games. They do not 1ike too many

directions and prefer to do things themselves in their own

way.8o By age five, most children enjoy group acLivities and

get along quite vell rvith their peers.sr If a child is alone

8o Donna

81 Ibid.
Wood. Move, Sinq, Listen, pLay.

9, 22.

p, 18.
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a good deal, he may invent and talk to an imaginary
playmate. Five-year-olds are sensitive to praise and

scolding, and are generally willing to cooperate !rith
others . I 2

Children have an immense curiosity about the r,¡orl-d and an

endless zest for learning. Their curiosity can be harnessed

to help them discover things about their environment. s3 I!
is a grea! motivator in learning because they are f oì.lowing
their own interests. They will be alert and investigative;
they wilJ. Learn more about their environment and the people

they know; they will- feel happy and pleased !¡ith themselves
as they acquire nev knowledge, and sharing that knowledge

will aid their social skills and status. Language al1ows

children to exprêss their desires, feelings and discoveries.
Happy children have a good self-concept, are a! ease, and

thus learn quickly and develop motor skills with grace and
joy.to They are also attractive to others and thus will- have

friends and receive approbation, which again wilJ- increase
their self-esteem and make them feel capable and secure.s5

82

83

84

Elizabeth B. Hurlock. ChiId Development. p.

Ibid. p. 203,

KathLeen.M. -BayIess and Marjorie E. Ramsey.
Wav of Life for the youno ChiLd. p. 27.

David Elkind. The Hurried Child. p. 100.

230,

Music:

85
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Parents and teachers should encourage childrenrs
curiosity and initiative by taking time to ans\,¡er questions,

and by allowing time for exploration and discovery in an

unthreatened environment. Children need to take apart old
clocks, and sguash mud through their fingers to learn about

their ¡,¡orld. Adults mus! be patient and understanding about

broken toys and messy clothes in order to avoid killinq
children's initiative. 86

Four- and five-year-olds still assimiLate and absorb, but
are beginning to order their experiences and organize them

in ways they can understand. They enjoy and learn through
repetition, which is part of their method of assimilation.
Às they progress they can make up or improvise, recall what

has been done before, and use it in a new way. They begin
to form concephs that can be applied to different
situations. Their learning comes from imitating, playing,
imaginative and actual experiencesr and intuitive feelings.
They can understand spatial relationships like oD, under,

beside, near, far, behind, etc., and use these in movement.

Children can order things on the basis of one dimension.

Àccordingly it is best to work with one concept at a tirne:
e.g. when learning about Loud/quiet, do not confuse children
by also remarking on fast/s1o\,¡ unLil the first concept has

been firmly acquired. The same is true of classifying. Use

of onLy one criterion: ê.g., sounds made by metals as

86 rbid. p. 102.
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toopposed to others, makes it possible for children
concenlrate on one thing at a time,87

As much as possible, learning is carried on in a playful
atmosphere. Play activities include pretend pJ.ay, drawing,
acting oul roles, exploration of sounds, and talking with
others. In theser children try out different aspects of
their environment, and all aid in their personal developnent
to enhance undersÈanding and to become familiar with the use

of symbolizing. Four-year-oLds enjoy imaginative, dramatic
play in a simple form, and are beginning to play
cooperatively in a group, sharing and taking turns. In this
way creative, social, emotionaL and intellectual skills are
nurtured. 8I

In the music class, children have the opportunity to
participate in a larger group activity and interact with a

number of children. Forrai says thaL the aim of singing
games is not only meeting musical requirements but also to
establish the personal relationships that our cenlury needs

so rnuch: sharing the joy of playing together and getting a

good feeling for the magic of music.ss Children can form
good relationships with the others in the group, while there

87 Barbara L.
p.8.

Andress e! aL Music in EarIv Childhood.

88 Kathleen.M. Bayless et al. Music: A Wa¡
Younq Chi ld, p. 19.

KataLin Forrai. The Task of pre-SchooL
according to the Kodaly ConcepL. p. 155.

of Life for the

Music Education89
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are sti1l avenues in which they cân learn independence, as

in movement, instrumental or game activities. They can

display creativity, generate acceptance and form a good

self-concept.

With children of this age group it must be remembered

that intelligence is the capacity for knowledge and

understanding, rather than test results of their verbal
response, since the ability to comnunicate accurately in
words is still not developed to a great extent in many

children.

Children's perception is characterized by their emotions,
their ègocentricity. Response to music calls for the
personal and affectiver and thus suits young children who

are natural.Iy disposed to expressing their personal
feelings, especially in action and movement. so Ðalcroze

capitalized on this in his movement exercises to express

musical elements, His objective is the understanding of the
structure of music, and children literaIIy discover it
through the way in ¡,¡hich their bodies respond to pulse,
tempo, dynamics and form.

In teaching music, it must

while the intellect is to be

neglect the emotionaì. impact and

of rhythm, and the appeal to feel

always be remembered that
stimulated, one must not

drama of music, the pov¡er

ings.

s0 Frances Àronoff. Music and younq Chil-dren. pp. 34-35.
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The environment of the music class should be

prediclable and consistent so that chil.dren feel
comfortable and trusting about volunteering their
ideas.

Children's curiosity should be stimulated and they

should be encouraged to di scover things about

themselves and their environment. They should form

meanings for themselves, and learn to express

themselves in language, form, movement and music.

Children should learn to make some of their own

decisions. This keeps up their interest and makes

them feel their contribution is important, Ieading to
self-confidence for creativity and improvisaLion.
They should be given r e spon s i b i l- i t i e s as they can

cope Hith them, and should learn to val-ue and Look

after the music room and its equipmenL.

Children's egocentric tendencies shouLd be recognized

and understood, so that consideration and valuing of
others can be instilled in them. They should learn
to share, both materíaIs and time, take turns, learn
to lead ánd also to allow others to Lead at other
t imes .

Children should have experiences that build and

strengthen their self-confidence. They need to enjoy

succe ss .

?

tt.



SPEECH ÀND SINGINC

Young children like to tatk, to learn and use new ¡¿ords

and explain their meaning. They can make up stories about

every-day happenings or a special trip, and they themselves

usuaIJ.y f igure very largely in Lhe story. They ask

questions constantly, and enjoy nonsense and rhyming words,

They like the rhythm of chant and the fantasy of nursery
rhymes.sl The rhythm and f to¡v of chants and nursery rhymes

help children to avoid tension in their talking. Tension

may lead Lo stuttering, a result of tack of coordination of
breat.hing and speech muscles. I n the unthreatening
atmosphere of group chants, this can be avoided.s2

Language, for right-handed individuals, is tied to the
operation of certain areas in the Ieft hemisphere of the
brain, ¡shereas musical capacities, including the central
capacity of sensitivity to pitch, are Iocalized in Lhe right
hemisphere. Àlthough in many vays language is used in music

education !o further musical goals such as flow of phrase,

or expressiveness, it is clear that music education utilizes
and develops both hemispheres of the brain.s3 Music and

language have different purposes; what they share is the
auditory-oral mode. The core of language is the spoken word

and its message to the ear, just as nusic brings its message

e1 Ðonna Wood. Move, Sinq, Listen, play. p. 1g.
s2 Elizabeth B. Hurlock. ChiId Develo.pment. p. 171.
s3 Howard cardner, Frames of Mind. pp. 117t 119t 125.
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to the ear. Speech may be used for teaching musical aims,

but conversely, music-making and singing may be used as

communication, stimulating both the Ieft and right brain
hemispheres.

Infants sing, babble and produce undulating sounds, and

even imitate patterns and tones sung by others with better
than random accuracy. They can reproduce pitch, Ioudness

and melodic contour to some extent, and a little LaterI
rhythm as weLl.ea By two, children invent spontaneous songs

with small intervals and begin to use small bits from songs

they have heard as material in their own songs. They may

hum a little snatch of music as they playr or use sing_song

words to describe to thenselves what they are doing.es There

is tension between spontaneous songs and bits from familiar
songs, and by age three children try to sing mainly songs

from their cuLtural repertoire. Exploratory sound play and

spontaneous songs generalJ-y wane unless actively encouraged.

Thus teachers should provide opportunities for vocal.

improvisation and spontaneous song-making. s 6

During the ages of four and five, children learn words

and the correct rhythms for singing their songs, as well as

improving their skilt at producing accurate melodies,

94 Nevaida L. Ries. Àn Ànalysis of
Infant-Chil-d Singing Expressions.

KathLeen M. Bayless et a1. Music:
Younq Child. p. 31

Frances Àronoff. Music and younq

the Character i st ic s of

À Wav of Life for the

Children. pp. 126- 130.
96
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Sometimes shy children will sing or whisper something they

are too timid to say, Children who are loo shy to sing
their names al-one in front of a group will often sing them

to a puppet by way of introduction.

By age five children can usually hear the difference
bet\,¡een a correct and incorrect pitch in a song they know.

To begin singing, use songs with a 1imited range so that
chiLdren can sing aLL the notes correctly. Four-year-olds
are most comfortable in a D - B above Middle C range; five-
year-oIds can add one note at each end, or Middle C to C1 .

Katalin Forrai recommends gradually increasing a chil-d's
singing range by teaching many songs in which they r+it1
practice well-piLched singing. Àt age four, the child
should learn 20 - 25 rhymes, singing games and songs, adding
25 - 30 more at age f ive. These r,¡ould be based on a

gradually increasing range of from tl¡o to six or eight
notes, and incLude many pentatonic songs for ease of singíng
pitches accurately,sT Chil-dren must discover their singing
voices as differentiated from whispering, speaking or
shouting voices, and gradualty learn to use

correct production and pi tch.

Teaching children to sing in tune is a pre-school

objective of the first importance. ss Before starting prirnary

Katalin Forrai. The Instructional program
Kindergart.en in Hungary.

Katalin Forrai. Music Teaching in Nursery Schools,
Music Teachinq In Hunqarv. p. 99.

them with

IN
97

98 tn
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grades children should be abLe to sing simple songs in tune
both in a group or alone. They shouLd be able to maintain a

reasonably quick speed and begin at a suitable pitch without
the teacher ' s help.

The children should be taught in such a way that they
like chanting and singing, can sing in tune, and pronounce

words clearJ.y. Their musical taste should be formed and

their rhyLhmic sense and musical ear improved. Inner
hearing should be developed by hiding the melody of a song

at a given sign, singing it internally, then singing aloud
again at a cue. e e

AI MS

Children should Learn to sing in tune al,one, in
pairs, and in a small group.loo

Chil-dren should develop inner hearing.
Children should develop sensitivity to tempo,

dynamics, pitch, melody and Iength of sound.

The children's mèmory should be extended r¡ith
repertoire and recognition of songs from melody

alone.

ss rbid. p.92.
roo Kathleen M. Bayless

the Younq Child. p.
et al
32,

Music: ! Wav of Life for



MOVEMENT

Music and

Children are

going", say s

gett in9 ready .

81

movement belong together rrith young children.
natural "doers", not observers. "Getting
John Batchellor, "is more important than

" Children should participate.r0r

Children love to sway, clap, gallop or walk to music. As

their interpretive capacities increase, they can aLso create
dances that reflect the mood, tempo, and volume of a piece
of music. In addition, movement is a natural parL of many

games, and in the body percussion of stamps, patsches,

claps, and snaps used in beat and rhythm learning, or in
giving expressive color or articulation to a song or rhyme.

Barbara Àndress says that movenent and words, combined with
rhythm, rhyme and a playful atmosphere make it possible to
grow musically without pressure. 1 0 2

Earl-y rnovement and music experiences should focus on the
chi ldren. The chi ldrenr s movement should be creaÈed from

their imagination and not be moLded by the music. Later the
chiLdren's movement may be reflected in the music which is
improvised by the teacher. When the children have adapted

movement to music, the relationship of music and movement

can fluctuate: sometimes the children's movement v¡i1I
dictate the music, and sometimes it wilI express the

tof
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John Bat.cheIlor.

Barbara Andress et

Music in Earlv Childhood. p. 4.

a1. Music in EarIv Childhood. p. 7.
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music.ro3 Children should be av¡are of strength and line in
movement; the lightness of floating and glidingi the
strength of puIling, pressing, punching, wringing; smooth

and jagged moves; different levels of movementi

stillness.loa

By age five the children can run gracefully, ¡,¡alk in a

straight line, dress themselves, perhaps even tie their
shoelaces; they can draw and paint pictures; they can

throw a large balL a short distance with reasonable

accuracy, and may even catch it sometimes. Rolling the balI
and capturing it are easy; kicking may prove more

difficult. Many children can swim; most can tricycle
adeptly in any direction, and some can already ride a two-
wheeÌer. They enjoy going up and down stairs and can use

their feet separately on the steps; they can jump on two

feèt and hop on one.1o5

Fine movenents are better
children are five. They have

and can control their finger
skip or jump rope or bounce a

under control by the time

fa i r1y good hand coordination
actions. Some chi ldren can

ba1l.1o6 They have a fairly

lo3 Lois Birkènshaw. Music forp. t¿.
lo4
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Elizabeth B, Hurlock. Child Developrnent. pp. I33
134.

Bayless et at., Music: A Way of Lífe, p. 27.lo6
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good sense of balance, and Ìove to discover nev¡ ways to
move. They are learning to control their bodies. Five_
year-oJ.ds should understand spatial reLationships and carry
out actions Iike 'backward' , 'forward' , etc, 1o7 They are
also beginning to learn directionalityt left and righL.

Rhythmic sureness comes from movement experiencesr âs

r¡ell as from speech rhythms and patterns. Rhythmic facility
is a prerequisite for fluency in reading, bhe essential
skiIl for aLl kinds of Iearning.

AI MS

Children should master a repertoire of movement

skiLls to enable them to express themselves in
movement, and reflect the essence of heard music

through movement.

There should be opportunity for chiLdren to act out
rhymes and songs they know.

Children shouLd move bilaterally so that their
unpreferred side also becomes âdept; they should
Learn to use both sides of the body simultaneousLy as

well as separately,

Children should learn spatial relationships involving
movement so that they are able to avoid collision
with objects or other people, are able to go beside,
under, overf around themi should develop skills in

?

107 Jbid. p. 19.
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ofbody awareness, directionality and the position
the body in space.

LT STEN] NG

Listening is much more than being attentive to a live or
recorded music performance. It pervades alI music

activities. Children listen as they sing, to ohhers and to
themselves. They listen to the teacher's modelling voice
and their own, matching the pitches and tone. They listen
as they move to music. They listen as they play, enjoying
the sound, and staying together with the group in rhythmic
activities.

Lois Birkenshaw divides listening into three main

categories: auditory alrareness, auditory discrimination,
and auditory sequencing and rnemory. A!¡areness is simply
hearing the presence of sound, the first step in active
listening, Discrimination consists of hearing sounds and

grouping or classifying them into categories such as

high/Iow, Ioud,/ guiet, fast/slow, timbre and patterns.
Seguencing and memory is the ability to recall and perform a

pattern again. This ability assists creativity, in ¡vhich

children can alter and re-define remembered sounds and

patterns, l o I

ro8 Lois Birkenshaw.
p. 27.

Music for Fun 3 Music for Learninq.
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Children listen to the expJ.oratory sounds they are making

on percussion instruments or the melodies on tonè-bar
instruments, analyze them, and classify the sounds for
further use in expressing poetry, as accompaniment to a

song, or creating a mood. Doreen HaII says if there is one

key vord that encompasses all of music education, that word

is "Listenl".

Four- and five-year-olds love to listen, and have songs

sung to them. loe They are interested in everything and r+iII
apprec iate demonstrations of various instruments by the
teacher or others.

In the Dalcroze method, listening to musicaL changes

permits children to interpret music with their bodies. They

can express sound and siLence, accents, phrases, texture and

weight of music, tempo and dynamic changes with their
bodi es, aI1 by Iistening.

In the Suzuki system toor Iistening is of primary
importance. Prospective young players have suitable music

played for them from infancy. When they begin violin
lessons, youngsters observe their teacher, Iisten and play
by ear in a psycholinguistic approach, before learning to
read notes. The children memorize the melodies and learn
fingering and bowing from teacher and mother. They can

concentrate on the melodies and the tone they are making

t0s Barbara L, Àndress. Music in narlv Childhood. p, 7.



!rithout the early visual interference of notes, just
young children learn to speak from listening instead
reading. 1 r o

To perceive the structure of music and understand its
composition, children must be capable of attentive
lisLening. The inteltigent Iistener to a musical
performance must have knowledge of melody, rhythm, harmonies

and tone colors, and especially of musical form, to folLow
the composer's line of thought, just as a person hearing a

poem must know meanings and usage of words, metre, and.

poetic form to receive a poet's message in his poetry.

To involve a student's inward feelings, a vicarious
performance shouLd be encouraged in active listening. There

is a universally acknovledged connection belween musical
performance and the feeling tife of people. Gardner states
as an accepted fact that "music can serve as a way of
capturing f eeì.ings, knowtedge about feelings, or knowledge

about forms of feeting, communicating them from the per_
former or the creator to the attentive Iistener.,'1r j

Children should enjoy listening to live performances and

recordings, Donna Wood says t,hat if we wish to deveLop

sensitive musicaL tast.e in children, we must use only good

Ho!¡ard Gardner.

Ibid. p. 124.
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quaLity musical materiaLlr2 The teacher should slrive for
as much live performance as possible so that children can

vatch as well as hear music being made.

Good listening ski11s help children achieve in aLL schooL

areas. They are especially important in this age of
constant noise, vrheres everyone learns to 'switch off' the
almost unceasing background noise.

2.

AI MS

The Iistening children should develop ar,¡areness of
articulation, tempo ¡ rhythm, !exture, pitch and

meLody.

The children should be able to differentiate betwèen

different types of voices; recognize the voices of
their playmates i recognize different environmental
sounds, and several known instrumental sounds.

Children should hear and recognize repetition and

contrast, and become familiar with phrases in music,

as well as simple form.

Children's short and Iong-range aural memory should

be developed; they shouJ.d be able to echo a rhythmic
or melodic phrase, and they should recognize known

music on hearing it again.

3.

4.

r r 2 Donna Wood. Move, Sinq, Listen, play. p. 1S.
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PLÀYING INSTRI'UENTS

Instruments ín the children's world begin with
instruments they hear. Before they are a¡,¡are of instrumenLs
as such, they are fascinahed by instrumentaL sounds from

hearing records, perhaps a guitarf piano or fIute. Children
begin to wish they too could try out an instrument.

This need to play an instrument is aLso a very natural
physical. deveJ.opment. Song is created with the voicei it
uses words and melody. It encourages a response from the
whole body. The feet begin to dance and hands swing and

cfap. They reach for a stick and beat upon an object, and

thus is born the drum, the first instrument, and the beat.
The breath and voice are associated with meJ.ody, and the
hands and feet primarily with rhythm. Babies beat with
their spoons on the table; they shake a rattle. or bell;
children scrape a stick along a fence, and thus several
instrumental families are explored: drums or membranes,

beIIs, shakers and raLtles, and wood sounds or scraped
i nst rument s .

Children should have many opportunities for exploring
sounds. Pieces of Í¡ood, an assortment of metals such as

nails, tins, drink caps and lids, bottles and jars of
different kinds, strings and elastic bands, clay flower
pots, plastic containers, and sandpaper all 1end themselves

to sound exploration. Children can also rnake instruments
using them, and create a'junk band'.
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Slowly children refine their Iistening and learn about

timbre of different instrumental groupsi lhe long, ringing
sounds of metals; the short, crisp sound of wood, and

pulsat ing beat of membranes, and var ious other color
instrumenls such as shakers, rnaracas, or a guiro.

The body itself is an instrumentr and the children learn
movement patterns which are the beginning of percussion

instruments, They cJ.ap their hands, slap their thighs and

stamp their feet creating body percussion. GradualLy the
Iarge motor movements of clappingf patsching and stamping

will become more controJ-led, and the children have the use

of body percussion to accompany their songs and rhymes, or
simply to keep the beat.

Slowly these movements are transferred to smaII
percussion instruments, and, as coordinalion increasesr to
pitched percussion instruments Iike xylophones or
gJ.ockenspiels. the sirnplicity of playing smaJ.1 percussion

and tone-bar instruments ensures that children v¡ilI be abte
to master the playing technique, and enter into the magical

¡rorld of instrumental accompaniment and color.

The manipulation of instruments and mallets aids in
children's motor coordination, and because they are not
forced to learn unusual movements requiring much tedious
practice and driI1, they can enjoy instrumental sounds

immediately. Especially good for developing facility with
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both hands are tone-bar instruments, because a mal1et is
held in each hand. They are used firs! together, and later
in alternation, thus developing both bilateral and

unilateral movement. playing instruments also aids hand*eye

coordinat i on.

Instruments can be introduced for lheir own sake, so that
children become aware of different timbres and playing
techniques. Àlso they can be used to enhance a song and

reinforce a mood or a rhythm. A challenge for a gifted
chil.d woufd be playing a simple bordun on a Lone-bar

instrument to accompany a song.rr3

Instrumènts can be particularly useful when children have

difficuLty with singing. Children âre not unmusical- because

they cannot sing on pitch, and instrumental playing provides

a rewarding avenue for children who do not as yet sing weII.
AIso, children have different personalities, and some active
children enjoy playing instruments not only for the sound

they make, but also for the movement opportunity they
provide.lra WhiJ.e singing remains of first importance in
young children's music education, not alI children prefer to
express their feelings in singing. Singing is extremely
personal, being a part of the body, and tends to make

111

Maureen Kennedy. Instrumental Work in Music forChildren: orff Schulr,¡erk, Àmerican Edition, 

-volurne-[
l:-11.
Jos Wuytack. - Àpologia for Orff-Schulwerk, Orff Re-
echoes, p. 60.
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chiLdren feel more exposed in individual work, than pl"aying

an instrument. Instrumental activities provide another

avenue in which children can express themselves and be

creative.

Instrumental playing is also a social experience in which

all the children Ì,¡ork together as equals, They feel
necessary to the group effortr but must also subordinate

themselves to the group to play as an ensemble. They 1earn

to play together at the same voLume and speed, accepting the

discipline of the music and forming a communal experience.
They lose their inhibitions and shyness as they each do

their part.

In presenting concepts tike fasL/sIow, Ioud/quiet and

pitch differen!iation, instruments are invaLuable aids. Àll
these concepts need to be reinforced in many ways, and

instruments provide a different approach.

Live demonstrations on many instruments wiII give

children an idea of the variety of sounds instruments can

make, and the variety of ways in which they are played:

fingers on a keyboard, blowing, bowing, plucking, hitting or

shaking. Pictures of instruments in the music room r,¡i1L

remind children of the many possibilities in sound.

Instruments are not toys, and as children learn to care

for them, they also learn to value the music room and its
equipmenl.
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Às children learn to differentiate lhe sound of different
instruments, they become involved in a myriad of
possibilities for artistic expression and mood creation.
The instruments are a medium of both poetic and pedagogic

val-ue. r l s The children can have an uplifLing experience by

creating their own musicaL expression to accompany a poem,

song or dance, and gain not onLy joy, but self-esteem, from

its beauty.

AI MS

Children should develop an ear for sound ¡nade by

objects and instruments.

Children should become aware of timbre through sound

exploration and J.istening, including sounds made by

different materials such as membranes, metals and

woods.

Chil,dren shoul-d learn the techniques of playing
cLassroom insLruments effectively. They should

develop f aciJ.ity with both hands in instrument.al
play i ng.

Children should have opportunity for improvisation
with small percussion instruments,

ChiLdren should become aware of the artistic and

expressive gualities of instrumental playing.

L

t

rr5 Ibid. p.62.
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CREÀTIVITY

"The musical mind", says composer Harold Shapero, "is
concerned primarily r,¡ith tonal memory. Until it has

absorbed a considerable variety of tonal experiences, it
cannot begin to function in a creative t¡ay. " 1 16 À great
percentage of what i s heard becomes submerged in the
unconscious, but is subject to recaII. Creativity is then
realized in the metamorphizing and compounding of the
musical recollection with remembered emotionaL experiences.
These color and make the new creation unique and individual.
The l-earner's task is to hear accurateJ.y, remember, masterr
and finally to produce original musical sequences using
one's previous knowledge.

In many cultures, creating rnusic is part of every
musician's performance. He alters, ornaments, and re_
expresses a cornposition each time he performs it, fashioning
his own styLe rather than creating totally new works.
Indian ragas appear to be performed in this way.

In our culture much of the music that is performed is
composed and aJ.ready created. There is, however, an element

of creation in every performance. The composer is not the
entire creaLorr but must aIlow for a creative component from

the performer and listener, who each bring their o!¡n

116 Howard Gardner.
Shapero's vi ews
Process. Ne!¡
49-50. )

Frames of Mind. p. 102. (Harold
quoted in B. Ghiselin, The CreativeYork: NeH Àmerican Library,--T9lr, pp.
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perceptions to the work. Thus there is interaction between

the composed music, the performer and the listener, which

combines into a sì.ight1y different creative enLity each time
it is performed. The listener al1ows the emotion of the
music and of the performer to touch him, t r?

Every performance has a current of creativity that sparks
betr¿een the music, the performer ând the listener. The

imagination of the children, as listeners, provides this
spark in the early childhood setting. They are naturally
disposed tov¡ard self-expression, and music can provide an

ideal outlet. Through enjoyment of nusic, children's
emotional life can be improved and deepened.

To bring a creative element into their musical activities
and Listening, children need to have a basic understanding
of elemental musicaL concepts, as well as an openness to the
f eeJ.ings that arise in them in response to music.
Childrenrs response to music requires both thought and

feeling. Thus their generaì. education is furthered because

thêy are moving toward maturity in both the intellectual and

emolional spheres. Music is a powerfuL instrument in this
goal because it is accessibl-e to young children in forns
they can explore, understand and perform. Frances Aronoff
states that "the bases for t.he young child's musical
education are found within the interpretãtion of education
as the process of cognitive and affective gro!¡th toward the

Frances Aronoff. Music and younq Children. p. 16.
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goals of intellectual and emotional maLurity. t'1 18

The children are given materials with which to work

creatively: songs, games, instruments and movemenLs I and

with these they are free to experiment, alt.erf expand and

become aware of their abilities and ideas. In early
childhood, one can catch children while they are stil1
Iiving in a world of endless possibilities, and are not
inhibited about trying them out.

Four- and five-year-otds enjoy 'pretending', and wilL
role-play stories or community situations r¡ith which they
are familiar.lls They like to 'dress up' to make these
IittLe dramas more realistic, and are creating small-

'Gesamtkunstwerke' as they play, including diaJ.ogue, acting,
movement, costuming, with perhaps some music as welI.
Creativity, Iike listening, overlaps into all areas of rnusic

education. It is in a story re-to1d, in a rhyme or word

pattern with some words altered to suit the occasion, in
spontaneous movement and songs, in animaL-Iike movements I in
games where a self-created movement is done to be imitated,
and in a sung ansvrer to a question from the teacher. Whole

conversations may be carried on in rec j.tative or, to the
children, the "singing voice".

r18 Ibid. p.27.
Its Donna Wood. @.g, Sj-!g, Listen, plav. p, ì8,
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In instrumentat playing, creativity is evident not only
in the melodies or rhythms pì.ayed, but also in the judicious
sel-ection of the right instrument to express the desired
mood.

t.

ÀI MS

Encourage creative movement by providing children
with a repertoire of rnovements from which to draw,

both for free movement, and for interpreting suitable
mus ic .

Ask children to sing endings to songs, or answers to
guestions, and to sing self-nade songs.

Encourage sensitive performances of songs,

discriminative choices in accompanimenLs, movement

and orchestration to songs; encourage children Lo

play with words, find rhyrnes, and make up their own

verses for songs.

Give opportunity for mime, play-acting and dramatic

trJrcy.

4.



rHE EXEMPLÀR

An exemplar is an ideaL. It is an attempL to provide a

rationale for appropriate early childhood music education,
along with suggestions and ideas for carrying it out. It is
not a recipe to be followed slavishly but a basis for
beginning a music program and a challenge for teachers to
continue its development. It is assumed that children wilt
be educated in the music of the \,¡estern Lradition with
exposure to other musics as well. An effort has aLso been

made to educate young children as Canadians, both by using
Canadian material and a wide range of fotk music from
various cuLtures, in keeping vith the Canadian mul-ticultural
her i tage .

Much of the ¡,¡ork done in early childhood music education
has come from Europe and has been adapted to the North
Àmerican situation, with regard to our social structure, the
English language I and the organization of our child-care and

schooling facilities. Teachers need to continue this
process of adaptation according to the needs of their
cf asses.

While suggestions have been made for choosing materials,
and âctual materiaLs are given in an appendix, teachers must

remember that this is only a small sampling indicating a

97-
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direction. The suggestions and methodoì.ogies given in this
chapter are several avenues of many, and teachers must be

constantLy searching out new ideas and materiafs for
themselves. They are encouraged to explore a broad range of
music from various cultures, styles and !imes to enrich
their programs. Every teacher has different strengths and

every cÌass differen! needs, so it is imperative to be

sensitive to pupils' needs, and aware of ways and materials
r¡ith r.'hich these needs can be met. Different materials may

appeal to different groups of children, but the general
outline regarding choice of materials should be observed.

Teachers should be aware that the mass media of the
twentieth century, radio and television, records, tapes and

videos, exert a tremendous influence on young children. Ðue

to alL this entertainment children tend to become listeners
rather than doers.120 Applying this fact to music education,
we find that not only are chitdren performing music 1ess,

but their tastes are being formed by the media. Music

educators have an early opportunity to Iet children learn
about different kinds of music, so that Lheir tastes may

evolve in a more catholic manner.

This chapter is divided into five sections of activiLies,
l¡ith thoughts on choosing materials and teaching methodology

for each section.

into the Influence of Mass
Education", gÞ. 2-4.

120 Donna Wood, "An lnvestigation
Media on Early Childhood Music
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SPEECH ÀND SINGING

CHOOSING I{ÀTERIÀLS

Singing should be the first musical activity. It is a

beautiful thing to do both in a group or alone. It is a

¡,¡onderf uI social activity bonding relationships between

parents and children, and children to other adults and

children, Nothing expresses bètter that we belong to each

other. Rhymes and songs are equalì.y important because both
have beatr rhythm, and text, as well as spoken or sung pitch
inflection of the child's language. Since rhymes do not
have the added task of specific pitches, they are an easier
place to begin for most children.

Children Learn from everything, but rhymes and songs come

in a number of classifications. Some require fantasy and

imagination, some are designed to teach certain conceptsl
and both have inherent musical learning in them. Let us

compare the following tvo rhymes. We note that the first
reguires much more from the imagination than the second,

which primarily teaches the meanings of prepositions.

Hey diddle diddle, the cat and lhe fiddle,
The cow jurnped over the mooni
The little dog laughed to see such sport
Ànd the dish ran away with the spoon.

Roly poì.y, roly poly up, up, up,
RoIy poly, roly poly down, down, dor,¡n,
Roly po1y, roly poly out, out, out,
Ro).y poIy, roly poly in, in, in.
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Every fantasy and imaginative song or rhyme is of
superior value to teaching songs and rhymes. To instill a

love of art and an emotional response to it in children,
Katalin Forrai recommends using 7O% imaginative work

requiring mental, symbols and 30% teaching songs. Thus she

concludes that music classes should be 70% for pleasure and

fantasy and 30% for learning, always remembering that
children Iearn from everything.l2 r

Further she recommends that roughly three-quarters of the
material used should be folk and traditional malerial, and

one-quarter composed. Composed materials chosen should have

artistic value, be suitable in both text and melody for
young children, and have a range of six notes. Often it is
difficult to telI if a child-song is folk or composed. One

of the signs of true folk music is that it has melodic
variations in various regions or publications, and that it
usually has a game. Composed melodies do not vary and are
very often in ÀBA form. On this basis the well-known child_
song rTwinkIe, twinkle l-ittIe star, is a composed songl
although it certainly has become traditionaL

Many nursery rhymes have composed rnelodies that are too
compJ.icated and wide in range for young children. The rhyne

can be used as speech only, saving the melody to be used

later when the children's voices have developed more. Many

Katalin Forrai
course.

Notes from Early Childhood Music
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rhymes have simple movements that require bhe children to
think in symbols: the hand is a bird, fingers are little
pigs; then words and numbers become imaginative symbols.
Then it is Art. Children enjoy the use of puppets as
symbols for real people or animals, or they imagine props in
their pray, using their imagination and fantasy. They
believe in the symbols, but they understand that it is not
actually real. They must fantasize to understand art.
Teachers may use props to stinulate the chiLdren,
particularly younger ones, but it should not be overdone.
Let the children imagine more. Àctions too, should not be
complicated and overdone, because this wiII discourage vocal
response. younger children need more concrete visual
stimuli, but these should be used less and Less as children
get older, as visuals can actually hamper the inner
inagination.

Adults should treat a small child_drama Iike ,Round and
round the garden' seriously.

Round and round. the g?rggn, goes the teddy_bear,one step, two steps, tic¡<1e'voú-una", therei ----,
Even in a Little game there is dramatic form: introduction
conflict, climax, resoLution. The child knows the rhyme,
knows the buiLd-up, 'one step, two steps,, and anticipates
the delicious tickley ending and the release of laughter.
Learning procedure, aesthetic value and art are a1I inber_
related.
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Use of the pentatonic scale is recommended because

children find half-tones difficult to sing in tune. It is
best to use a high proportion of penlatonic songs, but we

must use our own traditional children's songs and games,

Our school,s are taught in the English 1anguage and thus it
is the tradiLionaL music of the English-Ianguage culture and

Canadian cultures that wilL be used most. Since English-
J.anguage child-songs are often not in the pentatonic sca1e,

some songs containing haLf-tones wil.l be used, buL an effort
r,¡i11 be made to avoid excessive use of half-tones in
children's songs. It is to be noted that Canadian Indian
and Innuit songs cont.ain pentatonic melodies. EngJ.ish-

Ianguage nursery rhymes are very often ín a 6/g metre and

thus it is necessary to introduce this metre early, in an

aural manner.

Lois Choksy suggests some simple tests that a teacher may

apply when choosing songs for young children:
l. Read the text of the song.

a) Is the language simple and direct?
b) Does the subject matter have meaning for the

chi Ldr en ?

c) will it stimulate the imagination?

d) Does it encouragè creativity, role playing, games?

2. Sing the song.

a) Do the text and music realLy fit togeuher?

b) Is there a pervasive mood that will speak to the

children emot i ona 1J.y ?
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If the song ansvers these requirements, and is also of
suitable range for the children, and within their abiliLy to
sing notes¡ rhythm and words well, then it is a good choice
for use in the musíc class. r 22

In the matter of choosing materials, teachers are often
much better than many published books. Children's self-
created chant is usually in duple metre, uses the falling
interval of the minor third as welL major seconds, and

rarely sings half -st.eps. While these characteristics of
children's song have been known for a long time, actual song

usage often does not reflect these patterns. ln fact, a

close look at published materials for children of this age

to sing, shows that many are in a completely unsingable
range for this age-group, that rhythms are often geared more

to adult than child singers, and that intervaLs are often
very large, or else too small- for accurate singing by the
chiLdren. Often sophisticaled accompaniments are provided,
with complicated harmonic bases, when it is much better for
young children to sing without instrumental accompaniment,

and certainly vrithout harmonies which they cannot

comprehend.

Teachers need to be very selective about the books they
choose for use in their music classes.

122 Lois choksy. The Kodalv context. p. 203.
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METHODOLODY

Since Leaching the children to sing in tune is of primary
importance, it is best to begin in as simple a manner as

possible, with the child-ca11 faIling minor third interval,
and songs using only t!¡o notes. When these t!¡o notes (sol ,

mi) are firmly established and children are comfortable with
them, a fhird note (la) is added, and gradually the
pentatonic scaLe is buiIt, (doh, re, mi, sol , Ia) and the
recommended 6-note range achieved. Since childsen sing most

easily between 'D' above Middle C and 'B' in the same

octave, the Key of D is used extensively in singing. Many

songs begin with 'sol' and frequent use of this key wiIl
establish the note 'A' as the starting point for songs.

This ensures Lhat children, nhen they sing on their own,

will sing in a suitable range.

Of course, there are always children whose voices are
pitched Iower, and for individual singing, these children
can be given a lower starting pitch until their voices come

up.

AIl children shouLd be encouraged to sing, even if they
are not singing the correct pitches. The teacher cannot
correct faulty pitch until he or she hears it, and the
children have to learn to listen to their own voices and

match them to the others' . Àfter six weeks, if a child's
pitch has not. irnproved, individual l¡ork can be done with
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that child. Singing face to face, so that the child can

absorb the tone, or singing into the child's ear sometimes

helps him to correcL his pitch. Encouraging good breathing
and use of this breath often brings a child's pitch up.

Mary Goetze states that chil_dren sing cLoser to the actual
pitch on '1oo' than with words. The words help children
remember the melody, but many children are distracted by

them and the muscular configurations of speech rathèr than

singing, take over. Àccordingly she feels teachers should
remove words from songs oftener and let the children attain
pitch accuracy by singing on ' Ioor.123

Every child should always be encouraged to keep singing.
Immaturity, shyness, lack of experience, inhibitions, or
lack of a listening ear can cause poorLy pitched singing,
but every child except one with a physical handicap, can be

helped to sing in tune.

Àccompaniment should not be used for singing in class.
The children hear the correct pitch from the instrument and

think they are singing in tune, when they may not be, The

teacher too, should not sing too loud, and should know when

to stop singingr so that he or she can hear the children,
and they can hear themselves. The teacher should always
give opportunities for children to sing a1one, so that they
can hear themselves. This can be incorporated into games,

single line singing by individual children, or creative

123 Mary Goetze. Workshop Notes.
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guestion and answer singing.

In singing games, which are done mainly for the pJ.easure

of singing, playing together and enjoying friendship, the
beacher should not !et1 children they are singing off-pitch.
Let them enjoy the game and work on pitch anoLher time.

The teacher models for the children in tone, enunciation,
phrasing, so he or she must use a suitabLe style for
children to copy. When teaching a nev¡ song the teacher
sings the song for the children to hear. WiLh four-year-
olds it is a good idea to shor¡ the children a prop or a

puppet while singing the song several times. When teaching

'Lucy Locket', shor,¡ the children a smaLl purse, letting a

ribbon peep out to keep up their interest. Àfter they have

heard the song several times, explain the game and begin to
play it, letting the chitdren join in as they can. On

another day, the chiLdren can be encouraged to sing al-ong,

and soon the teacher will stop singing and Let the children
carry on aÌone.

The teacher can aLso use the echo method, which is often
used for longer songs. Àf t.er alLowing the children to hear

the entire song once, it can be echoed phrase by phrase,
gradual.ly learning the whole song. It is not as natural a

vray to learn a new song, and young children playing a game

are willing to repeat a song many tines to give everyone a

turn, and thus learn the song through repetition, When the
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children know the song well, a number of other activities
can be done: the teacher can begin singing and let the
children finish on their own; the children can begin and

sing on their own, and are expected to begin on a suitable
pitch and maintain a reasonable tenpo; individuals can offer
to sing alone; the chi ldren can keep the beat l¡hi1e
singing. As soon as chiLdren do two things at once, it is
the beginning of part singíng, because they are
concentraLing on two things at once.

Às the children increase their reperloire of songs and

know them weI1, the teacher can show hand levels of a simple
melody with the children copying. Eventually the children
r¡iIl be able to shorv hand levels while singing, without the
teacher's help. The shoulders, waist and top of the head

may be used for soJ., mi and Ia.

The teacher would give the children many opporlunities to
hear songs with a wider range than their ownr pref erabJ.y by

singing to them. Different types of songs that appeal to
chiLdren should be used: songs in different moods so that
children become a\,¡are of the emotional expressiveness of
music, as çell as narrative songs to teLl them a musical
story,

The children can echo nusical phrases using their smaLl

range; the teacher might sing about Christmas, the circus
or a visit to the farm, improvising short phrases for the
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children to echo. They might also echo rhythm patterns, but
putting words to them makes it easier. In both singing and

rhythm echoes, keep it to a few phrases so that children do

not 10 se i nterest .

The teacher should stress and provide opportunities for
human contact via games, partners, rnimicing, and group work,

to build friendship, security and self-confidence in the
chíIdren, as well as a supportive attitudè to others. He or
she should foster an atmosphere in which mistakes âre an

acceptable part of Learning. They are not ignored, but the
child is considered a worthwhile person regardless of his
skilI.124

In rhymes, use the speaking voice r,¡iLh expression and

different pitches. Concepts like fast/slow and high/Low can

be introduced with rhymes. À rhyme like ,Engine, engine
number nine' can be said in a low or high voice; one could
imagine the train going over hilLs and through valì.eys for
the different pitches; and a train rhyme is natural for
beginning slowJ.y and getting faster, and then slowing down

again, or beginning quietly and getting louder as the train
comes nearerf etc. The children can also experiment \,¡iLh

nouth sounds to imitate animal and environmental sounds, and

use expressive voices in dramatic play.

i2a Lois Choksy. The Kodaly Context. p. tõ.
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The teacher can vary things by having the children use

humming as weII as singing and speaking voices. The

children should be able to hum a known song without the
words, internalize the song at a signal and sing aloud again

at another signaJ., having maintained a steady pulse in their
heads, or their hands, and recognize a knoçn song from

hearing it hummed or played, melody on1y, without words.

In every lesson the children should 1augh spontaneously a

few times, and then get back to the activity. They should

enjoy themselves. The teacher shouLd give each child some

individual attention during the lesson, and should encourage

and praise the children as much as possible. when singing
or playing a game, repeat it a number of times so that all
the chi ldren get the sat i sfact ion of being able to
part ic ipate weJ. J. .

Always plan for success. À11 learning should be done in
the simplest possiblè way. Songs or rhymes that begin with
a downbeat are easier than those that have an anacrusisi
small-range songs are easier than those with a wide rangei

repetition of melody or text makes a song easier; simple

rhythmic patterns are easy to l-earn. Th" teacher r¡ants the

children to be able to do the activity wel_l and to enjoy
themseLves.
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MOVEITIENT

CHOOSING MÀTERIÀL

Movement helps coordination, balance, motor development,
quick muscle response, and its mastery gives children a

sense of well-being. Moreover, the children can use movement

to demonstrate understanding of many musical concepts I

enabling the teacher t.o knor¡ at a glance if they grasp Lhe

concept. Further, children Learn both self-discipLine and

cooperation with a partner or a group.

It also enables children to feel the overall sweep of a

piece of music r¡ith their bodies, and èxpress its individual
phrases, its basic beat, tempo, dynamics and melodic
contour.

Choosing music of r,¡orth and simplicity altows children to
understand the form of music and its phrasing. Simple

child-songs and folksongs let chiLdren use their senses in
exploring the music. They feel it through singing and

through movement, they hear it through listening and

singing, and imagine it through inner hearing. The

simplicity of the music ensures children's understanding and

their success in performing it.

Singing games provide natural movement. Often the game

motion indicates the shape of the melody, as in 'Ring around

the Rosie' where the movement and the melody both go round
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and round until the end when both drop down.12s Singing
games also provide an opporlunity for rhythmic motion, for
natural balance and for joyful but controlled social
interaction and, in some cases, for creativity. ÀIso, the

chii.d Iearns to synchronize his movement !¡ith the rhythm of
the music as he sings. Accordingly singing games are

valuable in many !¡ays, and a wise choice for movement and

song in an early childhood music setting.

Motor skil1s are important in musical performance and

rhythmic sensitivity in musical interpretation. Thus

rhythmic activities and body coordination will be importanl
facets of movement experiences. Beginning with simple

rhythmic responsès such as clapping or walking the beat,
movenent wiIl proceed to use the whole body. Dalcroze

discovered that using larger muscle groups assured a more

vivid rhythmic experience than the more customary use of
only the extremiLies, such as t.he hands and feet.126

The body, mind and emotion alL become involved in
rhythmic expression. Young children may see an airplane
flying and imitate í8, to really feeL the f lo¡,¡ of the
plane's flight. Children imitate all manner of movement and

the teacher must select and use those that are of real
interest to chi ldren and also have a strong rhythmic

component r so that this can be transferred to musical

Mary Helen Richards.

EIsa Findlay. Rhvthm

The Child in Depth. p. 8.

and Movement, p. 2.

125



Iearning: e.9. , galloping horses.

The teacher can also present movement suggestions to the

children, by pictures or r,¡ords. If different movement ì,¡ords

are given to them! i.e., hop, flutter, shiver, Ieap, or
gro!¡, they can experiment with them and amass a repertoire
of motions to use in creative movement or expressive dance

to music,

When selecting movenent activities, it is wise to choose

those in which the children can Learn from each olher. Lois
Birkenshaw suggests an activity that heLps the child who has

problems with moving to a steady beat. If four children
lightly hold a hoop and move it from side to side on the
beat, the child with difficulties wilI be 'pulled' in time
with the other children. r 27

Joyce Boorman says that the two most important tasks in
beginning dance are the extension of the repertoire of
bodily actions, and lhen putting several togethèr into
sentences of actions, creating form in movement. r 2s She

gives young chiLciren suggestions for movements and lets them

explore their possibilities and discover how they can make

their bodies move in different ways. She suggests looking
for the less familiar actions like prancing, collapsing,

12?

128

Lois B i r ken shat¡ .
p. 16.

Joyce Boorman.
Grades. p. 2.

Music for Fun3 Music for Learninq.

Creative Dance in the First Three
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swooping, exploding, drifLing, etc., so that children become

aware of new movement sensations. Àfter a number of types

of movement have been explored, several v¡ords can be put

together to create the movement sentence: e.g. creep -
pounce. This can be dramatized with a story-line. Teachers

should search ou! this type of creative experience which

involves explorat ion and discovery.

Boorman also advocates evaluat ion after a movement

activity. Let one half of the class observe the other half
and vice versa. They will be both an appreciative and

accepling audience, and objective critics. Again, they r,ri11

Learn from each other as they l¡atch.12s

METHODOLOGY

The most basic movement is keeping a beat. This can be a

child's inner beat, referred to as his heart-beat, or the
beat of heard music. This skilL can be endlessly reinforced
by moving to the beat: patsching the thighs, tapping the
shoulders, clapping, waLking, galloping, stepping in a

dance, and combinations of these. The manner of expressing
the beat should be in keeping with the mood of the song.

The beat can be expressed in sinple dances, preferably to
the children's own singing, as this makes it much easier to
feel the beat then hearing it from an external source such

12e Joyce Boorman. workshop notes.
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as an instrument or record. In teaching early dances, ease

and simplicity are paramount. When using the feet, Weikart
suggests that at first the children should be allowed to
sit, so that Lheir feet are in a non-weight-bearing
position. This nakes it easier to coordinate leg movemenLs,

as it el-iminates problems of balance.

A movement pattern which moves on each beat and does not
divide thè beat or use l-ong notes, is easiest; dupJ.e time
is the easiest, especially if moving with the feet because

the same foot wiII atways have the slrong accented beat;
not using directions such as Left and right at the beginning
makes movement freer and less stressful; moving alone is
simpler than moving with a partner.l3o No music need be used

at all until children are comfortable with singi.e-word

spoken directions.

Learning a concept from a song or dance should not be

attempted until after the children have sung the song, noved

to it, enjoyed it and thoroughly learned it and made it
their own. Then it can be used to illustrate concepts, or
for beat or rhythm practice, among other skills.

To develop motor coordination, children should begin by

making controlled movements within a designated area. Each

child could have his own 'space' and r+ithin it try out
various kinds of non-locomotor movenent. Àn imaginary nest

r30 Phyllis Weikart. workshop notes.
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or a real hoop can define the child's space. Àgain¡ the

easiest motions are biLateraL -- both hands making the same

single motion at the same time; the next step is the

aLternating single motion -- the hands doing the same motion

one âfter the olher. Next comes the double coordinated
bilateral motion -- one move f ollor,¡ed by another and done in
a sequential way; then the motion remains the same, but the
hands do it consecutively. Longer sequences of motions may

be made up by the children.

AfLer children have explored non-Locomot.or movement by

becoming familiar with different body parts and their names,

by moving the arms in different ways at various levels, by

trying out movements !¡ith shoulders, heads, fingers, knees,

etc., they can leave their 'space' and return to it at a

signal, or at the end of the song they are performing. Each

child knows what is expected of him and can fulfill
expectations. When they begin locomotor movements, they can

waIk, run, ga11op, and imitat.e animal movements. They must

learn to move in a space without bumping others,

Once children can move in space with assurance, variation
of tempo and dynamics can be introduced. if this is done

consistentJ.y in rhythmic activities, the children wilI
deveJ.op sensitivity to changes of speed and volume of sound.

AII movement should fit the tempo: if there is a slowing of
the tempo, and the time lapse between beats is lengthened,

novements nust be enlarged to fit the Ionger beat.
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GeneraIly young children have a f airJ.y quick natural rhythm,

and have difficulty in controlling movement at a slow speed,

To encourage this control, children can imitate slor,¡ animals

such as ponderous elephants, creeping snailsf or plodding
bears.

Concepts can be introduced with movement by patsching or
wal.king beat to singing; by preLending to stomp about like
a goriIJ.a to loud music and walk silently Iike a kitten to
quiet music. High and 1or,¡ pitches can also be expressed in
movement r using butterflies' flight for high tones and

caterpillar crawl for 1ow notes. Silence can be stitlness,
Fast and slow concepts can be done in movement in any number

of ways, including the accelerando and ritardando of a train
pulling away, riding, and gradually coming to a stop.

Musical form too can be shown with movement. In a game

like 'Shoo FIy' the three parts may be shown with different
movements for À and B sections, returning to lhe first
movement for 41.

In singing games which are a group activity, it is wise

to begin with a simpJ.e game in which all the children are

sitting or standing in a circle, and one child is the

'Monkey in the Chair' , or something similar. This child
then chooses another to take his ptace for the next round.

Young children are not ready to hold hands in a circle
immediately, and wal.king in a circle holding hands is a
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skill that can be handled only after children have a good

concept of a fLoor circle and space awareness. They must

all walk at lhe same pace with thè same size steps to avoid
pulling on other children's arms. A teaching sequence for
singing games should be very structured so that the children
learn control and discipline in movement painJ.essIy.

1. Children sit or stand in their olrn space 3 e.g.
f ingerplays.

They move a short distance from own space and back to
it: bi rds flying avray from their nests and returning
to them.

Children sit or stand in a circle and teacher does

movements, with all imitating him/her: 'Let's cJ.ap

our hands together. '

Children in a stationary circle with one person in
the middle doing an action: 'punchinelIo.'
Children in a stationary circle with a chasei one or
tvo children moving: 'Lucy Locket', 'Charlie Over

the Ocean. '

Partner games: 'Row your boat' with children doing
partner actions.
Children in a moving circle, holding hands: 'Ring
Around the Rosie.'

Children in a moving circle, but not holding hands.

Children moving in a line with a leader: ,Chooka-

choo. '

7.

2,

6.

4.

R

ô
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10. Children holding hands moving in tÌ,ro concentric
circLes3 'Do!¡n came a 1ady.'

11. waJ.king v¡ith a partner in a circle3 some versions of
'Tideo. '

12. Children in two lines with partners facing each

other:'Bi1Iy, BiIly.'tst

Janos Horvath says that children learn during games I but
they are not played to teach concepts. They are for fun.
At the sane time they should be pLayed with grace and

elegance and not in a boisterous manner; both the singing
and the movement in games for fun can be sensitive. Do not
play them too long so that children become restJ-ess, but
aLso not for too short a time, so they can get into the
swing of the game.132 Tempo and pitch in a game can be

varied to add interest and, incidentatly, musical skiII.

To begin teaching movement control, the children can vaLk

and stop to a drum. Thè teacher plays rhythmic phrases,

forming a concept of phrases in the child's mind, and stops
at phrase ends. Since moving in a group is not natural for
children, they must be led gently into it, building in
control as one goes on, The teacher can lead them in a

'follow' game around the room or in a circle. It wil1 be

sone time before a child can be the leader. At nursery age,

the children will imitate the teacher as they are not ready

131 Donna Wood. Move, Sinq, Listen, Blell. pp. 44-46.
r32 Janos Horvath. workshop notes.
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for free floor movement.

Àfter learning to watk and jog to a drum beat, they can

learn to gallop. Since the English language has many 6/g
rhymes and songs, the gallop is usefully Learned early to
express this metre. In faster movement, it should be kept
Iight with small steps; calling a running step jogging

tends to keep it more controlled. The children can express

cadences by falling or kneeling, bu! must be taught how so

that they can go down safely. If they put one knee on the
f l-oor and both hands, they can collapse gracefully and

safely, and be ready to get up,

Once they have learned a number of moves, these can be

alternated and mixed using drumming, to teach discriminative
listening and response. An èasy way to begin is t.o have

groups for each movement: e.g. walking, galloping,
jogqing. Thus they need to perform only one type of
movement while sti1l hearing and analyzing three. Àn

additionl movement challenge can be learning to skip. To

provide skipping practice, children can pLay circle chase

games with skipping instead of running.

For partner games, practice walking with a partner,
holding hands and keeping abreast. A game utilizing this
ski1l and also list.ening to a wa).king or skipping rhythm can

be played to piano music, improvised by the teacher: walk

with a friend, skip alone, find the same friend and r,¡alk, or
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find a new friend and waLk.ls3

When requesting singing or speaking and movement from

children, movements should not be over-dramatized or too
busy. Keeping it simple and gentle lets the child master it
and manage to do both things at once. Do not go too fast so

that the child wilL not feel left behind and incompetent I

and use Lots of repetition, so the child can assimilate and

enjoy the activity. Explain as littte as possible and

simply go ahead with an activity. The quicker children wilt
imitate, and lhe others will learn from them.

For movement activities
environment. There should be

l ight and ventilation; a

de s i rable. The floor shouLd

cold or slippery, and the

f urniture. I 3 a

the children need a safe

plenty of space with good

room of 7 x 10 metres is
be clean and smooth but not

room free of obstacles and

Bare feet are ideal for movement, but rubber-soled shoes

also give freedom and safety. The children should !¡ear

comfortable clothing which does not inhibit them in
movement.

Using some eguipment adds excitement to the movement

class, and can encourage shy children to participate because

they have something other than themselves on which to

I s 3 Donna

134 Gunitd

Wood. Sumner Course Notes, 1985.

Keetman. ELementaria. p. 107.
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concentrate. Scarves of sheer fabrics to flutter behind the

children, tennis baIIs to roJ.1, pass and bounce, hoops to
use for each child's ov¡n space, or to hold as a harness i.n

galloping, puppets for demonstration and drama, balloons or
feathers to keep up high or fall down 1ow, ropes to make

walking paths, or define ponds into which to jump, or
outline imagina!ive caves or holes to peer into and

speculate about and explore.

Children take endless joy in movement,

presented in a myriad of imaginative ways.

and it can be

LISTENING

CHOOSING MATERIÀL

Li stening i s part icularly important in thi s era of
constant noise pollution where children learn early to
ignore much of what they hear. There is a need to make

chiLdren sensitive to sound and silence, and to music. By

choosing material that interests the children, and letting
them learn discriminatory Iistening as they play games, this
can be achieved. They are then prepared to lísten to
musical performances v¡ith interest and some comprehension.

In choosing Iistening activities, it is wise to keep a

sequence of learning in ¡nind. When children can respond to
sound and silence, the next challenge should be ready, the

discriminaLion of different sounds. Beginning with famiLiar
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sounds from the environment will make children feel
comfortable and competent. Sounds of lrater, weather,

household activities, cars, trains, firetrucks and

airpLanes, voices of male and female adults, children, the
cries of many animal-s and birds are aI1 familiar territory
to most children. From the famiLiar, the teacher can

gradually Lead to the slightly unfamiliar, and on !o new

sounds.

ChiLdren Iike to experiment with the many sounds they can

make with their bodies, using their feet, hands, mouths,

tongues and voices. This is a natural introduction to the
percussion family in musical instruments and they can then
learn to classify percussion sounds into those sounds made

by wood, metal, skin, and some interesting combinations of
these. Using the percussion family they can discover long
and short sounds; they can hear loud and quiet, or fast and

sLow sounds .

Children are interested in aIl instruments and hearing
Iive performances on them is invaluable. These performances

can be very simple, but children wiLl enjoy seeing and

hearing a guitar, recorder, violin or trumpet being played,
and will wish to try it out. Chitdren are influenced too
much by machines. They hear music as coming from the radio,
record player, etc. instead of thinking of it as a human

activity. It is good for them to have the human contact
which creates a rnuch more enotional response. As they hear
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an instrument oftener, they !¡iIl be able to identify its
sound \,rithout seeing it. Most children can identify the
sound of a piano, a drum or a recorder since these are
commonly heard in many homes. À child r,¡hose older brother
plays the trumpet has no difficulty in recognizing the sound

of a trumpet. Thus the ear is trained by repeated
experiences. A simple ì.istening selection played by two

instruments coutd be the next step.

Voice recognition can begin with the speaking voice and

then move to the singing voice. For games of this kind, one

must lrait until the children knor,¡ each other quite we11, and

are sure of each otherrs names. Children also like to
Iisten to entertaining songs sung by the teacher. These can

be of different typess a narrative song like 'There Was an

OId Woman who Swallowed a FIy', a bal1ad Like 'The Wraggle

Taggle Gypsies', a lullaby, or a song creating a special
mood wilI al1 give the child a melodic experience beyond

what he himself can perform as yet. Thus children should be

encouraged to be listeners for this part of a Lesson.

Listening for musical elements is the beginning of
creative response t.o music. Since children concentrate best
on one thing at a time, it is best to treat the concepts
separately. Fast and slovr music or drumming can be

illustrated by the children r,¡ith whole body movement, or
simply by clapping. They must have opportunity to hear
gradual changes in speed as well as a steady tempo. Later
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consecut ively.
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and high/low could be learned

Material that divides into easily recognizable nalural
phrases is needed so that the children develop an ear for
phrases in music, and a feel for the sweep of music built by

many phrases. The phrase is one of the first elements of
f orm. When children can hear and recognize a phraser they
can also hear how a song is built.

The chiLdren's musical memory can be developed once they
have a repertoire of well-known songs. When they can

recognize a melody played or hummed \,¡ithout words, they are
preparing to understand musical form. Recognition of
musical form depends IargeLy on musical memory. If children
can hear repetition of a phrase or motif, they can use the
idea of repetition in creating their own music.

Listening selections on records may be chosen for various
reasons: if a mother just visited and played the flute for
the children, some flute music wouLd be a good choice for a

follow-up. Listening to high, Iight sounds like a flute,
along with movement imitating Lhe f1yin9 of birds, can lead
to listening to the calls of various birds, discussion and

pictures of the birds. Then listening to bird imitations in
the classical repertoire will seem â natural progressionr
and the children might hear an exerpt from Beethoven's '6th
Symphony' , or Leopold Mozart's 'synphony for Children' , or
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Saint-Saens' 'The Bird House' from his 'Carnival of the

Ànimals' . r 3 s Excerpts should be kept short; bet!reen thi rty
and sixty seconds, so that children's attention span is not
strained. One shoutd also play J-istening sel-ections several
times at successive Iessons, to increase their familiarity,
and give children a chance to build their long-range musical
memory.

Some musical stories like 'The Nutcracker Suite' or

'Peter and the WoIf' have universaL appeal to children. A

story told beforehand will stimuLate the chiìdren's interest
and they will feet the music relates to their knowledge.

They too are interested in animals, and in outwitting
viILains Like Prokofiev's peter.

Joyce Boorman suggests criteria for choosing listening
selections that are to be expressed in movement by the
children. She stresses simpJ.icity of sound; a single sound

repeated or several clearly recognizable sounds joined to
make a musical sentence. Further she 1ooks for music that
creates mood, either a single mood, or several contrasting
moods; and sound that has distinctive changes in quality
such as lightness and strengthr sustained line and crisp
articulation. These articul_ations and moods can suggest

characters such as clowns or animals, or situations like a

magic wood. She also looks for music that has definite
form.

135 Kindermusik - Sernester One, Lesson 6.
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Chil-dren then listen to the music a number of times to

absorb the mood, feel the phrasing and become aware of
dynamics. She stresses repetition in expressing the music,
so that repeat.ed IisLening can fix the musical structure and

response in the child's understanding. t so

Listening music affects different children in different
ways. Forrai states that in her research she found that
fast music ¡,¡a s sometimes a negative influence in that it
made some children frenetic and created a short attention
span. Hor,¡ever, it stimulaLed slower children. LyricaJ.
music, on the other hand, caLmed down the active children,
but put the passive children to sleep.r3?

Thus the teacher must have a good knowledge of the cJ.ass,

and objectives clearly in mind, when selecting listening
music.

MEfl{ODOLOGY

Children have a wide range of identifiable sounds in
their repertoire at a very young age. They recognize the
sound of the voices of family members, the noise rnade by

clocks and household appliances, animal sounds, the
telephone, and many more. Teachers can use this fund of
listening discriminaLion as a base on which to build further

136 .]oyg. Boorman. _ ÇreaËive Dance in the FirstGrades. pp. 100-10 f .

KaLalin Forrai. Summer Course Notes, I995.137

Three
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exper iences.

The alternation between sound and silence is good for
beginning lislening. The child can respond to the sound of
drumming or a melodic instrument, and walk as long as it is
being played, stopping when hhe sound stops. This involves
active J.istening, as well as quick reaction and a sense of
balance. ÀIso, if the sound and siLence is divided into
musical sections, the child gradually becomes aware of
phrases in nusic.

Às this becomes easy for children, more complexity can be

introduced gradually by asking for different responses to
different sounds¡ jogging for quick rhythmsi walking for a

steady slower rhythm, or galloping for uneven rhythms. Once

speed or tempo is masLered, the response can again be

aLtered to include loud and quiet music as weII, with J.arge,

broad movements for loud music and smaller, more compact

movemenL for quiet music.

In order !o make a mystery game out of listening, the

teacher may go behind a screen and make various sounds,

asking lhe children to guess what it is. Sounds like
tearing or crumpling a sheet of paper, snapping an open book

shut, doing up a zipper, dropping a marble or bean, dripping
water into a cup, are fascinating and easy for children to
recognize. When the visible part of the action is removed,

they are rnore a¡,¡are of the sound.
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To encourage close listening, sound cylinders may be made

from plastic film cans, containing rice, sand, fIour, beans,
'etc. There should be tvo of each kind, and the game is
matching up the tr,ro that sound alike by shaking the
cylinders in turn. To sharpen concentration, children enjoy
a game of musical Simon Says. Instead of using the verbal
'Simon Says', the teacher plays a note on an instrument;
e.g. glockenspiel. If there is no note, children should
not do the requested action. r38

Children can also simply sit very quietly for thirty
seconds or a minute, and listen for indoor sounds in the
classroom or nearby, They must identify and list the heard
sounds, as a group. One child might have heard the ticking
clock, another a footstep in the hall, another the heating
fan, or water dripping outside the window. It is awareness

of sound and discrimination of dj.f f erent sounds, that
chi ldren should learn.

Sounds from ouLside may be heard through an open windor,r

or while sitting quietly outdoors. The children can collect
sounds one day at home, and report on something unusual they
heard outside school .

Recognition of voices can be fostered in game playing,
after the chiLdren know each other weLl. The spoken voice
can be recognized in a simple game in which a child hides

138 Lois Birkenshaw.
p. 29.

Music for Fun: Music for Learnino.



his eyes while another comes up

snake upon your back and guess

tickley snake with a little poke

chiLd must guess his name.

behind him saying,

who tipped itl"
for the tip, and
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"I draw a

He draws a

the f i rsL

À game Iike 'Poor Bird' gives opportunity for voice
bLending as the whole group sings the first part of the
song, solo singing at the end, and voice recognition as the
child in the middle of the circle must guess the name of the
hidden singer.

The difference in adult male and female voices can be

reinforced by having singers come in, by asking visiting
parents to sing, or by playing a record and identifying the
voice with a picture,

The children are introduced first to body percussion:

all the sounds they can make themselves, and then to
percussion instruments. Good exercises in Iistening and

classification of sounds can be carried out by having the
children sorL a collection of instruments according to their
sound: metaLlic or wooden. In most cases this also divides
the J.ong and short sounds, Ieading to discussion abou!

articulation. Àppropriate pieces can be played, with legato
and staccato articulation, and the children can show t.heir
Iistening response by gtiding or hopping movements.

Percussion instruments lend themselves weII to games

which chíldren raise their arms, or some such movement,

1n

as
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Iong as they can hear the sound of a pedalted piano note, or
a glockenspiel or a cymbal. They can also echo short
rhythmic patterns on their drums or jingles. These are
generally more successful if words are used for the short
rhythmic phrase, "See the pretty pussy." ,'I like pumpkin

pie. " This is buiLding short-term musical memory.

Melodic phrases can be echoed in the same way. The

chil-dren hear the phrase once, and repeaL both ¡,¡ords and

melody. "îuzzy caterpilJ.ar.,' "where are you going?" etc.
Both rhythmic and melodic phrases are kept very simple and

the singing range smal.1. phrasing too is felt and heard in
the echo process. Àt the same time the children are
listening to the teacher's pitch and toner and attempting to
match them.

Another way to have children express phrasing is to move

with a phrase and stop. A good gane for this uses the
symbol of a shadow or of a pursuer, depending on the age of
the child. Each chitd has a partner. To music with a wel1-
defined phrase, lhe first child of each pair moves according
to the articulation of the music, perhaps staccato, and

freezes on the last note of the phrase. In the succeeding

phrase the second child comes behind the first and again
freezes on the IasL note of the phrase. This is repeated to
the end of a short seLection.
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When children are ready for a musical sentence, a garne of

'Robin' requires individual children to Iisten, f1y, and

land in their nests at the end of the musical sentence. The

first sentence of Lhe song is sung onty, and during the

second sentence, the children sing, fIy, and try to land in
their pre-chosen spots on the las! word.r3s This would be a

smalI-group activity, and when the chiLdren are fairly
secure in knowing what is expected of them, the activiLy
could be done individuaLly.

Elements of music Iike high and low might begin !¡ith a

popuLar train rhyme like 'Engine, engine number nine.'
Between verses aII can chant "Chug, chug, toot, toot,,' using
a normal tone for "Chug" and a high tone for ',Toot. " The

rhyme itself could be said in a high or low tone to
familiarize the children with the difference. The train
sounds could t.hen be transferred to percussion instruments
which the children would assign, trying to find appropriate
low and high sounds. They might select a maraca for the
chug and a triangle for the toot. Às the teacher plays one

or the otherr the children listen and respond with arm chugs

or reaching up high lo pult the lrhistle cord. Later the
rhyme might be sung simply on t!¡o notesr so1 and mi, with a

normal stance for sol , and bent knees for mi. The children
would copy the teacher at first, but as the listening
experience ripens, they would do it by ear themselvès.

l3s Donna Wood. Move ¡ Sinq, Listen, plav. p. 112.
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Puppets !¡ith high and low voices can be used to reinforce
thi s concept . À high-voiced mouse puppet can have

conversations with a lion puppet whose voice is low. The

children can imitate their voices and later speak in the
same voice as the puppet when it is leading a rhyrne.

Whatever puppet is held up might indicate the pitch to be

used by the children. They would l_isten to each other to
assess if their own voice is at the correct pitch level.
Later the puppets will r,¡ish to play instruments and the
children wilL decide ¡rhich instruments wiII be suitable for
the high puppet and the 1ow. with eyes closed, the children
can then listen to the puppets play and respond by

stretching for high sounds and crouching for low ones.

High and low in sound are arbitrary concepts to children,
and it is helpful to teach them by relating them to high and

low space. Large and small are aLso related to pitch as a

child can discover from playing a pot chime, made by five or
six different-sized clay flower pots suspended by strings.
As the children hit each pot with a beater, they wiII find
that the larger pots produce Lower sounds and the smaller
pots higher sounds,

Mary Goetze advocates tetting stories ¡,¡hich include
repetitious responses from thè children. She te1ls a story
of a Iittle boy who visits his grandmother, saying good-bye

to a littIe bird (high ,cheep cheep'), walks over the very
tip-top of a hilL and goes down again, (r¡ith the voice



following suit), etc.
every veek r¡ith various

interest and opportuni ty
Children love to join
appropriate voice.l4o
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As the boy visits his grandmother

misadvenLures, there is bot h

for repetition in the story.
in on their phrases using the

Discussions or stories to lead into listening sessions

are important to ar,¡aken children's interest. Gillian
i.Takeley suggests using 'The Musicians of Bremenr, and

integrating the story-teIling !¡ith the Trail Music from

Grofe's 'Grand Canyon Suite' every time the animals proceed

on the road to Bremen. The format wouLd be interesting for
young children, and the repeated hearing of a short piece of
music would make it really famiLiar to the children. 1a 1

Joyce Boorman speaks of children making nusic 'their own'

through repeated listening.

For longer listening sessions like 'peter and the Wolf',
the teacher can begin by telling the children the story in
an abridged form, perhaps showing a picture book as well.
Explain that each character in the story is represented by

an instrument, The sound of the instruments and their
themes can be introduced,with the teacher showing a picture
of the instrument and tei.lin9 trhe children whom it
represents. The children could try out a movement for each

140

141

Mary Goetze. Workshop notes;

Gi ll ian WakeJ.ey, Àdventures
Younq. p. 45.

Story of Epaminandas.

Music for the Verv

The

in
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character for a few moments: waddling like ducks, etc. At
another l-esson, the story could be briefly revierced.
Pantomiming some characters and having the children guess

¡,¡ho they are will remind them of the individual figures
involved. Àfter showing pictures of the instruments again,
the teacher can play the entire Laper showing appropriate
pictures from lhe book. t 4 2

Some children mi ght

pantomime the story at
groups represent ing each

'own'this work.

show a reaL interest and wish to
a subsequent lesson, with small

character. By nowr the children

PLÀYI NG INSTRT'ITIENTS

CHOOSING MÀTERIÀLS

Instruments are exciting for young children and provide
the means of extending their musical experiences by letting
lhem feel the beat or the rhythm of the music in body

movement as they play, They al.so J.earn to concentrate on

two things at once: singing and playing, or moving and
plãying, and listening always.

Suitable instruments for young children are easily he1d,

make an attractive nusical sound even when a group is
playing, are sturdy, l¡eL1-made, and safe,

I a 2 Kindermusik. Semester I, Lesson 11 .
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Jingle bells on a firm handle may be freety shaken, or
played to beat or rhythm by tapping them into the other
hand. Maracas are attractive sounding shakers, and again

rnay be played into the other hand as weII as shaken. One

maraca per child makes it easy for him to manage. Jingle
hammers which can also be pJ.ayed by tapping into the other
hand can provide an inexpensive and Less noisy substitute
for tambour ines.

Rhythm sticks for young children should be about twenty-
three centimetres long. They may be of wood, or of bamboo,

which makes an attractive alternative v¡ith a pleasing,
hollow sound. Hand drums, about terenty centimetres in
diameter can be handled by children and produce a good

sound.

I f commercial instruments are not obtainable, a

serviceable colLection may be made by the teacher and

parents. Several bells may be fastened to a strap or

elastic to be slipped over a wrist or ankle. Shakers that
make interesting sounds may be fashioned using 1ight
aLuminum drink cans and inserting some rice, beans, etc. A

strong piece of duct or bookbinding tape over the opening

completes the job. Shakers rnay also be made of various
plastic containers, wit.h a well-glued lid. Rhythm sticks
may be made of one cenlimetre dowelling or bamboo garden

stakes, Drums may be plastic ice cream pails or 15

centimetre plastic containers with a glued-on Lid.
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Pleasant-sounding drums may be made from 15 centimetre metal

cans with both ends removed and soft leather taced over the

open ends. AlI these drums can be placed on the floor
bet!¡een the child's legs, and played with both hands.

Àlso interesting for children are melodic percussion

instruments like melody be11s, glockenspiels and xylophones,

which lend themselves to l¡ork that is not only rhythmic, but

a 1so melodic.

Instruments may be used first in an exploratory wây,

finding the different sounds they can make, and deducing

emotional and imaginative responses. A pre-schooler, on

hearing a delicate metal chime and being asked \,¡hat it
reminded him of, did not say , but "tlrinkling".
Responses of this type can lead into the next use of
instruments: lhe choice of instruments to accompany rhymes

and poerns to create the right emotion or mood.

Songs that lend themselves to instrumental accompaninent,

like '8e11 Horses' or'Tick tock, goes my Grampa's biS
clock'r rrôy be done with appropriate instruments. Choose

inaginative poems and let the children, once they have

formed sound concepts of various instrunents, choose

accornpanying instruments to heighten the mood.

Find or make up stories that have possibilities for sound

interpretation. Ðiscuss which sounds wiII be used, and let
chí1dren interpret the teacher-Ied story. this aids in
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understanding and accepting music-stories Iike 'peter and

the WoIf . '

Once the children are sound-conscious, have them bring in
trash and make a trash band, emphasizing that the band mus!

sound musical. Encourage them to think Iike musicians. Any

old sound is not good enough because, as composers, Lhey are
very particular.

À collecLion of other instruments is also useful for
chi ldren for I i sten ing and exper imentat i on. BeIls of
various kinds, cowbe1ls, temple beIIs, s).eigh be1ls, r,¡ind-

chimes; triangì.es; various wood-blocks; f inger-cymbals
and a hanging cymbal to be struck with a beater; different
kinds of drums Iike tom-toms, tambourines, bongosi various
rattles, sand blocks, castanets on a sticki strings of
various thicknesses fastened over a sound-board, a guitar
and recorders can all broaden the child's experience of
timbre. A guitar tuned to C's, G's and a top E may be

strummed to accompany a pentatonic song. Àn autoharp is
another stringed instrument that even a young child can

handle if another child or the teacher holds dov¡n the keys.

METHODOLOGY

Instruments arè best introduced one at a time, giving
each child the opportunity to play; first to experiment
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¡,¡ith different things the instrument can do, A hand-drum

may be played with the finger-tips, the whole hand, scraped

with the fingernails, tapped on the edge, rubbed !¡ith the
fingers or r,¡hoLe hand, hit on the hip, spoken into, or
played with a beater.la3

When the children have learned to hold the drum by the
rim in their unpreferred hand and ptay it \,¡ith the other,
they are ready to use the drum for ptaying their own inner
beat, and then the beat of a rhyne or song. They can also
respond to concepts like "play something quiet", "play
something Ioud", "PLay something slow", etc. When asking
for loud or fast playing, insist that the playing remain

musical, and that children do not become over-stimulated.
If children have difficulty holding the drums at first, they
nay put the drums on their laps with the skin turned to the
dominant hand.

When asking a group of children to play on hand drums,

teach them to curve the hand and play Ì¡ith the fingertips
with a bouncy ligh! novèment. If the class has tom-toms,

they can be set on the fLoor between the children's tegs and

both hands used for playing. A drumming song may be played

twice, once loud1y and once quietly.l44 when children can

handle one concept, the teacher migh! challenge them with
two. "PJ.ay something fast and quiet. "

I a3 American Orf f-Schulwerk.
laa Donna Wood. Move, Sinq,

p. 71.

Listen, PIay. p. 145.
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When using a beater, teach the children to hold it
properly with the fingers curLed around the end of the stick
and the elbol¡s out. This allorvs them to produce a free,
bouncy touch and prepares them for melodic percussion

instrument playing, Each hand should be used for beating
the dr um.

Àfter the drum, bells may be tried by the children.
After shaking them freely Iike sì.eigh bells, they can be

used for accornpaniment to a song and tapped into the hand on

the beat. 'Betl Horses' could be sung as an A section,
interspersed with galJ.oping music during which children
could gallop and shake their bells. Always have a pre-
arranged signal to stop an activity, so the horses wiII know

when it is time to sing and play the beat again. If the
children are used to silence for stopping, from other
activities, the signal could simply be silence.

'BeLl Horses' Lends itself egualì.y well to the cì.ip-clop
sound of horses' hooves. This could be imitated by tongue

clicks and later by sticks. The tongue clicks and sticks
together couLd serve as an introduction to the song,

teaching the children a rudimentary form.la5 Sticks can also
be used to play word rhythms. The children could begin to
work on inner hearing by tapping the rhythm of the song

while singing in their heads only.

r4s Lois Birkenshan.
p. 62.

Music for Fun: Music for Learninq.
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Rhythm sticks should be held r,¡ith the hands curled around

the sLicks and the el-bows out. As !¡ith mallets or beaters,
this allows the children to tap the sticks lightly together
r,¡ith a bouncy motion. A favorite exploration game r,¡ith
sticks is the making of capital LetLers. The children find
they can make I, L, T, V, X, and y, as wel1 as robot
antennae with sticks.

Many music methods advocate the learning of rhythms by

the use of words. Kindermusik suggests short patterns using
animal names Like 'brot'n bear' for two quarter notes,

'alligator' for four eighth notes, 'butterfly' for two

eighths and one quarter noter and 'slol, turtle' for one

quarter and two eighth notes. These patterns are introduced
one at a time, and the children can say and walk or clap
them, or play them on sticks. 1a 6 Each creature has its
distinctive gait or flutter, so that when all the patterns
are known, they children can respond in movement to a drum

playing several patterns alternately. The teacher would
play a parlicular pattern guite a number of times before
changing to another, so that children l¡ould have time to
identify and respond to it.

When the instruments are familiar the children can

classify them as being high (belIs), medium (maracas or
sticks), or low (drums). Às the teacher plays a known song

at different octaves on the piano, the children with bel1s

r a6 Kindermusik. Semester I, Lessons 7-10.
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can play when they hear high sounds, the children with drums

can play for low sounds, and the children r,¡iLh sticks can

play for sounds in the middle.laT

Body percussion Iike stamps, patsches, claps and snaps

may be transferred to insLruments of different pitches.
Barbara Cass-Beggs suggests rhymes to score for percussion

instruments.las The rhyme could be learned first with body

percussion,

transferred

drum, c laps

147 Donna wood. Move, Sinq,
la I Barbara Cass-Beggs. À

Related to Children Àged

ra s American Orff-Schutwerk,

Iater done with instruments. Stamps may be

a large drum or timpani, patches to a hand

sticks or maracas, and the snaps to be1]s.

and

to

to

In a song J.ike 'Johnny Works with One Hammer' the song

can be learned r,¡ith movement first, the children sitting
down and tapping fists on their kneed, tapping feet and

nodding heads as the hamners accumulate. Laler the
progressive body motions can be transferred to different
unpiLched percussion instruments. la e

Children will enjoy a mystery game in which four or five
percussion instruments with distinctive sounds are Iaid out..

One child hides his eyes and another plays one of the

insLruments several times. The first child must identify
the instrument played, Later he can both identify and name

the instrument. To add a chaLlenge at another time, two

Listen, PLay. p. 150.

Unified Àpproach t.o Music
T!¡o to Six. p.6.

VðI. 1 - Pre-School, p. 11.

as
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instruments might be played consecutively, and the listening
child asked to identify them in the right order.

The melodic percussion instruments known as Orff
instruments may be introduced by means of a sound story,
Àfter showing the children how to hold the mallets with
fingers curled around the handLe and elbows out, Let them

try playing with a bouncy touch on any notes they like. Àt
first they should pJ-ay with both hands together I and later
one hand follo¡¡ed by the other. Then the teacher could ptay
a four-beat rhythrn and ask the children to echo the rhythm

on their instruments on any notes.

For the story decide on the sounds that will be needed,

and then the teacher tells a made-up storyr or one from a

book, indicating when the sounds are needed. pre-arrange a

signal for 'stop'. À walking sound could be individual
steady notes played on xylophones; a stream might be

glissandi on glockenspiels, etc. A boy is taking a walk
(a1to xylophones). He comes to a stream (glockenspiels).
He needs stepping stones to cross and throws in a large
stone (bass xylophone ) , a middle-sized stone (aIto
xylophone) ald finaLly a smalL stone (soprano xylophone).
He jumps across the stream on the stones (BX, AX, and SX).

There is a large t.ree nearby and the boy típLoes around it
(alto xylophones, quietly), Behind the tree he sees a bear
(timpani)! The whole process is reversed as the boy runs
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home.l so

Let chil-dren make up a sequence using three different
sounds. Devise pictorial notation for the sounds and have

the sequence played l¡hile the teachèrts hand slowly moves

along the pictorial representation. This could be a first
reading experience.

The next step with Orff instruments r,¡ould be the playing
of a simple bordun, the tonic and the fifth, as an

accompaniment to a pentatonic song. The easiest h,ay to play
it is bilaterally, !¡ith both hands together, and later the
bordun could be broken, with one hand following the other.

À good listening and pJ.aying activity for melody bells or
glockenspiels is the scale song, 'I Knol¡ a LittIe pussy.'

Àfter the children have learned it ¡,¡eII, have Ëhem sho!, with
hands or body height, the way the melody gradually rises and

then quickly faIIs. Eight children can form a scale row

crouching, sitting, etc., shoe¡ing how the melody gets
gradually higher. The teacher, holding the glockenspiel
vertically with high notes at the top and low notes at the
bottom, demonstrates the lray the melody moves whiLe the
children sing. Demonstrate again with the glockenspiel on

the floor. Many five-year-oLds can then sing and play the
song on the glockenspiel. Later, if melody bells are used,

they can be mixed up, and the children asked to arrange them

1s0 Barbara Grenoble. workshop notes.
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properLy for the song. l5l

All¡ays insist that instruments be valued and handled with
care. When it is lime to put instruments away¡ sing a

putting-a!¡ay song, with words for each type of instrument.
Thus each child listens for his instrumènt and puts it in
its appropriate spot, automatically sorting the instruments
ín their storage place. This encourages care of instruments
and makes a game of cLean-up.

Instrumental playing experiences should demand precise
and controlled playing. In early childhood music, the
foundation for playing instruments sensitivety must be Iaid.

CREÀTIVITY

Creativity is different from the other aspects of musical
activity tha! have been discussed in this chapter, because

of its need for a medium in which to operate. It can take
place in speech, song, movement, dramatization or pLaying

and many of the activities already described include
elements of creativity.

However, some avenues in which creativity may be

encouraged and nurtured wilL be suggested here. Stimulating
the creative faculties of childrenz, giving them a learning
process whereby they can express their own musical ideas and

I sI Amer ican orff-Schulwerk,
61-62 .

VoI . - Pre-school, pp.
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improvise musicaL responses is surely an important facet of
music educat ion.

We make up groups of words atl the time in ordinary
conversation. It is natural and easy for children to nake

up a speech pattern of animal names, or car makes, or fruit
or vegetable names to be used as a rhythm exercise. Once

the rhythm is learned the actual speech may be internaLized
and the rhyLhm played on drums, body percussion or other
percussion instruments. If animal names are used, a further
choice is open to children in that they can choose an

appropriate instrument for each animal. They can then

create a longer composition, a rondo, using their whole

rhythm pattern on drums as an A section, with episodes of
speech and percussion instruments between appearances of A.

Ànother simple way to begin creativity with words, is to
have children make up or alter single $¡ords or Lines in a

known rhyrne, or to make up an additional verse to a poem or
song. À group chant like "My Mother sent me to the store.
What did she ask me for?" requires an answer from each

chi1d. Every child, while participating in the chant, must

think of an answer for himself as his turn comes.rs2

A further step in speech improvisation is the making up

of text to a rnelody. First experiences can be structured so

that not too many words need by made up by the children.

1s 2 Edna Knock. Workshop Notes.
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The song 'Going Over the Sea' has a verse for each number.

If the first t¡,¡o verses are given, lhe children can be made

ar¡are of the metre and rhyme scheme, and suggest rhyming

words and ideas for subsequent verses. t53

when I \,¡as one, I ate a bun, going over the sea.

When I was t!¡o, I buckled my shoe, going over the sea.

Ingrid Oberborbeck notes that she observes a mounting

inhibition in the use of the voice. people claim they
cannot sing, do not have a voice, and feel that singing
requires speciat training. She says that psychologically,
singing is seen as a regression into an emotional state of
child-Iike self-expression, r¡ithout self-consciousness and

providing personal enjoyment. She also dral¡s a distinction
betr¡een singing as an art or skiI1, a performance, and

singing as a personal expression, alone or r¿ith others.
This latter type of singing always shows the mood of the
singer and expresses personal communication; it is inter-
active, improvisatory, and indicates a situation of extreme

trust. This child-Iike expression of song may include other
mouth-sounds I and is very prone to distraction by outside
influences. It is a form of self-entertainment and

communication with se1f. A child nay be sitting in a boat,

rs3 Lois Birkenshaw.
pp. 84 and 171 .

Music for Fun: Music for Learninq.
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improvising about what he feeLs and sees. Adults may be

present but the child is singing to himself.

This type of spontaneous vocal expression needs to be

kept a1ive. It cannot be insisted upon, and should not be

interfered with or evaì.uated, but must be Lreasured and

accepted as valid personal expression. Usually this type of
singing declines as the child learns melodies from his
culture, but if we wish to foster creativity, we must keep

this avenue of expression open by reinforcing i¡.tsl

To reinforce it, the teacher can provide concrete objects
J.ike pictures, singing figures, characters from stories the
children know, like 'HanseL and GretèI', or 'Noah's Ark', to
motivate song play and singing conversaLions. The teacher
participates by modeling random melodic ideas, singing
questions and accepting the chiLd's response.

If the children have become accustomed to melodic echo

and question and answer in the 'singing voice,, they can be

stimulâted to make up random conversational melodies.
Barbara Andress suggests using 'sing-song' pictures as a

starting point. She draws a comparison between a child's
process in becoming accustomed to the print.ed word, with a

similar process in accepting musical nolation. Children
look at magazines and books and associate the pictures with
the prinled words. Soon they pretend they are reading,

lsa Ingrid oberborbeck. Communication by Singing.
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Thus Andress uses sketches or magazine cutouts r,¡ith a staff
of random notation under the picture. The initial encounter
is teacher-Ied, and the teacher sings a few obvious
questions requiring only one-word responses. Then the chiLd
is asked to sing about the picture; e.g. a duckling on a

rainy day. Several- musical phrases may emerge, and the
child will associate the written notes with the song,

although the random notes are not drawn to t.he child's
attention. The picture can then be left in a music centre
where the children can sing to themselves or to others usino
it. f ss

S imi larIy an instrument picture
could be included with the picture
instrumental improvi sat ion. Be

available for use in the area.

of perhaps a g loc ken spi e1

to encourage the child in

sure the instrument is

Instrumental responses can also be motivated by !¡ords. À

game of 'Magic Sticks' can be ptayed initialJ.y by teacher
and student, and Later between students. The teacher asks a

verbal question, playing the word rhythm on sticks, and the
student anserers. Later the Hords drop away and the 'magic
sticks' talk to each other. À similar conversational
technique could use two different percussion instruments,
perhaps representing a turtle (woodblock) and a bird
(betts), and they converse in different timbres. rs6

rs5 Barbara Àndress et al.
44-46.

Music in Earlv Childhood. pp.
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like 'À World of

improvisation can also set

Snow' creates a magical si
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a mood. A son g

lvery mood.

In flakes so feathery Light, silentty falIs the snow,
The world today is white, silently faIls the sno!¡.

When the chiLdren have discussed what snowy weather is
1ike, and learned the song, they can choose suitabLe
instruments for accompaniment ¡ and create an introduction,
or perhaps also a free percussion movement section to go

!¡ i bh the song .

After children have learned a number of songs the teacher

can choose a simple unknown song of four phrases, and sing
lhe first three to the children. As a group they are asked

to improvise a fourth phrase. Later individual children can

offer their own improvisation for the Iast phrase.tsT

Gunild Keetman says that there is a movement response,

particularly in young children stiIl unLrained, that is
spont.aneous and unconscious. Some music evokes this
response I and it should be fostered and encouraged because

it is intuitive and truly original. Some children are very

carefree and unselfconscious about free movement. "They

forget the v¡orId around them are are compi.etel-y absorbed in

1s6 American Orff-Schulwerk. p. 24,
ls7 Edna Knock. Workshop Notes.
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their dance. " l sB These children enliven and motivate others,
although some may r,¡ish to watch a! first, ÀI1 criticism of
improvi sat i on should be positive.

Let the children improvise movement in a group to prevent
self-consciousness, but each moving for himself at first.
Later Lhey can make contact and react to each other by

circling or touching and again moving away, Movement in
pairs such as galloping together, walking or skipping r¿ith a

partner under arched arms of classmates or around a circle
can f ollow.

Vigorous rhythms on timpani or claves can provide
accompaniments that will interest boys. To improve body

ar,¡areness and coordination, ask children to rfreeze' Like a

tree, or a ba]l, or a swan at a certain instrumental sound.

Later they can be asked to 'freeze' in a high or low

position, depending on what the instrument commanded.

Another variation is to 'freeze' like a statue, using
various levels and arm and leg positions. Then Lhe shape of
the statue can be changed at an instrumental signal.tss

These movement skills can then be used further in a game

called 'Statues'. To a well-known song sung by the whole

class, one child moves for each phrase, freezing into

158

159

Gunild Keetman.

Lois Birkenshaw.
p. 28.

Elementaria, p. 163.

Music for Fun: Music for Learninq.
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position at the end of his phrase. In a song having four
phrases, four children r+ill create a composite statue, as

each child must connect somehow with a preceding one, This
involves feeling the length of the musical phrase, planning

a body position, travelling, and achieving it at the correct
moment.

À movement story of Lhe way a caterpillar becomes a

butterfly can be improvised by children. Explore movements

that wiII be needed, Like creeping, eating leaves, spinning
the cocoon, stillness inside it, and J.ater pushing, shaking
out r,¡ings, stretching, flying, circling, soaring, darting,
landing, etc. The story might be organized by the use of
small percussion instruments as accompaniment, and to
indicate eventsi e.g. tic-toc block for the passage of
time.16o

Children may be motivated to create a dance by providing
a kno¡,¡n stimulus, like a balloon. First they wiIl discuss
what. happens to balloons and then try out the movements of
being blown up, floating, twirling, falling to the ground,

exploding, etc. They will experience Iight, buoyant, bouncy

movements; expanding; perhaps being caught and tugging to
get loose. Each child can then use these movemènts in
making up a scenario or story of the balloon's adventures,
and tell the story in movement. The dance would be

choreographed in the child's mind, and not governed by an

160 American Orff-Schulwerk, Vol . 1, pre-School, p. 54.
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outside source such as music.161

To bring children to the point of creating a dânce to
music reguires much experience with interpretation. Àn easy

way to begin is to create movements to words; individuaL
expressive r,¡ords like 'stars of frost', and especially to
rhymes and poems that appeal to young children. From the
beginning children must be vitally aware of the importance

of the interrelationship between sounds, vords and movement.

A rhyme li ke

Thè north wind doth blow and we shaLL have snow,
Ànd what will poor robin do then, poor thing?He'II sit in the barn and keep himÈelf warm
And hide his head under his wing, poor thing.

gives scope for a number of different types of movement,

forceful and gentle and sti]I, Joyce Boorman offers the

f oJ-loving verse for movement interpretation,

Rub-a-dub-dub, rub-a-dub-dub,
Three dirty dusters washed in a tub,
Scrub them and rub them and shake them about,
Then hang then on the line until they dry out

Joyce Boorman. Creat ive
Grades. pp. 94-101 .

Dance in the First Three



This gives scope for whirling and floating movements

the dusters are washed, shaking, stretching and blowing
the wind for drying, among other possibilities.i62

Through sequential preparation of movements, Barbara
Andress suggests an improvised, smoothly floating dance for
the 'Àguarium Music' from 'Carnival of the Ànimals'. The

children first move onLy designated body parts, heads or
shoulders or hands, smoothly or wriggly, to contrasting
instruments. They do this 1ying down, kneeling and then
standing. Then Lhey 'glue' their feet to the floor and

attempt smooth, syrupy notions to legato sounds. À third
component is underwater moves and floating Iike sea-weed.

Finally the 'Aquarium Music' is played and children do a

floating, wiggling dance on one spot, until a big wave

washes out their roots and they are free to float to a ne!¡

spot to take root again and go to sleep.r63

There are possibilities for dramatization in a number of
previously suggested activities, i.e. miming the story of
'Peter and the Wolf'; or creating a dance-drama of the
adventures of a bal-loon. An actual fairy-tale song that can

be dramatized is 'The princess', the slory of Sleeping
Beauty. The princess, princef parents, wicked fairy, etc.
can all act out their parts, As welL there are Ironderful

I 6 2 Joyce Boorman. workshop notes.
r63 Barbara L. Andress et aI. Music inpp.40-41

as

TN

Earlv Chi ldhood.
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movement and pêrcussion improvisation opportunities at "The

princess slept for a hundred years" and ',A great big forest
grew around".

Further integration of the arts can be fostered by having

the children illustrate lheir response to music. play a

short piece on an instrument such as claves or gJ.ockenspiel,

and ask the children to draw what they hear. Different
percussion instruments e1ícit very different drawings.l6a
The simpler the orchèstration, the easier it is for children
to organize their drawing. Too much musical texture is
inappropriate for this activity, as i! is for movement.

Barbara Cass-Beggs also suggests drawing and painting to
music after it has been heard several times. Her idea is
more an expression of feelings about the music, rather than

a graphic depiction of sound. Creati.ve expressions are very
revealing about children's inner thoughts. She states that
children listen so wel1, and put such Lhought into their
pictures, that they recognize the music when they hear iL
again. She also stresses that the child can incorporate
responses to musical elements like articulation, variety of
volume, etc. into the picture.l6s

164 Gillian wakeley.
r9uuq. p. ¿c.

16s Barbara Cass-Beggs.
Related to Chi ldren

Adventures in Music for the Very

A Unified Àpproach to Music as
Aged Trro to Six."
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Children need to have the opportunity !o use what they
have l-earned about music, melody and rhythm and mood and

form and timbre, for their own ends, to satisfy and express

their o¡,rn understandings and feelings about their worId.
Music education is not only learning to sing and play what

others have created, but al-so the abiJ.ity and confidence to
use sound as a means of seJ-f-expression and communication.



SIJMMÀRY, IMPLTCÀTIONS, AND RECOMMENDÀTIONS

SI.IMMÀRY

The joy of active participation in a socialsetting lays the foundation fòr Lhe love of music
and for the humanizing influence that a1l art has
had throughout man' s hi story. t e o

It is evident from research that young children should be

exposed to music as early as possibJ.e. Since early music

experiences wilL have a lasting beneficial infLuence on

children's lives, society should make every effort to
provide such experiences. Because of changes in the family
and its lifestyle, often the family no longer provides a

rnusical background for chi ldren, They are taken to
nurseries at an earlier age, and thus can engage in musicat
activities there.

It is, therefore, imperative that teâchers in the
nurseries and the kindergartens that follow chronologically,
know developmentally appropriate music teaching methods, so

that children are given appropria!e experiences. These

should permit children to gain some understanding of music,
both in its organization and in its emotional appeaJ., so

that they accept the joy of music as an indispensable part
of their daily lives, and use it to express their orrn

1 66 Joachim Matthesius.
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feelings and art i stry.

The organization of this thesis is from the general to
the specific. The basic philosophy of early childhood music

education is expressed in the criteria established from

reviewing early childhood literature in the fields of music

and learning theory. Broad aims are outlined, suggestions
for choosing ma!erials and methodology to teach them,

follow. Àn appendix contains actual materials that may be

used in an early childhood music program.

The arts r espec ialIy music , deveJ.op the ent i re
personality and both sides of the brain in a \,¡ay that most

other studies do not. Children with training in music are
more self-confident, more aware, more capable of coopèration
and more human than those !¡ithout. They know and value
their own po\,¡ers and they have a healthy outlet for their
emotions. Thei.r flexibility and ability to improvise in
music carries over into other life situations and helps lhem

soLve Hhatever problems they may encounter.l6?

To give children early musical training, teachers must

understand chi ldren' s development and plan musical

activities in a ptay-1ike, experiential form. They must

plan for success and enjoyment by making initial musical
activities very easyf and gradually build understanding and

skill in singing, movement, playing and improvising in a1I

r67 Isabel Carley, Orff is the Ànswer.
82.

Orf f Re-echoes, p.
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areas. Teachers must use the natural development of
language to enhance musical and rhythmic activities, and

language inflection to develop musical skilts. They must

ensure that children sing, play and listen to music of
aesthetic quality, so that children's musical taste is
guided by the best materials available.

Withall teachers must provide emotionaL support and a

lovingr secure atmosphere I so that children enjoy making

music together, feel free to express themselves r and

consider their musical contributions of value.

Four- and f ive-year-oId chi ldren' s Iearn i ng capabilities
and the stage of their social, emotional and intellectual
development are important in deciding on general aims and

specific objectives for an early childhood music program.

Teachers must be aware of children's capabilities in the
areas of speaking and singing, movement, playing, listening
and creating, and use these capabitities to enhance musical
understanding and expression. As !¡ell, all the capabilities
of children will be further developed through music making.

Personality development too, ¡1i11 take place through group

activities, sharing, playing games, and the pleasure of
making friends.

Essentially, children shouLd become discriminating
Iisteners and adept movers. Listening develops their
voices, trains their memories, enables then to analyze and
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store ideas for improvisation, and make choices invotving
different timbres in voices and instruments. Moving allows
chiLdren to show musical understandings in their most

natural medium, gives children a freedom and skilI useful in
many areas, including instrumental play, and lets them

express their emotions, both intrinsic and those aroused by

hearing words or music.

Making choices of materials to be presented to young

children is of major importance. If chiLdren are to be

developed in their whole personaliLy, in their attitudes
toward Life and toward people, and in their musical
experience, it is essentiat that teachers have a firm grasp

of their aims and of the rnaterials and methodology that will
achieve them. Children should be encouraged to participate,
helped if they are not yet abJ.e to sing, move or play at
their potential, and given opportunities for individual
expl-oration and expression as weLl as group activities.

In addition to the musical ski11s required for early
childhood music education, teachers must have an

understanding of the children's stage of development and

learning abilities.

In September, 1986, the National Àssociation for the
Education of Young Children published a position statement

on developmentally appropriate practice in Earì.y Childhood
Programs serving children irom birth to age eight. The
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rationale behind this statement is the fact that in rècent
yearsf a trend toward increased emphasis on formal academic

instruction for pre-schoolers has emerged. The Association
feels that this is based on misconceptions about early
learning, and that formaL academic studies are not the young

child's natural learn ing mode.

They call for a safe and nurturing environment that
promotes social, emotionaL, physical, and cognitive
development in young chil-dren, through an integrated
approach. The stages of development are cited as bases for
activities, with emphasis on the individuaL child's rate of
development. Learning is to resul! from interaction or
experiences with materiaJ.s, ideas and peopLe, Aclivities
should be concrete, real and relevanL !o the Iives of young

children, with play considered a key to motivated learning.

Teachers should increase the complexity and challenge of
an activity as children develop in their understanding of
it. Four- and five-year-olds should have opportunities for
dramatic play, conversation and talk, listening to stories,
and should improve their memories and fine motor physical
ski1Is. Children should have time to explore though active
involvement, and to repea! acquired skills to aid in the
process of assimilation.

Adults should respond quickly to children's needs and

messages, and lhe respoRse should be ¡qarm and interested.
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Àt the same time, adults should facilitate the development

of self-controL in children, treating them with patience,
dignity and respect.

Parent involvement in educationaL decisions is demanded,

and teachers should share development knovledge and insights
\{ i th them .

The association specifies college-level specialized
preparation in early childhood education for teachers,
followed by a supervised teaching experience to gain the
skills required for being in charge of a group of
chi ldren. I 6 s

These recommendations apply to the entire early childhood
educational program. Hor+'ever, they underline the goals and

methods outlined in the preceding chapters for music

education in early chi ldhood.

II1IPLTCÀTIONS

If Èeachers are expected to offer an appropriate early
childhood music program, it is clear that certain skills are
required. These skills need to be learned and could become

part of a training program for early childhood music

teachers, and early childhood teachers generally. IdeaIIy,

Nat ional Àssoc iat ion
Chi 1dren, "position
Appropriate Practice. .
1986, pp, 4-29,

for the Education of young
Statement on Developmental ly

" , Younq Children, Septemberl

168
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rnusic should be taught by the regular nursery or
kindergarten teacher in the same comfortable, secure area
where the children have lheir other pre-schooL activities.

The teacher's roLe in early childhood music education is
multi-faceted. These multiple rol-es alL have their own

responsibilities. The teacher should:

t. understand and love each child as an individual,
demonstrate that love, and encourage the child in his
efforts.
organize and participate in games Lhat lead ho

discoveries of sounds, social relationships, pitch
training, and kinesthetic development.

Iead the child to creativity and appreciate his
efforts.
set the learning environment, and adjust it to suit
the needs of t,he child after observation of the
chi 1d' s reactions.
perform and sing and dance well enough to motivate
and elicit response from the child.
be a sensitive and responsive model of music

apprec iat ion for the chiId.
assist the child r¡hen a question or word will help
him to con!inue his music experience profitably.
understand the content that is to be learned and

search out or nake up nethods and materials for

2-

2

4.

F

5.

1

a



teaching that suit his or her particular group.rGs

Michael Lane states that the initial requirements are
much simpler. To teach early childhood music he requires a

sense of rhythm, an ability to sing, an imagination and a

memory.r?0 Educators Donna Wood and Barbara Cass-Beggs also
feel that much can be done in early childhood music rvithout
a great deal of musical training. parents and nursery or
kindergarten teachers can teach singing games I rhymes,

action songs and supervise sound explorations quite
prof itabJ.y with the qualifications suggested by Michael
Lane. Thus it is clear that much can be done Ì,rithout
extensive training,

However, idea11y, within Lane's broad categories, there
are many desirable specific abilities, A sense of rhythm
will include movement. The teacher should be able to:

wai.k and clap an even beat while saying a rhyme or
singing a song, and find simple game-Iike motions for
helping children feel the steady beat.

demonstrate rhythm of rhymes and songs by means of
movement, c lapping, etc.
pat and clap or step beat or rhythm patterns without
speech or song.

r6s Barbara Andress et al.
11-15.

Music in arly Childhood.

2.

r70 Michael Lane. Music in Àction. p. 12.

pp'
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4, stress metric accent of songs and rhymes in various
ways, using z/4, 3/4, 4/4, anð 6/g metres.

5. form a circle, 1ines, or rows with classes in a

controlled manner.

6. create rhythm pattèrns with improvised text.
7, foster and develop creative movement wi!h and wilhout

music,

8. model and teach the basic movements of childrenl
waLk, ga11op, jog, hop, jump, rock, swing and skip.

9. teach children to move independently of others, or in
a cooperative group.

10. perform beat and rhythm at the same time while
singing,

Singing and speaking abilities should include the ability
to:

1. speak clearly and naturally with a pleasant tone.
2. kno¡,¡ a repertoire of twenty to thirty finger plays

and children's rhymes.

3. gradually learn one hundred Lo one hundred and fifty
songs with appropriate games and movement.

4, sing with sLeady tempo and good pitch for games and

songs.

5. start songs at a suitable pitch, and be able to
change the pitch at will. An instrument may be used

to he1p.
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6. keep a steady tempo during singing and games.

7, speak and sing quietly and loudly without changing
the tempo.

8. demonstrate quiet, loud, fast, slow, high and Iow

!¡ith the voice, and to show two characteristics at
once: e. g. fast/quiet.

9. create mel-ody paLterns, primarily pentatonic, for
echo and quest ion/answer activities.

10. hear a melody in the nind.
11. perform songs to entertain the children in a playful

mnner, maintaining appropriate style.
12. chant spontaneously for dramatizations, stories, etc.

The imagination shouLd permit the teacher to:

1. create endLess varieties of ways to present concepts
so they are learned pLayfuIly, but thoroughly,

2. make up movement patterns and creative dance to
music, and to motivate movement and creative song

through the use of stories, pictures, objectsr etc.
3. sing or pi.ay an ending to an imcomplete melody.

4, devise and adapt stories and poems for musical
accompaniment or interludes.

5. help children create song accompaniments and

introductions.
6. set up dramatization and dramatic play situaÈions.
7. integrate the arts in aesthetic education and into

the general curriculurn.
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8. encourage sensitivity in Iistening, singing, playing
and movi ng.

9. enrich the lives of the children !rith musical

understandings and modets that enable them to create
musical meanings for themseLves, so they can use

music as a means of self-expression. r? 1

Musical memory ensures that the teacher has a broad
repertoire of songs and rhymes for the children, and a

singing and playing performance repertoire of fifty to sixty
selections for lis!ening experiences. AIso important is the
abiJ.ity to remember each child's learning stage, so that
appropriate encouragement and praise may be given for
individual progress.

The teacher must also be able to train the memories of
the children by giving them adequâte repertoire, Then they
will have a fund of melodic turns, rhythmic patterns,
instrumentaL patterns and rnovement ideas to help them in
creat ing their own compositions.

Some additional skills should also be mastered. WhiIe

advanced skilIs in singing and instrumentat playing are not
a necessity, the teacher should:

l7 r Katalin Forrai . - The. Kindergarten Teacher's preparation
for the Music Education of SmaII Children in Hungary,pp. 1-3.

Donna I,¡ood. Move, Sinq, Listen, play. pp. I6g-174.

Colin walley. Mode1s and Children's play, p. 9.



1. be able to sight-read simple chitdren's songs in
range of six to eight notes, and understand major

mi nor scales.

have ability on at Ieast one melodic instrument:
e.g, guitar, violin, piano or recorder, and play
fifteen !o twenty selections on it.
be able to use Orff tonebar and percussion

instruments properly.

be able to hear the shape of a melody, and recognize

and sing its intervals, from Major 2nds to perfect

5ths.

be able to analyse and choose children's song and

1i sLen ing repertoi re.
understand the natural learning stylès of pre-school
children, and know developmentally appropriate
teaching practi.ces for this age.

Donna Wood finds that good general musicianship is more

important than skilt at the piano for teaching early
childhood music. She encourages teachers to do what they
can, no!¡, because childhood does not wait. Gradually new

techniques, skills and repertoire can be 1earned with
practice and study, and added to the enjoyment and sharing
of music. l7 2

167
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3.

4.

t

6.

17 2 Donna wood. Uqve, fug., Listen, plav. pp. t?3 and 192.
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Gunild Keetman asks teachers to develop their
imaginations, and use them to present fundamental concepts
in new and varied forms to hetp children Learn and love
music. r 7 3

Katalin Forrai states that in Hungary it is felt to be

essential tha! one teacher should teach everything at the
nursery schooL level. Therefore trainees applying for the
three-year nursery school teacher training, must have

musical background and a good singing voice,

The over-ridingly important aspect of teachi.ng young

children is the ability to identify with them, and think
Like children do. This vitaL quality is stressed by Ingrid
Oberborbeck and Barbara Grenob1e, who both possess this
facuLty, along with the imagination that results from child-
Iike thought processes. 17 a

I n the integrated educat ional approach of early
childhood, music may be introduced at many points during the
day, On a walk to the fire-station the chiLdren can be

encouraged to Iisten for environmental sounds: wind, car
tires and motors, dogs barking, lawnmowers, birds singing, a

squeaking bicycJ.e wheel. These could be discussed 1ater j.n

the day, and compared t¡ith indoor sounds. The sounds at the
fire-slation could also be a component of the visit.

173 Gunild Keetman.

l7 a Barbara Grenoble.

Elementar ia. p. 10.

Workshop Notes.
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The sound of a train going by outside, or a projected
trip by a class member could trigger a game Iike 'Chooka

Choo', or generaÌ play with and about trains, including
train sounds with voices or instruments and a song Iike
'Ðown by the Station'. It might also be a good time to hear

'Pacific 231'.

Àfter a quiet story-time, or for outdoor play, the
teacher might play severaL singing games with the children.
ÀIternatively, afer the chiLdren have been engaged in
individual activities, it would be a good time to draw them

together for large-group activities incJ.uding some rhymes

and singing. Many stories also provide opportunities for
speech, song or mime.

In dramatic play, the children may find times when they
wish !o sing. playing 'house' is a common activity and

cou.Ld incl-ude lullabies or dance songs. Dramatic pLaytime

is also a time when children often sing spontaneous songs.
Thè teacher can either just let it happen, or further
notivate singing by suggesting that another child also make

up a song, or offer a stimulus to encourage more song_

naking, or engagè in some guestion/answer singing.

Teachers may wish to have a daily 'good-morning' song or
a certain song sung when children change into their gym

clothes. While putting away toys or instruments, the
teacher rnight. sing directions or questions, which the
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children couLd echo or answer. Facts about numbers or
colors could be learned with improvised melodiesr or the
guestion/answer format. À sung or played melody can also
serve as a cue; for instance, l¡hen the teacher begins a

certain song, all the children know it is time to join in
and put away the toys.

The imaginative teacher wiII find many !¡ays to integrate
music into the children's day.

Barbara Cass-Bèggs, Marie-Laure Bachmann of the Institut
Jaquê s -Da l-c roze in Geneva, and CoIin WaIJ.ey, calL for
teaching that inÈegrates the arts and aII learning.
Bachmann reLates !he intellect, the affect, physiology and

motor deveLopment to demand teaching for the whole chiId.l?s

A summary of music teacher qualities calls for them to be

competent in music, and in bringing the joy of music to
others. They should be inspiring, imaginative, open to ne!¡

ideas, able to integrate music with other arts, and

empathetic with students. These general qualities for music

teachers are appl icable to any leve1 , and no f iner
attributes could be desired for early childhood music

teaching. I 7 6

l7s Marie-Laure Bachmann. The Contribution
Eurhythmics to Music Education Today.

Barbara Cass-Beggs. À Unified Approach toRelated to ChiLdren aged Two to Sii.
Colin Walley. Models and Children's play.

of Dalc roze

Music, as
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There are then several roads to teaching early childhood
music, The preferred one requires teachers to have a degree

in teaching young children, including competence in music

and other arts, Many teachers r¿ithout these qualifications
now involved in nurseries and other pre-school situations,
r¡ould r,¡ish to make a start at music education. Experienced

teachers Like Barbara Cass-Beggs and Donna Wood encourage

them to do r,¡hat they can, and improve their qualifica!ions
and knowledge of music with experience and private study.
Lessons in voice training, sight-singing, instrumental
playing, ear-training, creative dance, or drama r+ould alL be

helpful in planning for early childhood music classes.
University courses in music education are offered at the
Faculty of Education at the Universities of Manitoba and

Brandon, and also at the Music Faculties of both
universities, to teach the concepts necessary for
programming nusic education for young children.
PartJ.cipation in choral groups, drama clubs, folk dance

societies, instrumental ensembles, attendance at concerts,
balIets, operas, and children's theatre r¡iII aII broaden the

teacher ' s musical experience.

As well, teachers must keep up r+ith the times, and

acknowledge that there is a strong influence on children
from the media. Teachers must learn to use modern

technology to their advantage to make their music programs

176 Music Educators' NationaL
in Music: Fina1 ReÞort.

Conference. Teacher Educat ion
p. 48.
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as stimuLating as possible. They must aLso keep abreast of
current musical developments, and be conversant with the
television programs, videos and music that the chil-dren hear

outside the nursery or kindergarten.

Materials have to be made reLevant to the children's
interests, and it takes imagination to present materials in
an exciting way. Drawing on the children's out-of-school
experience can be very helpful in this regard,

It rvould also be immensely helpful for early childhood
music teachers to have a guide to assist them in planning
music experiences, and help them keep abreast of
developments in early childhood music education.

There has been a gradual but definite shift in early
childhood music education to\,¡ard greater comprehension by

children of lhe music in which they participate. Teaching
materials are simpler, more chi]dlike and suit the age of
the child rather thân entertain the adult listener. Along
with the shift to music that is melodically and rhythmicaJ-ly
simpler, goes understanding by the children of the music

they sing. They are prepared for rhythm reading by

recognizing several easy rhythrnic patterns, aurally
differentiate concepts Iike pitch reLativity, dynamics,

tempo and timbres. Concept-oriented teaching includes
traditional and nursery songs, and uses rnany pentatonic
songs. l{hen using pentatonic music, teachers must be
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careful that the songs are worthwhile and interesting, and

not j ust teaching exerc i ses.

Movemen!, which is so closely alLied to music as to be

inseparable from it, is aì.so undergoing a great change.

From set littIe r,ralking and clapping patterns, it has

burgeoned to movèment to express concepts, form, and

listening selections; to learn rhythms; and to engage in
games and dances. Children are encouraged to pretend, both
in movement, and in imagining props for their Little games

and role-playing.

lmprovisation is being stressed more in movement, playing
and singing. Children love IittIe singing improvisation
sessions with soJ., mi and la in the echo or question and

answer format, with conversational words. They also enjoy
deliberating and choosing suitable accompanying instruments
for a song, enhancing the mood or the rhythm. They shor,¡

great sensitivity in choosing genLle sounds to go with a

Iullaby, or expressive railway or r,¡ind sounds.

The change in song literature is to smaller range songs

without complicated harmonic bases, and in the use of much

traditional material and singing games, Instead of songs

that appeal !o adults, songs are more child-Iike, and young

children can sing them with correct pitch and learn them

easily. Simplicity of rhythm makes it easy for the child to
feel the beatr and move to it.
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More importantly, the simplicity of the literature aIlows
children to understand and master it. They are not forced
into activities which are essentially imitative and

performance oriented, and which have little personal meaning

for them. The music offered matches the models that
children have created for themselves, and they are able to
assimilate it, take joy in it, and create with it, thus
enriching the modeLs at their command.l77

This gradual- change has been the result of accommodating

the music program to children's learning ¡nod.es and stage of
development. Teachers need to be aware of current
methodologies and the best materiaLs for early childhood
music education, and to use them in their programs. As more

research and knowledge is acquired about the learning
processes in early childhood, it becomes increasingly
imperative that this knowledge be applied in EarJ.y Childhood
programs. In music it is cLear that developmentally
appropriate practices need to be used, because they lrork.

RECOMMENDÀTIONS

In order to facilitate the use of such practices, it is
recommended that institutions offering training for Early
Childhood teachers acquaint !hemselves with the advantages

to be reaped from appropriate music education for pre-school
children.

177 tolin S WaIIey. Models and Children's p1ay.
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Our educational tradition has been based on the verbal,
visual and logical skills learned in the 1eft hemisphere of
the brain. We have neglected the right hemisphere which
processes spatial, musical and intuitive knowledge, and have

educated only half of the human personality. We need an

education that unifies the whol-e and uses all a child's
abilities. The arts, especially music, require the
commitment of the enLire personality, intellectuaL and

emotional. Children with such an education are more human,

more aware, more at home in their world, with healthy
outLets for emotion and the flexibility to improvise not
only in art, bu! in any problems they may face in life.

Music is an additional symbol system in children's
education which ',f unctions as a means for both
conceptualization of ideas about aspects of reality and as a

means for conveying what onê knows to others,,' 17 8 When

children are capable of using an additional symbol system

like music, their ability to both perceive life and express

it is enriched because their conscíousness has been

expanded.

The integrated approach of speech and song, movement and

dance, playing and improvising, provides a medium for
teaching the whole child. Larger aims and specific
objectives in music education for young children need to be

set do!¡n. These objectives and the methodology to attain

r78 Elliot w. Eisner. The Impoverished Mind, p. 61g.
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them shoul-d be imparted to aspiring early childhood
teachers, IdeaJ.1y, the prospective teachers' entrance
requirements shouLd include an ability to sing and

confidence in making music, preferably with some training on

an inst.rument as well. With some courses on materials
available and on processes to use, these teachers could then
present a valid music component in their early childhood
programs.

Further it is recommended thaL the Department of
Education prepare as detailed and organized a guide for pre-
school music education as is avail,able for other subject
areas in its kindergarten instruction publication, Earlv
Childhood: À Time for Learninq, À Time for Jov, keeping in
mind the recommendation for an integrated approach.

rhis guide could be impJ.emented in those schools which

offer nursery and kindergarten classesr âs well as being a

usefuL resource to private nurseriês and day-care centres.

If music is to aid in a child's development and take its
place as an important part of a child's 1ife, we must plan

for its competent insLruction. We must respect its ability
to delight, challenge and charm a child, and reach into the
depths of his soul .

Musical training is a more potent instrument than
any other because rhythm and harmony find their
r,ray into Lhe in¡,¡ard places of the soul. 17 s

i7s Plato, The Republic, Book III.
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Àppêndix À

EXAMPLES OF MÀTERIÀLS TO BE USED IN

RHyUES

THE EXEMPI,ÀR

RHYMES

T$¡o little dicky-birds sitting on a wall(use index fingers to repreãent birds)
One named Peter, one named paul .(indicate vhich finger is which bird)
Fly away Peter, fIy away paul;

(put appropriate fingers behind back)

Come back Peter, come back paul.
( br ing each finger back)

The teacher can also demonstrate this rhyme r,¡ith stickerson the two index fingers. When the biraË tly away, swinghand behind back and return with index fingei fo1ãed and-third finger showing. When birds come bac)i, show indexfinger again. Children witl be mystified.

Hickory, dickory dock, the mouse ran up the Fantasy;
clock, beat(clap 3 beats, then run hand up opposiie arm) piãctice;

individuat
The clock struck one, the mouse ran down, hand actionsi(fan hand before face, run hand down oiher instrumentài

arm) tone colorHickory, dickory doc k. Þossibil-itvr(clap 3 beats) È/e rl,vtÌ,mi'

SKI LLS

Individual
hand action;
one hand
follows
othe r ;
fanLasy.
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Five little leaves so bright and(hold up five fingers)
Were dancing about on a tree one(dance fingers about)

The wind came bJ-owing through the town,
ooooooo. . .ooooooo. . .(blow hard to make noise of the wind)

One little Ìeaf came tumbling down.

Four little leaves, e!c.
This rhyme can be altered to suít the seasons
snowflakes dancing in the air; kites, etc.

gay

day '

Finger fac i 1i ty;
Deep brea th i ng
and bJ-ow i ng

practicei
number practice;
fantasy.

e.g.

Fun v¡i th word
sounds; prac t ice
keeping beati
bi Lateral move-
menti crossing
body mid-line.

Sì.owly, slowly, very slowIy creeps the garden Fast/slow con_snail,
(creep fingers slowly up opposite arm) inãividuaL

slovly, slowty, very stowty up rhe garden ,.tt. ?åltåå",(change hands and creep up other ãrm)

Quickly, quickly, very quickly runs bhe crossing the

euickry, quick).y,,,.,rn,rr.liitlir'åiåi;u bodvmid-r'ine'

(quickry run hands do,"tl:rlo::åå unaall around. )

This rhyme can also be done in partnersfor fun and socialization.

Chip-chop, chip-chop, Chipper-ChopÞer Joe,
Chip-chop, chip-chop, Chiþþer-Choþþer Joe,
One big blow! Ouch! my tòe!
Chipper-Chopper Joe choþs wood just so!(preLend to chop wood)



Ten littLe firefighters standing in a row,(hoId up ten fingers)
Ding dong rings the beì.l, down the pole

(clap on dins dons; 
"ria!hiån33'aornimaginary poLe )

Jump on the firetruck ready to aim the hose,(small jump and hold hanãs as if holding
hose )

C1imb up t.he ladder, Whoosh! Out the fire
(climb with hands and feer, spray "l?f;"io"ulÌ.lhoosh ! whoosh I Whoosh ! whooèh I(long blows as you spray)

Jump, jump! Kangaroo Bro!¡n,
Jump, jump! Off to towni
Jump, jump! Up hilL and down,
Jump, jumpl Kangaroo Brown,

Tommy Thumb upl Tommy Thumb down!(point both thumbs up and down using
high and low voices)

Tommy Thumb dancing all around the tonn.(wiggle thumbs and swing hands around)
(Continue) Peter pointer, Toby TaIIman,
Ruby Ringman, Baby Finger, Fiñger FamiJ.y.
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Numbe r s ;
clap on
bea t;
breathing
and blowing
pract ice;
bilateral
movemenb.

Chi ldr en
love to j ump;
pract ice
keeping beat.

Finger
facility;
hi ghlIow
concept;
bil-ateraL
movement.

This rhyme may also be sung to a simple tune. It can
aLso become a game for the children using individual
names like "Janet stands up, Janet sits áown, Janetgoes dancing etc.", or "ChiLdren stand up, etc."



Slowly, slowly walks my Granddad,
Leaning hard upon his stick,
"Wait for me, my lad", says Granddad,
"I'm too oId, I can't be quick.

Father goes to work each rnorning,
This is how he walks along
He is not so old as Granddad,
He walks fast -- his legs are strong.
When to school I have to hurry,
Often down the road I run,
Then how fast my feet are moving --Like a race -- run, run, runf run.

Here's a bunny with ears so funny(raise !wo bent fingers)
And here's a hole in the ground.

(make hole with fingers of other hand)

pricks up
ears I

194

Tempo changes;
beat practicei
experiencing
hal f -not e ,quarter note,
eighth note;
soc ia1 under-
standing.

Finger
fac i 1i ty;
individual
hand act ions;
fantasy.

Lends itseLf
to dramatiza-
t ion; solo
voice; choice
of percussion
accoripan imen t ;
beat practice.

At the first sound he hears he
his

( straighten fingers)
And pops right into the ground!

(pop fingers into the ñote)

I.¡ee Willie Winkie runs throuqh the tor.¡n.Upstairs and downstairs in his night-gown,
Rapping at the window, crying thrõugh the

1ock,
À.re the children in their beds, for it's

eight o'clock?



This is the way the lady rides,
Nim, n im, n im, n im,
This is the! way the gentleman rides,
Trot, trot, trot, trot,
This is the way the huntsman rides,
A-ga11op, a-gallop, a-gaJ.1op, a-ga I l op,
Ànd Èhis is the way the ploughboy ridès,
Plod, plod, plod, plod.

A little brown rabbit popped out of the
(one index finger pops up) 

ground'

Wriggled his r¿hiskers and looked around.(wrig91e f inger )

Ànother wee rabbit r¡ho lived in the grass,(other index finger pops up)

Popped his head out and r¿atched him pass.
(one hand hops over other - wrists crossed)

Then both the Hee rabbits went hippity hopHippity, hoppity, hippity, hop(both index fingers hop forward)

TiIl they came to a wall and had to stoo.(both f ingers stop suddenly)

Then both the wee rabbits turned themselves
round

(hands uncross )

Ànd scuttled off home to their hotes in the
ground.

(hands hop back and finish in pockets or
behind back)

19s

Beat practice;
di f f erent arti-
culation;
6/8 metre¡ can
include cresc.
and accelerando;
invites actions
of di f ferent
weights and
speeds.

Finger facility;
individuaL f in-
ger actions;
crossing of
midl ine; beat

practice. This
rhyme may be

used to teach
di rec t ional i ty,
Ie_ft and rightt
6/8 rhythmt
fantasyi

Ànac rus i s
experience.



SINGING

SONGS
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SKI LtS

Sol - rni song;
action song;
improvi sat ion i
stationary circle;
2/4 netre.
SoI - mi song;
action song;
c ircle or partner
work; 2/4 meLt e.

Sitting circle
nith tiro children
movingi 6/8 met.rei
sol - mi - do song;
soc íalization.

SoI - ¡ni - la song;
pitch training;
soc iaI i zat ion i
stationary circle
with trro chi ldren
rnoving.

SoI - mi - Ia song;
fantasyi movement i
moving circlei
soc ial izat ion i
2/4 me:"Êei
singing and
speaking voices.

1.

)

c1ap, clap, clap your hands.
Two-note song, suitable for keeping
beat, pitch training, and giving scope
for rnaking up verses and actions.

See-Saw.
Two-note song for pitch training, beat
and rhythm different.iation, and
giving opportunity to do actions wiÈh
a partner. Partners can hold both
hands and alternate).y bend knees on
the beat.

Charlie over the Ocean.
Introiluction fo 6/8 rnetre, with simpte
melody and motivating choosing and
chase game, providing reason for many
repetitions. One child walks outside
sitting circle during song. Àt end
laps one chiJ-d, who gets up and
chases hin around circle.
Lucy Locket;
Introduction of ' la' Choos ing

3.

chase game, r¡ith a prop to aid
one child carrying the 'pocket'(small purse), walks around the

and
interest.

standing, stationary circle. Àt the
enil of the song, he drops the 'pocket'
behind another child, who picks it up
and chases the first child back to his
spot in the cirète.

5. we Àre Dancing in the Forest
The children choose one child to be
the woLf, and the others form a circle.
Àt the end of the song, they call out
"wolf, are you there?" The woLf, hiding
nearby, answers, "I am washing my hands,"
or flhatever answer he r¡ishes to make up.
the children resume singing and moving,
and call out to Èhe noLf again. when
the wolf is ready, he answers, "I am
coming! " and chases the chiLdren to a
previously designated safe area. Àny
children he catchesrbecome wolves, and
the game cont inues.



6.

7.

BeL1 Horses .
Three-note song for pitch and beat
assimi lation. It gives opportunity
for movement, like galloping between
repeat.ed verses. Lends itself to
instrumental accompaniment with belLs,
or wood sounds, as well as mouth
cl icking sounds .

I Can Bow bo You.
Non-pentatonic song using the hexachord.
Children in double circLe with partners
facing each other. On phrase one, Èhe
inside circle bows and on phrase twÕ,the
outside circle bows. Then childrenjoin both hands and skip around in a
circle. Once game is well-known,
outside circle can step to right to a
neH pårtner at end of each verse, pro-
viding reason for repetítion.
Hoï Many Miles to BabyJ-on?
Line game nith children holding hands
in lines along opposite sides of room.
Each line steps fornãrd one step as
sing their line. At "here is a beck",
Group À drop hands, salute and boer.
Group B raise hands and let Group À
through their line. On the last phrase
each l-ine forms up to start Èhe game
again, this time as the other group.

ÀIL My LittIe Ducklings.
Hexachord song to which children canact like ducks and waddle, swim, put
heads down and t.ails up. To encourage
good singing, a finger-play version
can be done. Let fingers 'paddle' alonglegs, turn hands over at 'heads', and
f ingers up for taiIs.

Donna Wood, Move, Sing, LisÈen,
Play, p. 100.

Tugboa t .
The children each have a partner and
form a double semi-circle nith arms
raised in arches. The pair at one end
leads lhrough the tunnel and on reaching
the other end, reforms their arch. This
process continues untiÌ each pair has
passed through the tunnel.

Deanna Hoermann, KodaIy for
Kindergarten, p. 61.
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So - mi - la song;
beat and rhythm
prac t ice i
instrumental work;
improvi sat ion;
of i nt roduc t i on
and accompan inent i
fantasy.

Double circle
with partnersi
socialization;
d,rrm,f .s,1 song;
antiphonaì- action;
dancing movement.

Àntiphonal- singing
and movement ;
d, r,m, s song ;
soc ial i zat ion;
more complex
floor pattern.

FoIk song;
d,r,m,f ,s,l song;
melodic direction;
dramat i zat ion;
animal r¡aLk.

d,r,m,f,s,1
songi space
concept s i
working in
pa 1r s; group
cooperation;
soc ial i zat ion.

8.

9.

10.



11. I WroÈe a Letter.
Introduces notes below 'do'. One childt{ith a letÈer ¡¡aLks around the standinocircle and drops the letter behind -
another child at nbut he will biÈe you.,'
The second child picks up the lette-r and
chases lhe firs! child aiound the circle.
and then takes a turn at dropping Che19!!gt, In chase games, alwayê be surechildren settle down to well:pitched
singing after Èhe excitement óf the chase.

Edith Fowke, Sally co Round the Sun.pp. 11 and 148.

RolI My BalI.
French-Canadian folk song (with English
words. ) Has a melodic túrn using ñotesbelos rdot. Children can roll oñ Èhefloor pretending to be balls, or sit ina circle with the Èeacher rolling theball t.o individlual children on phrase
beginnings ('ro11'). Children iolt ir
back on the next ,roll'.

Indían Lu1laby.
Canadian Indian songi introduction tó
minor lonality in ÀBÀ form. Children
can devise different movement for À and
B sections, or use different instrumentsfor À ancl B.

Lavender's Blue.
English folk song in hexachord.
gpportunity to recognize repetition and
!o.T. With its repetitive motifs, itIends itsel! to inner hearing activities.
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Stat ionary
sÈandling circle;
anacrus i s;
choosing and
chase game;
s,l,è,d,r,m,f
song.

12- s,l,t,d,r,m sonq;
phrasing;
6/8 met re t
fanÈasy.

FeeI change of
metrei formi
s,1,d, r,rn song i
repet it ion iinstrunental Hork i
mood; 3/4 metre¡
create movemen!.

d,r,mrf ,s,1 song;
rneloilic di rect ion;
phrasingi
3/4 meure,
fantasy.

13.

14.

Other recommended songs and games:
The Farner's In the DelI
I Love Little pussy
Mary Had a LittLe Lamb
Ring around the Rosie
Rain. Rain, Go Anay
Teddy Bear r Turn Àround
Bye, Baby Bunt ing
Looby Loo
Starl-ight, SÈar Br i ght
Monkey in the Chair



Any song has possibilities for beat and!¡ell-pitched singing, individual and smalL
development of inner hearing, loud/quiet,
high/1ow concepts.
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rhythm practice,
group singing,

fast/s1ov, and



l? 7a,
SIÌ,lG Il\lc

Cltp,clêp clap yot-t- hands, clap yoct- hands to - geth - er.
Patsch, sbatnp, tLr.rr, têF, etê.

fr| tlre sky and on tfre groc.rcrd.

o - cean, Ctrar-lie over the sea,

2.

See - sav., up a¡ìd down,

Lu-cy

ss
Loc*<-et

rl
lost het- pod<et, Ki t-ty Fish-er- Folrnd it,

ss tn ss f f s

Not a pefl - rry was ttìe.-e in Ít, orì-Iy rib-bon .ound it.

We a-e dancing in tfre Fo¡--es¿, çlhile the woIF is Far away,
Who knows tatlat will tìappen to trs, fF he Finds r-¡s êt olr- play.

5.



/4?¿

BeIl hcrses,
99 y!7 ç5

One orclocJ<, tno o I clock ! time to run away.

ss !l s

¡{le cafì oance a

,1¡¿l r"r lùf rtt tyl

cân t)e.

s.

t. flow ma¡-¡y miles to BatryLon? ?- Tl_r=e score e¡-¡d t€a¡.

gs v¿ d r d ?91 J

1. S-raII f be lfrcr-e ty candlelight? ¿. yes a¡d bacr< again.

!ú tntn rå J nrl1úLntì m h

1. Open tfrc gates and let us tlrough. ¿- Not witfiout a bed< a¡rd bow.

bell trot-ses, wfratrs ttre time oF day?

you can bon to me, And

danc-e a - rourìd, a¡-.orftd, es happy as

r'l ddJ rJd

1'-il is ttrc beck, tl-¡er-e is i*re bow. z. ope¡ ttre gates êfid lef:
us ttrough.



1. Å,^îsl

t?7 c

swinfning in tlre sea, swirming in the

sea, l-leads are in ttìe

Lift ttle gates t{r, keep tfrern high,

c¡¡¡g, {l.]s, cfllg it goes along,

v,a-tel-, Tails êr_e up to

love, AJìd on tlre

Grug, ctìug-a-toot-toot is iLs song.

d-opÞed it. A lit-tle dog-gie picked it up a¡È p(fb it in his

pocket. Arld ¡ìe won't bite you, And he wol.ìrt bite you, t¡.rt lìe viill bite
you.

l-lerÊ corÍes the lf,Jgboat passing by,

vr'r.tote a let-teÌ- to rny



17.
.,Lr,Å r - tqîd

lny ball, go l.olÌirlg a - long, RolI my ball, go

Na, na, na, sleep lny dnall Na, na, nè, sLeeF my stnal I onê,

Mot¡ìe¡- is r¡ear. you,

Nã, r¡a, na, sleep my small ofie, Na, na, na, sleep my smãll one.

La-ven-de.-'s blue, dilLy, diIIy, La_verì-de.-rs oÌ-een,

IF yor,r are king, di I ly, I wilì be

so, dilIy, di.Lly,

t told rny - selF, ditly, dilty, f rold me



MOVEMENT

MOVEMENT ACTIVITY EXÀMPLES

Using long J.ight-weight chiffon scarves, thechildren can ro11 them up, throw them up into
the air and imitate the movernent the scãrf
makes floating slowty down. AIso they can
move their scarves above their heads, attheir sides, high or low as instructed.
Shapes can be drawn on cards: i.e.
triangle, square, circLe, wavy Iine, etc.,
and the children can move their scarves like
the picture.

Movement echoes may be done like rhythm or
melody echoes. The teacher performs a simple
movement like jumping up and down, and thechildren repeat it. Later t.wo or three
moves may be done in a sequence and the
children wiII copy them in order. Use
different levels, different speeds, and
strong and gentle motions. Different parts
of the body may be used, and rhythmic
patterns may be i nc I uded.

Lois Birkenshar.r, Music for Fun:
Music for Learning, Þp. 16,37-38.

To express changes in tempo, the children canrun in a Iarge circle representing horses on
a merry-go-round. They imitate the up and
down movement of the horses. To a drun
accompaniment r they go faster and faster asthe merry-go-round gains speed, and latergradually slow down.

A child as policernan with two signs represent-
ing red and green traffic 1ights, holdê up oneor the other. The children are either 'aâults'or rchildren' and walk (quarter-notes) or jog(eighth-notes) respectively when the green
slgn rs upr and stop for the red sign. Thegroups can then change rol-es. The teacher
can play appropriate musicr or the drum, being
sure to stop at the red sign.

The chii.dren are divided into tv¡o groups,
dwarfs and giants. The drvarf s run aboutgentlyr looking for treasure to very quiet
accompaniment of eighth notes. wheñ ihegiants enter !¡ith Iarge. heavy slow stepsl
the dwarfs run off in iear, The giantÈ'
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music will be very loud and in haLf notes.

To show accent, the children pretend each is
a jack-in-the-box. When the teacher plays an
accented chord, they jump up high out of theirboxes. To keep the element of surprise, the
accented chords should be played at irregular
i nterva 1s.

The chi ldren pretend to be sno¡,rmen. The sun
comes out and gradually melts them. As they
slor,¡Iy sink down the teacher pì.ays a descenãing
passage to show the change from high to low.

ELsa Findlay, Rhythm and Movement,
pp, 7 , 22 | 13-14, 10, 51 .

The children can do a waddLing duck walk tothis poem. It can also be dramatized with
mother duck and duc k I ings.

Six litlle ducks went walking one day,
Over the road and far away,
Mother Duck said, "Quack, quack, quack,,'
And five little ducks came waddling back.

Lois Birkenshaw, Music for Fun:
Music for Learning, Þ, 22,

The children lie relaxed on the floor Ì.,ith
eyes closedr each in their ov¡n space, Thè
teacher.can go about Lifting an arm or a leg
to see if il drops back to the floor as limþIy
as spaghetti. The teacher then instructs the-children to clench one hand (,'Hotd the dog's
leash tightly"); then the other handi feet;
whole body; then relax again. Then let thechildren discover how they can make one part
of their body strong; add other parts. Let
them use the strength to bring them to theirfeet, breathe deeply, keeping the air inside,
and run lightly to another spot, stopr relax,
and collapse back to lie limply on the floor.

Joyce Boorman I Creative Dance in the
First Three crades , p. 21 .

The children are divided into two groups with
one child as the sun. One group oi chitdren
represent seeds, sitting on their feet with
their heads dol¡n. The sun stands at one end
of the room, and the rain is grouped to one
side. The sun walks slowly acrosÈ the room
to half notes. when it has gone, the rainpatters around the seeds in eighth notes, dis-
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appearing when the rain music stops. The
teacher then plays a slow crescendo as the
seeds push.their way up and grow. They can
imagine which plant or tree õr flower -they
are.

Elsa Findlay, Rhythm and Movement,
p. 23.
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MOVEI.{ENT GÀMES

GÀME

'1 . Here l.Ie Go On Our ponies.
Once the children can galloÞ, they canpractise vith this sonõ, siirqins it --'
fírsr. and rhen Lisreniñö, sàÍiãóinã unastopping. Later bhey cãn õalfoà "itf, "partner. One child (the pónv) èxtendshi.s arms behind him- an9 ti,. å..ãnã-.Ëira,(the rider) rakes rhe r.,anaå.--iãä"t¡Ëi-'
Èhey gallop around the outside .í;;;;:terence of the room until Èhe ,rider,
pulls the ,pony' up at "i.¡hoa ! " U;i;"hoops,.the 'pony' can gallop inside ÉUehoop with the 'rider' outsiãe. In bothactivities'pony, and'rideri .f,ångã--"places.

Esther L. Nelson, Dancing Games forChildren of ÀtI Àgesl p.6.
2. Old Red Wagon.

i. Circle to the left . . .
?. Circle ro rhe right . . .3. Everybody in . . .4. Shake hands in the air . . .Let the children make up verses withmore actions. the wordè give thenovement di rect i ons.

Lois Birkenshaw, Music for Fun:
Music for Learning, p. 59.

3. Somebody waiting.
Children r*aLk in a circle, singing, withone chitd skipping in rhe oppo;iaË'direction inside the circle-.- Àt ahesecond verse children stand still andcLap while centre child continuui - -
skipping. rn verse t.hree, ceniiã chifdchooses lwo children and ihey srip-ãi--make up a dance in the middtå. r'Á trreLast verse, the centre cfrifA aroãs tlanasof one chosen child and dancei "i-"-[i"J-wirh rhe orher. rhe droppeå ãr,iia-lrrãñbegins the game aga in.

4. Chookachoo.
Children stand in circle sinqinq, Onechitd is.rhe 'ensine,, "uiLiñõ åi""ãä'the ourside of the circLe. Àirãi-ti,.
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"Toots", which challenge the children to
sing high, the 'engine' chooses a child
to join the train. Continue until all
children are part of the train, at which
time the 'engine' can choose a dífferen!
route around the room, getling faster ifthe group can nanage ib, and slowing downfor the station. The beacher might-show
acceLerando and ritardando !¡ith á drumIater. for a listening and responding
exper rence.

Lloyd H. Slind and Erank Churchley,
Sound Beginnings, p. 12.

One Little Elephant.
The children sit at the sides of the
room with one chosen 'elephantt stepping
along a string that is spread acrosè-thÃfloor in a free pattern from one end ofthe room to the other. He is to reach the
endl of the string at the end of the thesong, turn and sing out the name ofanolher 'elephant' to join him.
"Jason, elephant.' come along now."

s n s s.m s m r dor a simptified version of it. The
IasÈ 'elephant' chosen always ct¡oosesthe next one.

Edith Fo$ke, SalLy co Round the Sun,p. 42.

Here Comes a Bluebi rd.
The children sing in a standing circle,holding their joined hanils high for
windows. A 'btuebird' goes iñ and outof the circle through the windows during
verse one. In verse two, the 'bluebird'chooses a partner and they make up adance. The second child becomes Èhe
'bluebird'. The color of the bird may
be varied according to the child's
clothing.
Down Came a Lady.
The children sing in a moving circle vith
'Daniel's child' stepping aróund the
outside of the circle in the opposite
direction. Àr "Daniel's chitdì,; thechild chooses a circle-chiId by tapping
him on the shoulder, and this ètritã- ioínsthe first 'Daniel's child' . Instead ofsinging "Daniet's chitd" each time. the
name of the chosen chiJ-d may be
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subslitutedr atonq Hith a change in color
for the child's c).oÈhing. The children
are fascinated at the way the originat
circle shrinks in size and is eventually
replaced by another large circle.
Tideo.
This game may be played in a stationary
circle with one child holding a jingte
beÌ1 skipping through the spaces between
the children for three phrases. À! the
fourth phrase, he stops in front of
another child, jingles his bell to Èhe
phrase and hands it over to the second
child. ln this version omit Èhe repeated
LasC two I ines.

Donna Wood, Move, Sing, Listen,
PIay, pp, 110 and 102.

In a more advanced version bhe chiLdren
walk in a double circle hoLding a partneì's
hand for three phrases. Àt phrase four,
they skip around in a smal] circle. For
phrases five and six Èhey face each other
and patsch thighs, clap own hands. clap each
others' hands on "Tideo" two tines. and skip
around each other again, repeating from the
sr.gn.

Shoo Fly.
Stan¿ling in a circle, the children pretend
to 'shoo' ar.¡ay a f Iy with one hand and
then the other at each I'shoo". On phrase
four each chiLd hugs ítse1f nith crossed
arms swaying to the beat. Àt "I feel"
the children join hands except for a
designated leader, Hho Èurns around and
leads the Ìine back around the circle.
The children will be astonished to find
they now a]L backwards in a círcle.
without turning they drop hands and sing
'A' section wi¡h actions, take hands again
and follor¡ the leader through rB' sec¡ion,
back to the inward facing circle.
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/. r¿ova¡e¡rr

Fêt-e yoq well
CirEle to tfie l.ighti

Cil-cle to tlìe leFtr old red v¿a-gon,

Here we go on oLf- po - niesr orr Po-niest

Hd_e v.e go orì orf po-ntes, lllìoa, v¡hoa, wtìoa.

Cincle to tlle leFt, old red wa-gon, cit-cle to tfie leFt'

old red v¡a-gon,

my dar- - I ing.
eve{-ybody in; out; srlake night hands. etc.

po-nies,

look in-to yo(f- eyesr f be - hold witfr g.eat s-r'p-ise,

wait-ing For The¡-e is somebody waiting, ttre-e is

somebody tyaiting, tfier-e is softebody waiting for- fne.



toot, toot !

One lit-tle el-e-phant bal-anc - ing, step by step on ê

called Fon anotåeF lit-tle el-e-ptìLrlt.
Tno Iittle elephants, etc.

He{-e co¡¡res a
TÊke.a liÊtle

blue-bir.d,
par.t= fler-,

Tl-rough my
Bance in

piece oF Eü-ing, l-le t*rought it was suclì an a-m(Jsing stt-flt, that he



Oowñ cãlne ê

Down came Daniel's cfìild, artd le was d-essed irl -blue.

Pass one vrin-dow, Ti - de - o, Pass tno win-dows,

Ti-de-o,

Jingle at the win-dows,

Shoo Fly, donrt bother ne,

Ti-de-o,

Jingle at f+le win-dcv¡s, Ti-de-o.

I be-long to somebody.

Feel like tfre mor-ning stêr,

Fass tlì¡-ee windows,

Shoo Fly, don't bother me, sfìoo FIy, donrt bother. me,

FeeI like the morning stal..



IJ I STENI NG

ACTI VI TI ES

One child hides his eyes and another
goes behind him saying and acting ou!,
"I drar¡ a snake upon your back, and
guess who tipped it." The first child
guesses whose voice he heard.
Bètween sections of this game, the
children may walk in a circle singing
any song, after which one child is
designated to go behind the centre chiId,

1. Poor Bird.
This Japanese si.nging game has the
children walking in a circle with one
blindfolded listener in the middle.
At "al1 together", the children sit
down, One child tiptoes behind the
listener and sings thè Last phrase
alone. The listener guesses who is
behind him.

2. Five Littte Robins.
Five children, the 'robins', sit in a
row against the wa1l. Near the
opposite wall- are five hoops as their
'nests'. At rneasure, five, sing the
name of the child who is to f1y. The
designated child flies around the
room, trying to land in his 'nest'exactly on the l-ast word. Five more
children are chosen on another day.

Donna Wood, Move, Sing, Listen,
PIay, p. I12.

3. Who Has the Button?
The children sit in a singing circle
¡,rith their hands cupped behind their
backs and their eyes cLosed. Tl¡o
children with a buLton and a key (or
any other objects) walk around the
the outside of the circle, and hide
the button and key in children's hands
before the question in phrase three.
Then all chiLdren open their eyes and
sing the questions, closing them again
to listen to tuo children sing the
answers. whoever guesses the singers'
identities may hide the objects the
next time. Sing the children's names
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at the beginning.

Mary HeLen Richards,. The ChiId
1n Depth, p. J5.

Whose Hand Has My Gold Ring?
The children sit in a circle and pass
a jingle ring from hand to hand while
singing, each giving it a shake. Onechild with hands over eyes sits inmiddle. At the end of Lhe song allchildren hide their hands behiñd their
backs and the middle child guesses who
has lhe jingle ring. The ring-holder
may give an extra little shakè if
guessing is a probJ.em.

Recognize the Sound.
Have a se! of pictures for each child
showing sound pictures Iike a moving
truck, clock ticking, etc. play a iapeÌ¡ith thè appropriate sounds, anã
children identify the correct picture,
Later have pictures all in one elementlike water: dripping from a tap,pouring into a pai1, raining on an
umbrella¡ etc., and again children
identify correct picture.
Recognize Timbre.
Have six known percussion instruments
in-a group. One chiLd hides his eyes
and another child plays one instrument,
The first child identifies the
instrument played from the sound alone.
The children walk (skip or jog) in acircle to accompaniment from the
teacher on drum or recorder. He or
she stands in the middLe of the room.
When the music stops, the children
stop (knee1, sit). when the music
starts again they resume their movement.

I.7hen the chiLdren are used to moving
freely about the room, they can wal[
about to the teacher's accompaniment.
When the music stops they form a
circle, holding hands, aiound the
beacher by lhe count of three. ÀL
every repetition the count becomes
a little faster. The circle formation
must be s i Lent.

Listening
to movi ng
sound and
identifying
the source.

Identi fy
envi ronmenta l
sound f rom
tape .

Increase
diff iculty of
discrimination
in listening.

Recogn i ze
t imbre of
known
percussion
i nst rument .

Sound and
s í lence
recognition
and response
in movement.

Sound and
s i lence;
formation of
equ i -di stan t
circle;
chal lenge
activity.
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The children, keeping beat r,¡ith percussion
rnstruments, stand in a circle aroundthe teacher, who is playing on therecorder (9uitar, singiñg). when theteacher's music changes to percussionplaying, the children walk õn the beat
around the room without playing their
i n st rument s.

Gun i Ld Keetman, Elementaria,
pp. 108 and 109.

Different
! imbres
result in
different
moveme n t .

SONGS FOR L] STENI NG

Billy Boy
The Fox
Hushabye, Don't you Cry
Jack Was Every Inch a SailorKiIligrew's Soi ree
The Leprechaun
Lullaby - Brahms
Michael F i nnegan
There Was an OId Lady

RECORÐS FOR LI STENI NG

] NSTRUMENTAL SOUNDS
Hunter's Chorus from 'Freischuetz' (horns and

male chorus )Trumpet Concerto No. 1

Trumpet Voluntary
Haydn
Clarke

The Seasons - Vivaldi (strings)
The FIight of the Bumblebee - Rimsky-Koisakov

PERCUSSI ON
Cycle for a Percussionist - Stockhausen
Musical Sleighride - Leopold Mozart (betls)
Parade - Morton Gould
Percussíon Melee - Rudolph Ganz
The Viennese GlockenspieL - t<odaIy (from

rhe syncopared clock - i:i:rtîl::.:;åt''
PI ANO
The Clock - KuI lak
Children's Corner - Serenade for a DoII - Debussy
Gigue - Corelli (skipping)
Le Coucou - Daqu i n
Golliwogg's Cake Walk - Debussy
March - Gurl i tt
Riding a Stick Horse - Gretchaninoff (gaIloping)
waltz.9p. 39, No. 2 - Brahms (swaying õr swinging)
The WiId Horseman - Schumann
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GUITAR, RECORDER AND DRUM
GaIliard for Recorder, Guitar and Drum - Widman
Rhapsody for Hand Drum and Recorder - Sad1er

ORCHESTRA
Àge of Gold BaIIet Suite: ,poLka' - Shostakovitch
Carnival of the Ànimals - Saint-Saèns
Children's Symphony - H. McDonald
The Comedians (March and Ga11op) - Kabalevsky
F i rebi rd: 'Lullaby' - Stravinsky
Jamaican Rumba - Benjamin
The Little Train of Caipira - villa-Lobos
Memories of Childhood: 'Ring Àround the Rosy' - pinto
Mother Goose Suite - RaveL
The Nutcracker Suite - Tchaikovsky
Overture to the Hebrides - MendeLssohn
Pacific 231 - Honegger
Petrouchka: 'Entrance of peasant and Bear' - StravinskySlavonic Dance - Dvorak
Symphony No, 6 (2nd movement ) - Beethoven
Symphony for Children - Mozart

ELECTRONI C MUSI C
Sonic Contours - Ussachevsky
Fresh Àir: 'Mist' - Mannheim SteamrollerListen, Move and Dance #3 - Electronic Sound patterns
Electronic Study No. 1 - Davidovsky

FOLK MUSI C
Rhythmically Moving #1 - 7 (selected by

Phyl1i s Weikart)

PROGRAM MUST C
Papageno and Papagenars duet from

The Magic Flute - Mozart
Peter and the WoIf - prokofiev
The Sorcerer's Àpprentice - Dukas

DANCE-A-STORY - RCA VICTOR RECORDS
Àbout Ba 1loon s
The Magic Moun ta i n
The Little Duck
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LISTENII.IG

Poor bird, you être so sad, sitting in you- banboo cage'

All to-geth-d- now sit down, .Whors behind you, can you guess?"
s0_o

sitting in a t-ow,

you sing a song Fon me,

Five lit-tle no - bins.

tlÌ-ee little, FoLÌ- little , Five little



â,a{þ

She is hiding and tfie key.

I have the button. I have the key

Whose hand has

bought on t¡ìe t¡-ain, when f went to London tô mar.t-y , o !

Ootvn comes Ma-ry, down comes she,

Who has the button? Who has the key?

My gold Fing



PLÀYING INSTRI'MENTS

ÀCTIVI TIES

For Controlling Sound.
Each child has an instrument and beat.s
or shakes or rattles as_ long as the
teacher is playing his/her drum,
followed by silence. Short bursts of
sound of varying Lengths require concen-
tration.
Divide the instruments into groups of
sounds: beating, roJ,ling, gentle and
1ong, using hand drums, shakers or beIIs,
and finger cymbals. They may stand in
groups and play when conducted. The
teacher can assign one arm for the drums,
the other for bells, and a foot for
finger cymbals, and the children play
when indicated. IncLude s i lence.

Once the chililren have mastered playing
and controLling an instrument", they can
nake appropriate movernents to their
instrument as they p1ay, again conducted
by the teacher for starting and stopping.
The long cymbal sounds might generate
gJ.iding and turning movements, the hand
drums short crisp movements. The children
can then watch the movements created bv
other groups of instrument p).ayers/movêrs.

Joyce Boorman, Creative Ðance in
the First Three Gradesr pp. 98-99.

High^,ow Concept with lnstruments.
Chíldren are given tvo kinds of instruments:
e.9., sticks and beIls. A1Ì may pLay the
beat as they sing a song, or as introduc-
tion or interlude. Later the teacher
plays high and low sounds on the piano.
Sticks accompany only for 1ow sounds
and bells only for high. The musical
examples should not be too short, so
children have time to listen and
accommodate.

On another day the teacher plays loudly
or quietly on drum or piano and children
accompany appropriately, perhaps using
hand drums and sand blocks. Fast and
slow concepts could be done with
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maracas and f inger cymbals.

Tic k-toc k, tick-tock.
The children sing and play at lhe
appropriate speed on sticks, listening
for long, medium and short notes, and
demonstrating with the rnotion of playing,
The range of the song is nine notes, and
if this is beyond the children's ability,
the words only may be used as a rhyne.

Body Percussion Translated to Instruments.
The following rhyme is learned with body
percuSslon:

One is a giant who stamps his feet
( stamp)

Tr¡o is a fairy light and neat (snap)
Three is a mouse who is, oh so small(clap quietly )
Ànd four is a great big bouncing ball.

(patsch )

when the children know the rhyme vell and
can say it with the movements, four
instruments are used for accompaniment.
The stanps become drumbeats, the snaps
finger cymbals or belLs, the claps are
sticks played quietJ.y or maracas, and the
patsches are tambourines.

Àdapted from Barbara Cass-Beggs,
À Unified Àpproach-to Music, p. 6.

The Gingerbread Boy.
Instruments used as sound effects in a story.
Different instruments can be chosen to
accompany the speech of different
characters in lhe story, playing very
sparingly, or after the speaking part.
Sound effects of running notes on the
xylophone may accompany the running. in the
story. Àt the final "Snap! " as the fox
eats the gingerbread boy, the cymbal or
timpani could crash an end to the story.
The Indian.
The children learn to sing the song. When
they know it well they clap the rhythm
of the nords with the song in their
heads. Later they each have a drum.
Àfter singing the song they play the
rhythm on the drums. This leads into
echoing. The teacher can play a short
phrase on his or her drum, and the
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children echo it, or they cãn make up
a rhythm to play back.

Here We Go Round the Mulberry Bush.
Change the words of a song the children
know, for playing instruments.

This is the !¡ay we play our drums;
this is the way r,¡ e shake our bells, etc.

Divide the children into four groups each
with a different ins.trument for thè song.
Loud/quiet and fast/s1ow concepts can uiso
be reinforced in this activity,
I Know a Little Pussy.
Àfter the children kno¡v the song, they
show hoç the pitch slov¡ly rises with hand
IeveIs, coming down quickty on the ,,meows"
at the end. Then eight children rèpresent
the scale pitches¡ sitting, kneeling and
crouching, etc. to show the relative height
of the pitches. A child can be chosen topoint to the appropriate child as they
sing. On the final "meows", each child
pops down onto the floor as they sing
their own note.

For beginning visual pitch reading, the
eight childrens' heads can be marked on a
Iong sheet of paper, showing the ascending
pattern .
Since many children can differentiatepitches well at age five, these couldplay the notes on a glockenspiel as they
sing the song. ALternatively, eight
children could play eight melody be1Is.
Melody bells can be mixed up later, and
re-arranged by a child in Lhe proper order.
Johnny works with One Hammer.
Teach the song using these actions as the
numbers increase. Children are sitting.

Right fist playing the beat on right knee.
Both firsL playing the beat on both knees.
Add one foot tappi ng .
Both feet tapping.
Àdd head noddi ng.

After the children have enjoyed the song
with actions, the motions cañ be trans-
ferred to percussion instruments.

Àmer ican Orff-Schulwerk - pre-school,
pp. 62 and 11.
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Integrating
singing and
playing;
beât;
J.oud/quiet;
fast/sl.ow ¡
group
cooperat ion.

Sing scale;
listening
awareness of
melody moving
up and down;
movement de-
picting
nota t ion;
play i ng
melody bells
or gloc ken-
spiel;

beginning
mallet
manipulation.

Chal Ienge
activity.

Act i on song;
progressive
body motions;
i nst rument s
begin at
right tine;
beat.



Music Corner,
Àsk the children to bring in things that
make sounds, like elastic bands, old guitar
strings, metal objects, things that sóund
when scraped or shaken, wood sounds.
When an array is assembled, the sounds can
be classified according to how they areplayed: beaten, shaken, scraped, þIucked.
Make up a band for playing and conduct thedifferent groups as to when they wiII play.
Later, make a music corner, in which items
rnay be tried out. The teacher can add
sounds that the children have missed.

The Grasshopper and the Ànts.
Thè teacher tells or reads the story tothe children and they decide on cerlainplaces for sounds to complement the story.
They discuss sound possibilities for
describing a summer day, grasshopper music,ant music, winter storms, knocking at thedoor, the ants' ans!¡er and the grãss-
hopper' s response.
The tone-bar instruments may be used for
random notes, or given to the child with
only tÌro or three bars on the instrument,
This activity overlaps markedly into
creativity and could be furthei developed
as a sound story lrith pantomime and dañce.

Michael Lane, Music in Àction, p. 24.

PIay Bordun,
Àny simple penLatonic song, e.g., Lucy
Locket, måy be accompanied on thè bealwith a bordun. The easièst way to ptay
it, is to have the children ptáy 'dô' -
and 'so1' simultaneously on any tone-
bar instrument as they sing thã song.

)12.

Creativity;
discovering
sounds;
classifying;
following
conducting.

Manipula!ion
of beatersi
choice of
i n st rument s ,pitched and
unp i tc hed ;
creativity;
I imi red
meJ.odic work;
integrat ion
of sound,
story and mime.

Man i pula t i on
of beater s;
hand facility
for both hands ;sing and play
together;
beat.
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Tick, tock, tick,tock, goes my Gnampa.t s big clock,

Ticka tocka, ticka, tocka,

This is how the ln-di-ên

Plays up his &'ün -

Ha'e we go i-olrnd the mul-ba-ry bush,

mul-beñ-y bush, thè mul-beffy Het.e we go l.ouFld the

goes tny Oaddyrs little clock,

But my mothel. I s little watch goes ticka tocka ticka tocka tick.

ÍyJl-beffy bush, so t¡le morn-ing.
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aìways be a pussy, She'J.l neven be a

f know a little

not ve!^y

Johrry works with one hammen,
Jolìaìny wor-ks with two hammens;

For-

shers a pussy wi l-low, No$, what do you think oF that? Meow

meow meow meow meow meow meow,

Johnny ytor-ks vJith one hah¡ner-, one hammen, one hammen,

naw he wol-ks with tv¡o.
tlrt-ee, Foeir- Fi ve.

Hel- coat is si l-ver

lives down in the meadow

Lucy Locket
- Npt E pemy
Þorduft



CREÀTIVITY

ACTIVI TI ES

Mirroring.
At f i rst the c i ldren mi rror the teacher' s
movement. When it is time for the
children to mirror a partner, stress
that movement for mirroring must be
visible, and usuall-y slow so that it
may be copied simultaneously. Thepartners never actuaLly touch. At a
signal the partners change roles.
Designs for two.
The partners may join hands and assumepositions, not necessariLy the same,
to make a design. Freeze into the design
until a signal, at which the partners
will each assume a new position for a
new design.

Elsa FindIay, Rhythm and Movement,p. 6s.

Statues.
Children walk or run to music and freeze
into a new position each time the music
stops.

Caps for Sa1e.
À pedlar who carries his wares, caps, on
his head, takes a rest under a treè.
While he sleeps, monkeys steaÌ his caps
and sit in the tree. On awakening, thepedlar tries to get the caps back, but
whatever he does, the monkeys only
imitate hin. When he finally f J.iñ9s his
own cap on the ground in fury, the
monkeys all fling t.he caps down too,
soJ. v i ng the problem.
The teacher tells the children the story.
They decide on what roles are necessary
to act out the play. Àn area for the treè
is designated and the monkeys quietly
Iisten to the teacher-narrator telI lhe
story, while the pedlar acts his part,
wearing enough hand-made paper caps for
the number of monkeys. WhiIe he sì.eeps
each monkey tip-toes over to steal a hat,
They all go through various actions and
imitations, ending with the collection
of the hats by the relieved pedlar.

SKT LLS

Movement
improvisation;
directionality;
levels;
use of spac e i
cooperat i on
with partner.

ParLner v¡ork;
movement
creativity
taking part-
nerrs position
into account;
1eve1s; use
of space,

Listening;
beat i c reat i ng
movement
designs.

Drama; group
coope rat ion i
improvising
and copying
actions;
integrating
story and
movement i
fantasy,



The black cat yawns, opens her jaws,
Stretches her legs, and shows her claws.

Then she gets up and stands on four
Long sbiff legs and yalrns some more.

She shows her sharp teeth, she stretches her lip,
Her slice of a tongue t.urns up at the tip.
Lifting herself on her delicate loes,
She arches her back as high as it goes.

She Ie!s herself down with particular care,
Ànd pads away with her tail in the air.

Mary Br itton MilIer, Menagerie.

The teacher and children discuss the
way cats yawn, stretch, arch their
backs, etc., and take time !o try out
the actions. The tèacher then reads
the.poem with the children just listening.
During a second reading, each child in
his own spacef makes the cat motions.

Spr ing.
The children hear the poem and do
actions to imitate the sun, wind, rain
and flowers.

Sun is hot, Wind blows,
Rain falls, Flowers grow.

Later the chiLdren act out the words
slowly. They may also be divided into
groups of four, who each act one part.
Further, each part may be supported by
an instrument discussed and chosen by
the chi ldren.

The Train.
The train goes running along the Line,
Jickety can, j ickety can ,I wish it were mine, I wish it were

Jickety can, jickety can, 
m:'ne'

Jickety, j ic kety, j ic kety can ,

The children learn the poem. The teacher
asks vrhat sounds a train makes, and gets
responses Iike "choo choo", "ding dong",
"c1ick c1ack" or "jickety can" f;om tñe
poem, and "nhoo rvhoo". One of these
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Discovery of
cat mot i ons;
moveme n t
i mprov i sat ion
directed by
poem; fantasy,

Spatial
relationshipsi
creation of
movement;
integration
of words and
movement;
in st rumentaL
activity.

Rhythmi c
speech;
making up
train_ sounds i
Ioud,/quiet;
enunciation;
t.ransferring
spoken sounds
to i nst rument s;
r i ta rdando ;
choosing
i nst rument s
to reflect
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sounds may be done by a group of children environmentalas introduction or accompaniment while sound.the other children say the poem.
Transfer the spoken sounds to instruments
that describe the sound.

I.lhen I was One.
The children Iearn the song with verse
oner and make up one line in verses
two and on, after discussing rhyming
words. They may also make up actions
to suit the words.

Àdapted from Lois Birkenshaw,
Music for Fun: Music for Learning,

pp. 146, 155 and 84.

Fron Caterpillars to Buttèrflies. Drama;
Make a movement story of the way a movementcaterpillar becomes a butlerfly. fet improvisation;the children experiment with movement: sequencing;first the caterpillar's Iife of creeping injtrumenÉål
about. chewing Leaves, spinning a cocòon, activity;
and absolute stiLlness as.time passes. fantasy-.This can be marked by a tic-toc block
clock, some vocal or recorder improvisa-
tion by the teacher, some childrèn as
wind and leaves falling, winter snow and
spring rain. FinaJ.Ly the cocoon is pushed
out as the emerging bulterfly stretches
and slowly breaks out of the cocoon. The
butterflies then fly with wings slowly
flapping, dart about soaring ãnd circling,
and stop, resting perfectly sti11.
Percussion instruments may prompt action:
e.9., finger cymbals for f J.uttering;

slow. strokes on the triangle for soaring;
hanging cymbal for resting on a flower,

or for the slow flap of wings.
Later the children can act out the whoLe
seguence wi!h instrumèntal prompts.

Tossi Àaron, American Orff-Schulwerk,
Pre-School, p. 54.

Li stening for
and f inding
rhyming words;
creativity.

Integrating
movement
i mprov i sat i on
with song;
fantasy;
drama; group
cooperat ion .

The Princess.
In this oId singing game which tells afairy tale, three children to act theparts of the princess, the prince and
the fairy are chosen from the group.
All the children sing and act out the
story.



There was a princess long ago.
(The princess stands iñ tfre centre of
a circle of chi ldren . )

And she lived in a big, high tower.
(The children in the cirð1e raisejoined hands to make a tower.)

One day a fairy waved a wand.(the fairy enters the cirle and walks
around the princess waving her arm
over the princess' head. )

The princess slept a hundred years.
(The princess Iies down and-closes her
eyes. The fairy Leaves. )

À great big forest grew around.
(The children make growing motions of
thorny bushes and trees, graduaJ.ly
rising upwards. )

A gallant prince came ga1ì.oping by.(The prince gallops ãrounã the lhorny
hedge and forces his way through. )

He took her hand to wake her up.
(The prince takes the hand of theprincess and helps her up. )

So everybody ' s happy now.(fhe children clap their hands while
the prince and princess r,¡alk inside
the circle. )

À World of Snow.
The children Learn to sing the song,giving it the proper mood. They then
experiment lrith instrunental sounds to
enhance the mood, and create an intro-
duction and a coda. They can also make
up movement gestures to express either
the words or the mood of the song.

Other stories for acting out with
song, movement and i n st rument s:

The Gingerbread Boy
Chicken Little
The Three Billy coats Gruff
llhere the wild Things Àre

Integrating
song, movement
and instruments;
creating
movement i
discriminating
choice of
instrurnents;
form.



ate a bun, Going over the sea,

flêt Going o-vef, gotng un-der-, stêrìd at at-

tenlrion like e sol-diet , h,ith ê one, ty¿o, three.

fn Flakes so Feathet-y light, silently FaÌls the snow,

jumped aboand a Chinamanrs ship and the Chinaman said to

lived a pnincess long a-go,

long a-go, there lived a pr-incess long a-go, Iong a-go.

The wonld to-day is white, silently FaI ls tfie snow.



Àppendix B

MUSICAI GOÀLS

SINGING - MELOÐI C

Sing songs in D-B pitch range
in group. Teacher starts, but
children continue w i thout
teacher in good consistent
tenpo and with good word
pronunc iaL ion.

Voluntari Iy some children can
sing alone or in pairs in tune.

Use speaking voice wit.h
expression and di f ferent pitches
in rhymes, f inger play
activities, expressive
environmental and an imal
sounds, and in drarnatic play.

Sing self-made songs or
answers to teacher ' s sung
quest ions spontaneous Iy.
Echo-sing short phrases.

Match pitches within D-B range.

Use singing, humming and
speaking voices.

Be able to sing to '1a' or hum
a known song; or to recognize
a known song from the hummed
melody.

Sing loudly or quietly at a signal.
REPERTOI RE :
20-25 rhymes, singing games and
songs in f irst year:
25-30 more in second year.

BEAT AND RHYTHM

Keep steady beat.

CJ.ap or patsch rhythm of
songs and rhymes, in-
cluding rest, whi Ie
singing or speaking.

Say name of rest.
Continue clapping rhythm
of song whi J,e hiding
words in head.

Echo rhythmic song
phrases or rhymes in
c lapping, et.c .

Perceive and show know-
Ledge or fast and slow
in speech, singing and
movement.

Perform rhythm patterns
!¡ith texts of chi ldren ' s
own i nvent i on .
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LI STEN I NG

Be aware of and identify high
and 1on sourids.
(aì.so using sol and mi pitches)
Hear and become familiar with
di fferent song styles: foLk
song, 1u).Laby, or art song
sung by teacher.

Hear and identify from sound
alone, classroom percussion
inst.ruments: i.e, maracas

hand drums
rhythm st icks
finger cymbal
woodbloc k
triangle
beIIs
tambour ine

ÀLso identify sound of piano,guitar, recorder, etc.
p].ayed by the teacher.

Recognize known song when it is
humrned or played without the
words.

Find the source of a hidden
sound in game si tuat ions.
Recognize the tirnbre of class-
mates' voices by ear alone.
Be ârrare of single instrument
or voice performing, or muLtiple

' lnsLrunents or voices.

Recognize repeti tion and
contrast.

Hear short selections, played
on instruments, sung by
children's choirs, or
orchestral.
Become aware of phrases in
musrc.

Shoe À and B sections of
strophic songs ând games with
di flerent movemenÈ.
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MOVI NG

Repetitive play movements invarrous lrays to express beat:
waLk. clap, patschf march,jump, gallop, bounce.

Do fast and sLoH movemene
to reflect music.

Í,lalk in group in circle:
run around circLe aLone.

Gallop alone or nith partner.
Develop f ine motor control
with finger pÌays, hand-
ling of instruments.

React to music Aetèing sl.ower
or f aster i higher or l-olrer.

Form spatiaL concepts:
i.e. f orwa rd

bac kwa rd
s i deways
behind
in f ront
unde r
ove r
up
down

and demonstraÈe in movement.

Àct out teacher -d i rected
stories and engage in
dranatic and role play i ng .

Develop abi I ity to perform
di fferent types of movement:

quick/slow (mouse, snail)
strong/liqht

(elephant, kitten)
di rect ional
Lor¡ to high levels (plant

growth, animaLs,
kites, sunrise)

stillness
floating/91idinq

(birds, boats)
detached/smooth
pressing, pulì.ing,
punching.

Use to create expre ss i ve
movemen t .



REÀDI NG

Recogn i ze high and low
picÈures or circles ptaced
on staff,
Place circles above and below
or on line; later in space
between I ines.

React Èo higher or lower
motion with higher or Lower
sounds.

I dent i fy longer or shorter
Ìines as having Longer or
shorter sounds.

OTHER CONCEPTS ÀND ÀCTI VI TI ES

Make up verses for songs using
rhyming words i change words
within a song to express
individual ideas.

Part ic ipaÈe in 'shape' games:
circle
Iine
winding Iine
par tne r s

Become fami I iar with counting
songs and rhymes; rhymes and
songs using fantasy.

Aid in establishing emotional
secur i ty.
Ðevelop a feeling for beauty
in sound and movement.
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PLÀYI NG

Keep beat to ovn singing.

Learn Èo play belJ.s, maracas,
hand drums, woodblocks,
j ingle sticks cor rect Ly.

Exploratory and expressive
use of tone-bar i nstrument s.
Some chi ldren will play
two or three-note melodi es
on lhem by ear, and bordun.

Become avare of di f ferent
poss ibi 1i È i es and sensi-
tiviÈy !o sound in using
instruments to accompany or
create introduct ions to suit
mood of a songi or sound
effects in stories or poems.

Some children will be able
to play more challenging
accompaniments than the
bea!.



Àppenilix C

E.ÀRLY CHI LDHOOD MUSIC T,ESSON PLÀN STRUCTTJRE

Introduction - Short review of a known song to create an
atmosphere of capability anã to lrarm up
the voice.
The goal of bhe fesson determines what song
or rhyme should be used: hide the goal in
the introduct ion.
Group r¡ork - four to five minutes.

I I - Pl-ay - If a ner¡ song is to be taughÈ, teach ib by
rote ãnd pl-ay the game that goes with it -five to six minutes,
Game review: this is the longest part of
the lesson and wiII include the goal for
the day while creating a playful atmosphere.
Àvoid teacher correction and demands during
game playing.
Play one or two games long enough to develop
a feeling of satisfacÈion.
During game-playing, all musical abilities,
singing, pibch, rhythm, aural skilIs, âre
unconsciously developing. PIay games for
ten to f i fteen rninut.es.

In some lessons a movement or dramatic
activity wil.I be developed in this
section of the lesson.

Briefly focus upon the teaching goal of the
day. Do some indivídual work if possible by
demonstratíng and lebting the children do it
aÌone to show their ability.

III - Conclusion - Repeât the neÌ{Iy learned song, or
Iisten t.o music, preferably live, or
play games with instruments for
four or five minutes.

The conclusion depends on the children's
mood. Make it stimulating if children
are tired, guiet if the children are
excited, challenging if children are
stiLI alert and recept i ve.
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ÀppendÍx D

EARIJY CHILDHOOD MUSIC TEÀCHER COURSES

Specific courses for Early Childhood music education wilL
be most helpful. A Canadian music course available for
early childhood teachers is given each summer at the
University of Toronto under the leadership of Donna Wood.

AIso on the faculty some years is Katalin Forrai, Director
of EarIy Childhood Music Education in Hungary, and seminars

are given by a number of experienced teachers. Information
may be obtained f rom

Music in EarIy Chi ldhood,
RoyaI Conservat.ory of Music,
273 Bloor Street West¡
Toronto, Ontario, M5S 1W2.

Orff and Kodaly courses are available in Manitoba each

summer at the University of Manitoba and Brandon University
respectively. While these are not geared especially to pre-
school years I many excellent methods, processes and

materials are offered, Information may be had from

Carl Orff: Music for Children,
Summer Certification Program for Teachers,
School of Music, University of Manitoba,
65 Dafoe Road,
Winn ipeg, Manitoba, R3T 2N2.
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KodaIy Summer Courses,
SchooL of Music, Faculty of Education,
University of Brandon,
Brandon, Manitoba, R7A 6A9.

Dalcroze studies information is availabte from

Dalcroze Soc i ety of Àmerica,
Ithaca ColLege School of Music,
Ithaca, New Yorkr 14850, U. S. A.


